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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Thursday, Janitry 8, 1114

Volume 43
TRIALS OP EDITOR MOUSE
The Newi hat, (or sometime put

Qi

MAKE MONEY AND PREMIUMS
Anyone who reads this announcement can make
some money and get Two Fine Premiums besides

-

Girls, all

HOLLAND

for the

Listen-This

—

What You

New Subscriber to

For every

Get?

;

—

men

luLerwm
and

it? , ““U?™
with Will Witt
Alf Lane were
inapectlngthe decorators art, and
after hauVpg done so started for the

will,,
|T<>m'

the

/ .

cha,rt,er.ln rt*"ds 10 «!“ plant, costing nearly one million dol- aeklng for votes and then expect that
tion. The registration this year
.
be a month earlier than formerly
or wou " yoa pre*er to htve they have enough dignity left to
and the primaries will be held in
and Harry. with no enforce the laws properly?
(March. Election will take place knowledge of municipal affairs, Do you want the fire department
Thinking he was late Schabbel April Sixth. Only one City Assessor except In their
estimation, pre- the most efflcent of Its kind In the
felt for his watch to find that the i* allowed under the new charter
sent himself through petition for state made the football of political
time piece was mlaslng. Like a and the City Attorney explainedthat
slouth hound he trailed all the the council should look up a defln- considerationas a member on this igltatlon
places about town where he had been ete assessing system for the assessor board at a primary?
If so, sign the petition.
that morning and he night before to work on so he would be able to
But If you want to keep these
Remember that the men receiving
but no clue to the loft watch was oh- handle all the work. Under the
three
departments of our city govthe
largest
majorities
at
the
polh
talned. In dlspalr he finely told the present system of going from house
ernment
of which this city Is sepecare
not
always
the
men
who
make
boys he was going up to the News t0 house to make the assessment It
Office to Insert s lost
18 Impossiblefor one maq to do all !the most efflcent officers.
tally and Justly proud, out of poliAt this Juncture Alf Lane, who hr, the work In the required time. In
The editor of the Holland City tics, then DON’T 8ION the petition.
the way is an Hlngllsh gentlemen re- view of the short ttmp he suggestcently from Cockneyland, spoke so ed that the assessor be appointed1m- News haa ha<1 much oppor"When you go to the paper take tb,a jediatsly and on the first ballot Chris Jtunlty to find this out having attendGRAND HAVEN A8KB FOR LOWso you will get there In time for the Nibbellnk was appointed. Van Ton-1^ and written up many meetings ol
next Issue; hut why In bloody-blaxes
ER INSURANCE RATES
you bloomen bloated, bloke, are you
The Grand Haven Commercial
so carelessdon’ter know." you ors salary was fixed at $3.00 per ol administration.
Club will take up the matter of loW-,
even’t even got ’orse sense ’ave you*
day. The assessor appointed last i Jn a large majorityof cases It ll
er fire Insurancerate* on mercantile
“So you’s copped de turnip" sain night will serve until April after :t|je man wlj0 dareg
an(j g0
and residenceproperty. The new
Witt.
Alf was the “dip” but an honest which be will have to be nominated dojng has stepped on someone's toes waterworks plant !• 1# winrt— lo#t
and elected.
lone.
who gets there only by the skin of the factorlea are getting low rates
Schabbel looked pleased but sheep
On motion of Aid. King all other his teeth at the poles? but he makes and other property owner* want to
know where they come In.
Ish and* stood treat.
business In connection with the asyour best alderman — not the man, as
o
sessing such as arranging a new syoo
n
rule
who
is
elected
by
an
overGOOD
ROADS
OPPONENTS
ARB
See the Great Pre-InventorySaYo tem and attending to all printing,;
etc, was
left to the Committee on whelming majoritybecause he never
was
Prices of P. S. Boter and Co., on
AT WORK AGAIN
Page
It wljl pay you to look Ways and Means. It is very prob- hurt anybody’s feellfig. It Is really
able that this committeewill
. .
them over.
Grand Haven Tribune — It waa relow the suggestionof City Att. van lau*hableto watch h,m ,n
Duren and that a card system of as- deliberations,more so especially ported today that a petition waa besessing will be instituted.A card when matters of difficultycome up, ing circulated In Grand Haven townIndex of all the propertyIn the city ^ when a question which has recelv- ship asking that the good roads prowill first be taken, accordingto description and then the roles will be cd conalderab,e publ,c not,oe» comes position be again submitted to tbo

No. 1— A handsome steel, patent scissors guaranteed. (Photo
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you get the following:

or bring us
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tion having been atowed

BOARDS INTO POldTK'S!

_POUC,

_

can be an agent

CITY

to agitate, the municipal gas ques-

show.

AIL AKE ELIGIBLE
Women, Boys and

CITY

Impossible.

"AGENTS

Men,

CITY ASSESSOR
GAS TESTS FOR SIX MONTHS UP

It

YOU

•
been trying to get a comic cartoon.
Some agitation has arisen the past Board of Police and Fire Commishave never bee# able to Ret anyTO AVERAGE
thing that was realty worth while.
week and petitions are being circu- sioners.
Most of the comical features we have
lated in order to bring before the
Who wants to go back to the old
The meeting of the common counrun across, were not funny but
people, for their approval, a change marshal election aystem, where the
'near funny" some were fair but cil last night wu very tame affair
the majority were attempts at fun and with the exception of the ap In the new charter, whereby the officers curry favor with certain elepolntment of a city assessor nothing members of the Board cf Public ment! In order to make votes on elecmaking.
But at last we secured a aeries, Importance Was taken up and the re- Works and tbo member# of Police tion day?
where there Is a laugh In every Issse gular routine work wu quickly disand Fire Commissioners are to bo
The police board haa been an Inand they will appear in the News posed of.
each week until they fall to amuit City engineer Naberhuls gave made elective instead of appointive. dependent board thua far, not askwhich seems
each of the members of the council
The News wishes to express Its dis- ing for votes. The officerson the
The trials of a newspaper man aid a type written copy of the seral-mon- approval of any such a course.
'orce are not made a politicalring
the strange Incidents which arise In thly report of gu tests for the year
Where
In this state or any oth-r through which to boost any one pera newspaper office are here depleted 1913. A total of 883 teats were takonly the subjects are not person but en. The highest test was 662 while state, is there an elective board, that son. who might be favorable to them
are chosen from the animal and bird the lowest test was 519 making an haa done as good work and as much and their friends In order to hold
kingdoms.’ Rabbits, roosters and’ average test for the year, 699.2 work for our city as has this ap- their positions,neither are they givhens bears “cub reporters" frogs which is approximatelythe 600
pointed Board of Public Works?
en the power to ouht through politiand mice constitute the cast of char- mark which the company Is trying
The municipalitiesand peoples’ cal tactics men who ask them to dj
acters. Mr. Mouse and Mr. Frog are to keep up. 436 out of 883 tests
the life of the
were below 600. This Is a slight rights, men point with pride to this their plain duty and is therefore not
But by the way go see the show Improvement on the year 1912 when light and water plant of ours, and desired on the board? Who wants
on the First page In part
the average test was 696.7. From
use it as argument In their discus- to make this board a foot ball ef
_o
the first of January until between
sion of other municipal theories.
Politics and political favor?
HELP, HELP! POUOEI
“dn» ^“.a .Trom*
Summing up the matter In a nut
Don’t you think the common counA pickpocket I#
|on most of the tests were over the cil, which Is elected by the people Is shell:
600 mark. The highest average atcompetent to select able
to
Do you want our efflcentBoard of
to “ear
talned in a eeml monthly report was
Public
Works which has been tried
serve
on
this
very
Important
board?
between Sept. 30 and Oct. 16 when
In their very midst but such Is the
What are they elected for but to for 20 years and not found wanting*
the average test was 624.4.
case never the less.
serve you In such capacities.
to be an object of politicalpull and
Herman Schabbe! piano finisherat 1 Discuss Phrases In New Charter—
Don’t you think It safer for them politicalfavor?
the Buse and Lane had his pockets
Assessor Appointed
Do you want the Police Board to
picked In broad day light while look | City Att. A. Van Duren called the to appoint men adapted for such poing Into a show window down town attentionof the council to phrases sltlons that Involve much money and gc In the highways and bayways,
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factory.

of scissors in this paper.)

No. 2— A three-piece Kitchen Set, consisting of

.

Wn

(

one Bread Knife, one Cake Knife, one Paring Knife.
No.

3-Twenty-Five(25c)

in

money.

,

»
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Subscriber

to offer your Prospective

^

adv.

Offer the subscriberyou intend to get One

News and a

Year’s Subscription to the Holland City
patent steel Scissors, same as photo

in this

paper for

$1.00 (one dollar).

RULES AND CONDITIONS
This

a person who

sent in must not be a renewal, but

not taking the paper and has not taken
'

^

important. Remember, the new name

is

months prior to the bringing

it

is

for three

-

new name as

in of the

1

a subscriber.

-

-

(

Remember, that

the agent

cannot subscribe

3.

for

fol-1

.

..

.

(

himself, as he already
a

second person

is a

subscriber. He must get

new subscriber who

as a

is

not

now

or has not taken the paper for three months back.

Perfect

BOOKS WILL SHOW
Our subscription books

named sent in,
last-three

is or

months.

will

show

if

the person

Fitting

we

will not

cards.

voters of the county.
the
|0D f°r action.
Improvements In Clerk Office | The first named alderman expresses
This matter was temporarily
On motion of Alderman Steren- his opinions boldly and votes YES or shelved a few weeks ago when Judge
berg, chairman of the committee on N0 convincingly and strong~but the Cross decided against tbe opponents
pubic building,and property
[ellow wllh th„
„ maiorlly
of the good roads measure, but the
cabinets for care of books and papers B
of the clerk will be installed in tho^irms ab<>ut in his chair looks from antis still have their knives out and
vault at his office In the city hall. one alderman to another, trying ham appear determined to again bring
The work Is estimated to cost In to find out how his colleague votes, the bonding proposition to a vote.
the neighborhood of $400.
says nothing on the question at Issue
This opposition Is unfortunate.Id
Items of Intereet
and either votes with the crowd or the country districtstbe people who
The committee on Public Build- announces his yes or no so softly, a»
at one time were Inclined to be opings and Property has been authorIf afraid It was going to break. posed to the methods used In buildUed to revarnlsh and fix up the outDo you think able competent mon ing our county roads are now gradside doors of the City Hall.
The committee investigating the are willing to have their names ually coming over to tbe proposition.
advisability of installing a city em- fl0Unted before the public In a De- The roads that have been built are
ployment bureau reported that
.
I4
. .
successes and nothing succeeds like
matter was now under consideration. mary and havo 11 bP8mercbed w!tb
The Committeeof citizens with trumped up and fictitious charges by success.
Otto Kremer, chairman will soon his enemies for the sake of getting
Many men however, will sign any

clee,

has been a subscriber within the
If so

made out from

Glasses

honor the sub-

^

,

,

scription sent in.

THE FILED IS BIG
Now get busy with your
If

friends near

and

far.

1

away and interestedin Holland, it is betletter from home, as far as news value

they are

ter than a

goes.

,

No mattM'if they live in Holland, Overisel, California, Nev/York or the Philippines, the Holland
City News'* goes any where., in the American possessions fo/ $1.00 (one dollar) a year, including

a

o)f

town). No postage required when premiums

ar^called for

at

Stevonson’s
Optical Specialist
24. Eighth

the office.

oM

St.,

Holliml

News

City

Enclosed find postal order for
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$

aaJ

m

far ink,
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need
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for the followingnew subscribers to the

Attention
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Name

.........................
....

Address

............................

........ . .............. . ......

..... . .............

;

...

....... 1 ........................................

.

;

........ . ................

..

........ .

.............

Our

experience is. at

for

examination.

Address ...........................
......................................
...

_

Crossings

.........

.

.

Address ..........................
.....
.

\t

.

In

disposal of the rooms

...

..................

.

will be sent promptly on receipt oil names and money.

7Shasb*en establish*!tines 1621 and we
the three H&land Banks

refer

you

HARDI E
Jeweler and Optician
19

to any

of

”

movement

is

a

'

.

.
#

W. 8th Stieet%

^"dum

.

The men appointed from time

Godfrey.

wLl

.

.

to,

wainai
.

_

I

, >»J

nH

brakers.
who’s

Green ticket Sale,
...
that? Why even the children know, selected and the council has
It’s at The Lokker-Rutgers Store to sift this to the bottom,

DIDN’T

-

the time

Atwood Case May Go Over Term.

on

Tho public is long suffering
The trial of Morris and Frank Aturgent questions sometimes, then wood of Blendon for manslaughter In

again on trlval matters will go off connectionwith the death of Zelma
In a taqgent because they do not Atwood last October, may not be
take time to Investigate properly. held at the January term of circuit
famous The voter follows-^hearsayaltototh*,court. It Is understood that at the

HELP HOLLAND AND
VICINITY ANY

............. ...

two premiums and a check for the commiuionof each new subscriber

_

Ize their present

adopting the
thelr nameiJ to be UB0(1 ln a political j declared In favor of adopting

the

.

..........................................
......................................

you think the members who

they pap ^ worked to death. BeClty Hall formerly occupied by the time , a councll eiwted by you. arejoause of the fact that there are
Board of Education was loft to the
knockers against the good roads
committee on Public Buildings and chosen on merit. They accept tbe po-j knockers
Property. They will probqbly be sition us a matter of pride to their measure, the
P
given to the City Assessor and city and to themselves and as a mat- 11* bept ,n nn unwtlled cond n
Health Officer
I. ___
»n dn th«lr the time and the anti good road*
ter of pride they endeavor to do their
adherents, could on the slightest exduty well.
BOARDS MEMBERS NOW HAVE If board members were elected on cuse, circulate petitions asking for
THEIR BADGES
a primary ballot, you would get a another vote on the measure.
h0.V,h* P0'1.C!hB0^ 1 m«d'iocro of mea Md thare wou!d « I, to b* hoped that thl. lateat
now have their badges. Each
_ move on the part of the opponent! of
have under the lapel of his coat a be constant changing each year
«, nroTe orl.
round nlckle badges showing that he each gains or looses In popular favor 8°°
Is a commissioner and has the auth- w|th the voters. The trouble is the BUoreMfulorlty to arrest law
_ ___
ir.v«aM.l Editor News — Why not spend the

The

and has been for Fourteen consecutive years. Don’t miss It.

NAME OF AGENT SENDING
Name

Ave- Do

and n'f'a S,rcet h"' ““'l" tie light and water planta question.
and asked (hat the council take some
. 4
.
The voters of this county voted on
action on the matter so work can what lbey are today- lbe befit ,n tbe
the
good roads measure some years
start early In tin spring. This was state for a town of this size and selfreferred to the committee on Streets sustaining, would have permitted ago and by a substantial majority

your service. No charge
NftflM ........ ..................
•••' .........

011

that the city buy TstrJt brnh was f,*bt to *ain tbe p08,UonB lhey bavr8yRtem- The ,an.,1t,ar!1'1"
^nourt but
referred to the street committee. so ably filled the past twenty years? ,
are all right no g

Across From Nollatil Inlororban Waltiag Stafion
fall* wli| bUik

I*°"and

poor conditionof North River

and

HOLLAND, MICH.

Cat iat tk

rnVe8tlgatl0n

.

.

a board to serve without pay giv- old kind of petition, whether or not
there is merit to It, but whether the
''“city Engineer Naberhul. called lng the pMple lhe lh', lie,t tll'‘t 1,1
antis will get enough signer* to legal
the attentionof the council to the' tbem’

THE

Scis-

sors (send 5c extra for postage on scissors if mailed
out

the

;

Montgomery Ward,

tbe

'

mall order man, passed away in Chier too often without getting to the; opening of the term tho attoruejs
cago a few weeks ago. His estimated
\lor the defendants will ask for a
wealth was $16,000,000. It Is claim- facts.
need
tor
th'B,
continuance. The prosecutingattored that he did wonderful things for
Is there a crying

*

Chicago but we are unable to dis- change, except possibly tor the agita- r.Py Is anxious to
Subscribe for the Newi — $1 0J cover anything he ever did for Hol- tors, who have at present ao subject trial of lift case.
land and vicinity.
per year and get # premium FREE.

vlth the

i
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News

Mr. and Mn. Egbert Schipper of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Joldersma of
WEST OUT!
OVERI8EL
The total precipitationfor the
Grand Rapids spent New Years’ day Grant are here visitingrelatives and . Mrs. Ingersall and daughter Oleva \ A kitchen shower wad given last month also establishe sa minimum
at the horns of Mr. and Mrs. Ben- friends.
have departed for Grand Rapids evening at the home of Mr. tad Mrs. mark.
jamin Neerken.
Messrs. Welnard and William Bos then from there they are going to John Teusink,326 Central avenue^In
Adrain for the wlntef.
Mr. and Mn. B. T. Moerdyke and ef Drenthe were in town on business.
honor of Miss Sena Hoffman, of Ov- CENTRAL PARK HOTEL TORN
Robb Reese is visiting Francis
son Earl spent New Years’ day with
Bert De Vries of Beaverdam was
DOWN TO MAKE ROOM FOR
erisel, who ia soon to be a bride. Miss
Hurile at Frteport111. We are watt
Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Moerdyke of in town on business Tuesday.
Hoffman received many useful gifts.
ing for orange blossoms
FINE SUMMER RESIDENCES
Holland.
The regular High school teachers
We hear that Fern Doolittle is Refreshments were served. Those
ON THE LAKE FRONT
Emerson De Spelder left for Ann meeting was held in Miss La Huis' nicely situated in her new home at! present were Josie Hoffman, Laura
Qerrit Bonlnk of Grand Haven
Ths Central Park hotel, conductroom Tuesday evening.
Tekonsha
Hoffman, Sarah Hoffman, Deaa and
ia visiting relatives and friends in Arbor Friday.
ed by Mrs. B. J. Johns, is being torn
T. L. Norton was out buggy riding orace Menker, Clara Hoffman,Hattie
Mrs. H. H. Karsten has gone to
Ralph Ten Have and Miss Anna
Beeland and vicinity.
down and by next summer three
Sunday with that chestnut stepper.
Veneklassenentertained a skating Grand Rapids to make an extended Mr. A. E. Barry of Grand Haven poffman, Jennie Hoffman, Anna beautiful cottages will be seen on the
Henry Englishman of Overlsel party at the brickyardpond Tuesday visit with relatives and friends,
Hoffman, Kate and Josie Donli, Lena
was in the village over Sunday.
site where the hotel now stands. The
was in town on bosiness Wednesday evening.
Essink, Gertrude Dampen, Janet
Mrs. J. Katner of Forest Grove
Tom Alger was out hunting rab- m
cottages will be have all the modern
Edward Schuitema of West The Little son of Bert Heald jt was here Tuesday visiting with bits Monday brought in a black one BIotman' JenilI« Volink,
convenience!,and will be rented by
Drenthe was In town on business Grand Rapids was hurled Friday friends.
with a bushy tail, and it had a very
the season.
Simon Bowen made a business trip strong scent.
NEW GRONINGEN
Wednesday.
from the home of John Bowens. The
A working crew of ten men are ddMiss Virginnia Fisher of Grand
Henry Van Noord of Jamestown death was due to scalding. Inter- to Grand Haven Tuesday.
A surprise party was given in the ing the work of tearing down the
Haven
has
been
visiting Miss
„
,
«
v
Corle
Hlrdes
returned
from
Grand
was here Wednesday visiting ment was in the Zeeland cemetery.
Rapids Tuesday where he had spent Hugger of this village. Miss Fish- honor of Mr- and Mrs. C. J- Schaap building and erecting the cottages,
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hoekje returnat their home in New Groningen. A and of course these men must eat.
several days visiting his friend Her- ed returned borne Monday.
Peter Ten Have and Ted De Free ed to Grand Haven on the early man Van Sluyter.
Mr. T. M. Alger of this place was very large number attended. The They all like fish and woqld prefer
to Grand Haten Saturday but he did evening was spent In playing games.
went to Holland on business Wednes train Monday morning In order to
fish to meat for a change. But it
M. Hlrdes made a business trip to not wait for the train to take him
be present at the opening of school.
Refreshments were served and all takes a lot of fish for ten hungry
day.
home he started out a foot. We
Chicago Tuesday.
M. U. M. Glee club of rhjg city Bernard De Vries of Drenthe wa? have not heard how long it took him reported a good, time.
Mrs. Nlea Nles and Miss Nancy
men. Still during the cold weather
o
to make the trip.
Nies of East Holland were In town met last evening at tho In town on business yesterday.
two Holland women, Mrs. Carl and
home of Miss Edna Brandt for the
Mist Phoebe Bergstrom who has PETITION FOR CHANGING CHAR- John Erickson have supplied the men
on business Wednesday.
been working in Grand Rapids is
TER MUST HAVE MANY
with fish ever since they started the
George De Young sprained his purpose of commencing work on
CRISP

ITEMS s'.

Mich.

-.

|

Maggie

-

-

'

spendng the holidays with her mothwork. »
NAMES.
Miss Mary Dams is visiting her er and slater.
These two women stay at Central
Zeeland, High school started pracBernard Veneklassen went to Hoi
Dr. H. Smith has sold his etallon
parents for a few days during the
It- is believed that those who are
Park
and every morning no matter
tice
cantata entitled holidays.
to John Boone.
land on business Wednesday.
backing the petition to change the
how
cold
It is or what kind of weathMn. C. Matt had a parellct struck Board of Public Work and the Board
The Rev. Benjamin Hoffman has "The Village Blacksmith,” words by
Dan Meeuwsen who is employed at
Tuesday
morning.
er,
their
white
caps can be seen out
Longfellow. It will be given to the
of Police and Fire Commissioners
recoveredfirom bis attack of tonsilitthe B. Van Raalte farm, East Holo—
on
the
lake
near
the Park and each
public in about two months.
from the appointiveto the elective
land, spent New Year’s day in this
HUDSONVILLE
day
so
far they have brought in beThe Zeeland Hlgh^Senors have re- community, visiting relatives and
basis will have hard sledding to se
Bert De Vries of Beaverdam was
Hudsonvllle,Mich., Jan., 6. — Ger- cure enough signatures. Twenty tween 100 and 160 fish.
ceived
their class pins. Thev friends.
in town on business Wednesday.
rit G. Schlocter, whose home Is Just
are of solid gold containingthe full
five per cent of the number of vot
Augusta Nieuwsema who has just
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Boone spent
Zeeland Family Gathers to Re-Unito
adrosB the river in Georgetown is ly
word “Zeeland" the lettersH. S. and
ters who cast their vote in the preNew Year’s day with his parents near
finished a course in nursing at the
ing at the point of death from injurthe date '14.
vious election is required. That
Old Ties
XJ. B. A. hospital has been visiting
Zeeland.
ies caused by a runaway team. He
means
that about five hundred nam
The
Olympic
Athetlic club Basket
with her parents hi this city.
A pleasant family reunion was
Lizzie Boldewyn who has bee,i on was hauling logs from the woods,
ball team ordered their new suits
f* musttbe secured before the meas
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the sick list for a few dayi is im- preparatory to having them sawed,
Bert Elliot of Jamestown was in
through A. De Krulf from Spalding
ure can even be submitted to an elec
town Saturday visiting relatives and
proving nicely.
when, in some manner, the large jtion. In general there is a good deal Albert Klosterman in Zeeland.
Sport Supplies. The suits will be
Those who were present at the
friends.
Jacob Faleh, ono i:t our oldest and hook on the evener caught, hie shoes', 86ntlment agalnBt mu|Upiyi„g the
black with orange trimming.
gathering
were Mr. and Mrs. Johd
most respected citizen Is on the sick and the team ran away through the' bar o( offlcer8 that the people
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wentzel of
Chester Lahuls will leave for
Klosterman
and family of Coldwatei*.
stomps and rough ground,, dragging , yote tor_ mak|ng (he ba|Iot cum
list.
Grand Rapids spent Saturday with Florida soon.
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Elias Klosterbe.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wisslnk.
Jacob Falen, one of the oldest him along. The team ran to the ber30me and |b|1 objKUon,
man of Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs.
John Mulder Jr., returned from
house where his wife Onslly succeed-1|evedi w|1| be
tga|n8t the pe.
and
most
respected
citizens
of
Crisp
Henry Brummel and Cornle Wes- Detroit Monday. * /
Henry Klosterman of Beaverdam;
died Saturday afternoon at the age ed In freeing Schlocterfrom the tition by many.
trate of Indian Beek, were In town
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Klosterman, livJohn Slabblkorn and William De of 83 years. He is an old pioneer of hook and with the aid of neighbors
nn business Saturday.
ing northeast of Zeeland; Mr. and
Leeuw made a business trip to Grand Ottawa county and has spent muen got him Into the house, and medical THREE
GRADUATES Mrs. T. Vanden Brink of Zeeland;
Peter Rooks of Hamilton was in Rapids Monday.
of his life on bis farm near Crisp. aid summoned.
SPEND VACATION IX
town on business Saturday.
and Everet Kloeterman of Montreal,
From some unknown cause the He is survived by a daughter, Mrs. As far as can be seen, his injurHOLLAND.
Canada.
John Brower of Drenthe spent roof of the First Reformed church Brondson, of Crisp, Mich. The fun- ies conafst of a dislocation of the
..... 0
...........
Marlnus Den Herder, Hope ’13, H.
Saturday in town visiting friends. of Zeeland caught fire Wednedasy
eral was held Wednesday morn- right hip, bad bruises on the heaJ
Bert Hartgerlnk returned to afternoon. William Hleftje, who ing at eleven o’clock from the home and face and serious internal injur- V. E. Stegeman, Hope T2, and H.
CITY MARKETS
happened to be passing the building and at twelve o’clock from the ies. He had not regained conscious- W. Dieters, Prep. 13, are among
Ypiuant's Saturday night.
each Milling Company
ness up to a late hour. He is 24 those of the alomnl who have spent
John Van Den Bosch of Oakland quickly extinguihesdthe blaze with Christian Reformed church of Crisp.
years old and has been married less their holiday vacation with friends (Buying price per bushel on grain)
waq in town Saturday visiting a garden hose. Very little damage The Rev. Mr. W’yngaarden will ofand relatives ! the city. M. Den Wheat, white ------------------------- .92
than three months.
was done and the fire department
knee while playing basket

ball.

special music.

on a

-

—

„

^

RECENT

.

friends.

red

ficiate.

meeting was held Friday night Herder is attendingthe New Bruns- W heat,
...m...- 93
Reformed church at wick Seminary. Mr. Stegeman is
The William De Free Hardware were very pleasantlysurprised on
.60
Professor in the . Pleasant Prairie Rye . ...................... ... ...........
Company of Zeeland has hit upon New Year’s day by their children, Hudsonvllle the object of which Is
Oats
------ -----------—
-----.4#
Academy In German Valley, III. and
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Corneillus
a novel advertising scheme. By the and were made the recipient* of 'a to form a parochial school in this
Corn
... ........ ................. ....... 78
Intends to take op theologyin the
tVereeke of Beaverdam—a boy.
mail they are sending the citizens of a beautiful mantel clock. Those who community, where the children of
(Selling Price Per Toni
Us inembers thus associated will Western Theological Seminary of
Bert and John De Vries of Beavor Zeeland and vicinity a tag bearing
were present are Mr. and Mrs. A.
Street Car feed ...............
.......32.00
this city next year. Mr. Dieters is
. dam spent Saturday in Zeeland vlslta number, ^bont a thouasnd of Bazaan and family of Cor.endocrn;have more Bible training than is afNo. 1 Feed ______
32.00
taking op an engineeringcourse in
\ ing friends.
these numbers aire sent out. They Mr. and Mrs. M. Bazaan and family, forded at the public schools.Corn Meal ... .....
32.00
Little outside the organizationof the Sthte University. .
Thao De ;Pree and Peter Ten then attact similar numbers to cer- of Holland; Mr. and Mrs. B. Baraan
Cracked Corn .........
32.00
—
lHave ma<te a business trip to Hol- tain articles tbroaghout the store. and family of Crisp; Mr. and Mrs. B. the society was accomplished.Jacob
Bran ------------ ---------- ..26 00
CIRCUIT COURT COMMISSIONER
Jand Saturday.
The idea is that all those receiving Dykgraaf and family, Mrs. I. Bazaan Bloembergenis the president ani
Middlings ______________ 29.00
DECIDES IN FAVOR OF
William
Grasman
the
secretary. The
numbers
must
visit
the
store
on
cerScreenings _________
26.00
and family and Rolla Ausfcker.
‘Hattie Brunmand of Jamestown
society experts, in the near future,
BERT
RIK8EN.
tain
days
and
search
for
the
prize
....12.00
Low
Grade
returned Saturday to resume her
A family reunion was held at the
IN FARM
bearing their number. In this way home of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Nfen- to build a acfioolhouse and have the
.16.00
Oil Meal ....
work in school today.
school conducted upon the plans
they inspect the contents of the enSUIT
.36.00
Cotton
Seed
Mieses Mae La Huis, Margaret
hnis on New Years day.
adopted by the parochial school at
tire store.
Circuit Court CommlaaonerMiles
Den Herder, and CharlotteDe Free
Thos. K om parens 4 Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Vries of Beaverdam. They declare that the
A special meeting of the congre- Grand Rapids who have been spend- school is to De strictly non-sectarian today rendered a decalon in the case
spent Saturday in Grand Rapids
Hay, Stray, Etc.
of John K. Vanden Berg vs. Bert
visiting friends.
gation of the North Street Christian ing a few days with Mrs. De Vries’
though all its members, up to this
(Prices Paid to Fanners)
Riksen. Vanden Berg brought suit
The action sale of the contents of Reformed church of Zeeland was parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eefman have iate, are membess of the Christian
Hay, loose ......................... ..... 16.00
against Riksen to evict him from a
held
Frfday
morning
after
the
rereturned home.
the livery barn formerly belonging
Reformed church.
Hay baled .... ........................ - 17.00
farm which Riksen had leased from
tj Dr. W. J. Rooks took place Satur- gular services. The meeting was
Albert W. Timmer and Miss MinHudsonvilfe,Mich., Jan. 7 — SunUraw ______________
I 00
Vanden Berg for a period of three
ofr
the
purpose
of
electing
a
deacon
day. All the horses were rebougbt
nie Lugers were married at the home day night ffve farmers living * in
Molenaar 4 De Good
yearp. The ease was tried before
to fill the vacancy caused by the re- of the bride in Crisp. The ceremony
with the exception of one.
Georgetown, Jamestownand Byron
Batter,
creamery
......
33
CoamJssioner Miles last Friday and
signation of Henry Vredeveld. Tiewas performed by the Rev. J. Wyn- cn the county line between Kent and
Butter, dairy ............................ 27-28
The Foreign Missionarysociety of
men Vander Brink was chosen on gaarden of South Olive in the pres- Ottawa were visited by chicken it took most ef the day. Many wit- Eggs ......
28
Hie M. E. Church will meet tomornesses were heard and . the teeing Spring Lamb .............................
the second ballot.
10
ence of a large number of relatives thieves and lost from 10 to 55 each.
row afternoon at 2:30 o’clock in the
between the two men in the quarrel Pork .......... ..............................
’A
The annual birthday celebration and friends. Refreshmentswere At one place thp thieves visited', the
Byrns Parlors.
was rather btter. Mr. Vanden Berg Mutton ..............
08
The Firemens’ banquet will be of Derk Boonstra Sr. was celebrated served and the afternoon and even- dog compelled them to let loose the tried to establish that Riksen had
Spring Chicken ______ _ — -------- .09
at the home of his son, R. Boon- ing were very pleasantly spent with seven fine Bens they had taken and
beld at the Colonial Cafe January 21.
not lived up to the agreement.
Chicken
.09
stra, living two miles south of Zee- music and games. The young peo- the farmer found the chickens when
John Wlchers is home from Prince
Com.
Miles
yesterday
decided Beef _____
.09
land. New Year’s day marked the ple were the recipients o» many very he arose to see what waa
RlkMB ,nd b# w|)|
ton, N. J. for a short vacation.
eighty-seventhmilestone in the life beautiful gifts.
the dog, but .the tftelveshad gone. allowed to remain on tho farm until
Alfred Van Voorst returned from of Mr. Boonstra. He is still in the
Chicken stealing ban been going .,,
Vanden Berg wal
Harrison Friday.
pink of condition. He has six chil- INSTRUCTORS IN ZEELAND SUN on In that vicinityfor some time, but repr8Mn,ed by y,88cber and Rob|a.
John C. Hoekje left for Grand dren. thirty-eight grandchildren,
DAY SCHOOL SURPRISE
the loser, have kept quiet lu the'60n aad RIkBen br Att „ Teil Ca,e

was not

called out.

Mr. and Mrs

TBorn to Mr. and Mrs. John Rarer/ink of Burculo — a girl.

Cornelias Bataan

A

at the Christian
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Iearo

Has Hudsonville
Found

Same

the
and ten great grandchildren. Those
hope that the thieves might he!
FELLOW MEMBER
Mrs. Agnes Schermer of Holland present at the celebration were Mrs.
The Sunday school teacher* of the caught, hut there seems to he no GOVERNMENT GIVES FIGURES
spent Friday in Zeeland visiting and Mrs. S. D. Boontsra, Mr. and
The Answer Is Found In tlta Straight
North Street Christian Reformed clue. It Is thought the chickenswere
SHOWING AVERAGE FOR
Mrs. Lewis Boonstra, Mr. and Mrc.
with relatives.
taken either to Grand Rapids or
church of Zeeland presentedMr. and
Forward Statement of a
ENTIRE NATION.
Miss Cornelia Derl^s and Harry D. F. Boonstra,Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mrs. Frank Osinga with a beautiful Allegan where they were disposed
sonville Resiuent.
Washington, Jan. — There Is at
Derks spent New Year's day In Grand Boonstra, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Boon- sofa Tuesday night. It has long been of.
stra, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brumlnel,
o
large in the United Slates this day
Rapids.
We have been reading week After
YRIE8LAND
the sum of $35.11 for every man,
Zutd^'th Taofa by'
Miss Dena Rlnch of Holland, is M™ De Spelder and Mr. Hyma. The
week
in the local press of HolftlJid
day was spent in talking over old .
.
.. his fellow teachers. Those present
making an extended visit at the
A
head-on collision between two woman and child. The treasury de- citizens who have been rid of dl
times and recalling old incidents.It
home of the Rev. and Mrs. D. R.
at the surprise were Mr. and Mr*. buggies occured Wednesday evening partment says' so.
tressing kidney and bladder tr
was wound up by a bounteous feast
Figures aro, money in circulation
Drukker.
Albert Johnston, the Rev. and Mrs. juts out of the city limits of Zeeland,
ties
by Doan’s Kidney Pills, and
to which old Mr. Boonstra did reJ. Smltter, Mr. and Mrs. Rummel. and as a result one of the. rigs is *3.775,464.096, as follows: Gold cofn
The little son of Mr. anc Mrs. P. markable justice.
have often wondered whether t|
Mr. and Mrs. C. Vander Meer, Mr. a total wreck. . Mr. Meengs of vrlea- 1 *2’000’000'000;bank note8’ *757
Vanden Bosch is seriotsly ill with
same high opinion of this medicl
There waa a meeting of several L. Van ^«oo, Misses Hattie Sterkec, land, the occupant,was unhurt. The 0°M00; •liver dollars $565,000,000
pneumonia.
is to be found in our nelghboril
buinsess men- of Zeeland at the Margaret Meeuwsen, Jennie Osinga, orupant of the other rig, Nick Ver The rest is in change.
James Schepersleft for Cincinnati,
towns. This frank and earn<
o
rooms of the Civic Club to listen to Jennie Vredeveldt,Martha Kloster- Hage also of Vrieeland was slightly
Ohio, Friday.
statement by a well-known respectthe proposition of Mr. Dunn who pro man and Messrs. Derk Van Loo, Da- injured.
WEATHER MAN* SAYS IT WAS
ed resident of Hudsonv'Uewill set]
Roy Ten Have and Tkeo De Free posed to put on a five day Chautauid Van de Koii, Jacob De Koster,
WARMEST
SINCE DECEMBER this doubt at rest.
«pent New Years in Grand Rapids.
qua in Zeeland some time the latter and Bernie Mulder.
EAST HOLLAND
1891
Michigan,says: “I had been doctor-'
Dr. W. J. Rooks lost a very valua- part of next July or the first part
A short program consisting of recA farewell party was given at the
The month of December has been Ing with a physicianfor gall stones
ble horse Friday from blood pois- of August, representingthe Central itations and -songs was rendered.
home of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. RoopstrajOne of the warmest Decembers
and acute attacks of Brights’ disoning. Bruises sustained in a runa- ChautauquaSystem of Cincinnati.
ease. After a course of his treatfray led to the poisoning.
Mayor Cook acted as chairman of
z°:
o( ti,eh orand
ment, I was advised to try Doan's
the
meeting,
and
Mr.
Dunn
received
William Alderlnk spent New Years
The evening wee
Kidney Pills. I had backache and
considerable
encouragement:
He
Gay in Grand Rapids.
up by » talk by Supt Derk V.n
Mis8(,, G(srtrude and M^fle tOT# for
^ wai 36 d P
trouble with the kidney secretions. I
John Ten Have and Lar.i De Krulf asked the signaturesof 26 business
found such good results from the
entertained a skating party at the men as a guarantee that 600 tickets
.....
*ben the average ten. first box 1 got another. Now, tho
brickyard skating pond New Years’ wonld b. .old at »1.60 each, which mrjM co„t|nue thelr work willingly Mi-“- J‘”16
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boonstra, Mr. peraturewaa 33 ,iegreee.The varm trouble has been greatly relieved.”
would entitle the holder to the en- and faithfully.
afternoon.
and Mrs. Dick Boonstra,Mr. Benjam-‘egt Dece^,, ever kn0WQ here“was
“When Your Back is Lame — 1
tire eeries of ten lectures and ten
The Rev. D. R. Drukker received* a
in Van Slooten, Mr. Edward Wagen- that of lg77 when the averag6 wa# member the Name.” Don’t sir
concerts given during their five days
Chronic ConstipationCured
•call from the Burton Heights Chrisveldt and Mr. Lester Mulder. The 42 degrees.
ask for a kidney remedy — ask
stay. In that city. Wednesdiy Mr.
'Five years ago I had the worst
tian Reformed church of Grand RapDum with a local committee mado ,caBe 0f chronic constipationI ever evening was spent in playing games. fThe snow fall for the month has tinctly for Doan’s Kidney PH
0
ids.
not exceeded five inches, whitfi |3 same that Mrs. Stoddard
the rounds of the business men to knew of, and Chamberlain’sTablets
Harmon Den Herder spent New secure the necessarysignatures, and cured me,”- write*
Fish,
all stores. Foster-Mllbi
Brooklyn, Mich. For sale by all yeaMn
.Years’ day in Grand Rapids.
the Chautauqua will undoubtedly Dealers. — Adv.
photo of scissors elsewhere In this ber on Teror(1 w,th the exception of Props., Buffalo, N. Y.»lder spent New come to Zeeland.
December last year and December
oHaven Friday.
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News

Holland City

PAQK

THRU

INVENTORY
NOW GOING ON

PRE1

5J4Zr

Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shoes,
We have

so far enjoyed the most prosperous season in the history of our business, but we still find our store filled

with heavy weights, or seasonable goods including Mens1 and Boy’s Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Caps, Shoes, Shirts, Sweaters

Underwear and Hosiery and with only 10 days before we
of the Boter Store, the house of fair dealing

and in keeping with

this policy

want to reduce our stock at
weight goods

wc are throwing our

a few of the

It has been the invariable rule

to carry nothing over

10 days

so

we

will not

of

fancy

suits an

8.00,

mixtures

$16.50 and $15.00 values

American manufacturers

.Now

$14.85
$11.65

Now
Now

$ 9.S5
$ 7.65

..............................................

.Now

Suits That Sold for $22.50

$19.75
$16.65

............ . .................................

Now
Now

Suits That Sold for $25.00

Suits That Sold for $20.00 ..............
Suits That Sold for $15.00 ............
..........................

—

Suits That Sold for $12.60 ..............
Suits That Sold for $10.00 ..........

$1.00

...........................

-

.......................

That Sold for

$1.25

...........................

-

....................... ......

That Sold for

$1.50 ...................................................

That Sold for

$2.50

That Sold for
TliEit

...........................

.

Any Coat $28.00, $25.00, $22.50 and $20.00 values

.......

^

2.50 and

. . .
$2.00,

Boy's Suits and Overcoats

.

.89

Suits and Overcoats That sold for $10.00

$ .98

Suits and Overcoats That sold

$1.24
$1.79

$3.00 ...................................................

A few ladies fur caps values
3.00 now your choice
During

Now

.......................

Sold for 5»0

Now

$2.25
$3.45

Suits and Overcoats That sold for

6.00

Suits and Overcoats That sold for

4.00

Suits and Overcoats That sold for

. 98c

Be sure and

Now

l

Flannel Shirts

Now
Garments Now

$2.00 Values

Now

...........

$1-85

$1.50 Values

....................

$1-05

$1.26 Values

Now
Now
Now

at ..................................... -

Sell at
at

...........

........... -

-

— —
.

.

—

..............................
.........

$115

$1.00 Garments

Sell

$ .50

ffoll-it .....................................................
$ .39

at ......................

One

lot

....... .......... ..........

48c.

boys union suits 75c values now

$1.00 Values

Sell

••••••••••••••••a*$1.65
at...-...~ ...........................

$6.00 Values go

Soil

at.

•••••••••••••••••a$1.23
.....................

5.00 Values Oo

Sell

at

.......... ......

Sell

at

....... .

.

.

$

.................

$4.00 Values

.98

..................$ .89
....... ................

$3.00 Values

$ -89

2.50 Values

All other goods not

Sweater Coats and Jersey sweaters

including our entire stock of

4

in the store

during this

Go
Go
Go

at ............................

at ........................
............................

2.00 Values Go

at

..................... . ......

1.60 Values Go

at ...........................

Go

at ...........................

and Bags will be sold at

10 Per Cent, off
You save money
all

ever department during this 10 days sale. People will flock here from

in

sections of the country and the store will be crowded every minute but

of extra salespeople employed to wait oi

.

we

will

wrap the

you.

If

we

we have plenty

are too busy wait on yourself and

goods for you. Be sure to come early as this sale will positively last

only 10 days. Don’t forget the place.

P. S. Boter

&

sale.

at ............................ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

All goods not mentioned above including our entire stock of Hats, Caps, Shirts Sweaters
Hosiery, Suspenders, Neckwear, Mufflers, Night Robes, Pajamas, Collars, Shoes, Suit Cases

V

still very large

at ............................................
..................... $

at

1.00 Values

high grade Oakes coats at 10 per cent. off.

listed 10 per cent. off.

3LT*

•••••

boy out now as our assortment is

fit the

This will include any pants

'

/

•••• ••••••••••*•••<

Men's High Grade Pants

two piece underwear.

$2.00 Garments

3.00

•

stiff hats

This includes all our wool and heavy cotton and

$1.50 Garments Now Sell

8.00
6.50

Underwear
$2.50 Garments Now Sell

for

Suits and Overcoats That sold for

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

this sale 10 per cent, discount on all our regular stock of

both soft and

fleeced

on.

Now $16.65
$

That Sold for
of the best

now

Overcoats 3rd Lot

Men's Cap9 and Fur Caps

Men's Suits
all

SI

is

be sold at 10

Three Lots As Follows

Now $11.65

Now $8.65
This includes

In

Overcoats 2nd Lot
Any Coat

Holland. We

Double Duty

to do

Our Overcoats Have Been Placed

Any Coat J13.50, *12.50, and *12.00 values

season

you want:

articles all other goods not listed will

Overcoats 1st Lot

to

have to include any of our Winter

per cent, discount and no goods reserved. This sale
All

from season

entire stock on the market at prices unheard of in

this time and within the next

Your Dollars
list

Inventory.

and good honest merchandise

in our inventory list. Therefore hurry if

Below we

take our Annual

Co.

The Store of Quality Clothing and Satisfied Customers

••••••••••••••••••••a

—
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Holland City
A week

of Prayer it being obaerv- Five thousand clergymen

News

through- The

Mlaaes Ida and Lavlna Cap*

cd this week by the Hope church con out the country, members and cor- p0n returned Monday to Ypeilanta af
gregation, services being held eveiy respondents of the Social Service ier spending the holidays at thea
evening except Saturday. The sub- Commissions of the various churches home In this city,
jects for the week will be as follows'have just received from the National

Born to Mr. and

^
jo
is

Church; ' Thursday— "The World;*1 Child Labor Day. The committee
Edward Friday— "The
also asking several hundred college

Mrs.

*rw«

Fieftje, a girl.

Nation.”

k

,

6 08

4

read a paper on “F. Hopkins Smith”

Mrs. Garrod gave

a

for 1914, a Joker pulled fire alarm
reading from bo* *2 at 12 o'clock Wedneeday

Christmas.”Miss Wing rendered
piano solo, and Mra. Kollen read ber. The fake alarm was discovered
in time to prevent the department
selections from Eugene Field.
•
from making the run to the box.
The followingpeople returned to-

Detrolt
,

The hostess Tuesday afternoon GRAND
HAVEN HAS FIRB
was Mrs. A. G. Oowdy and Mrs.
ALARM JOKERS
A. B. Cotton. Mrs. W. Winter
To add more noise to the welcome

;

o

U There were 71
80C e y
m births
nirins and
ana jg I'reBldent8* Bcho01 superintendents
Methodist church will
meet to-6
The Holland Shoe Co., commenc- deathg ,n otUwa county durJnK the prlnlcpals and teachers to bring the ^“aT^SO p. m. in the Byrns' parday to resume their studies at the
PASTOR IS GIVEN PURSE
ed work today after a two weeks’ n.onth of Novembcr( according to the BUb^ect of ch,,d ,abor before tb«^ lors of the church.
University of Michigan after spendGrand
Haven Congregation Present
bulletin of Vital Statisticspublished£ud^ and PuP‘Ib on Monday, the John
whQ hag been Tl#lt. ..........
...................
ing the holidays
in this city: Wilhs
Rev.
Hanneling With $100
Ex-Alderman P. A. Kleis celebrat- ^oday. In Allegan county there were *6th of Janaa^'
who wish
^ thl8 c|^ left 8unday
D,ekemai Mayo Hadden( A,freil
After
the
service at the First
ed his 72nd birthdayanniversary to- *8 births and 34 deaths. In Holland to observe Child Labor Day,
attending the'sirrim,
the Sirrlne, RUniov
Stanley r.ttrti*
Curtis, nirhard
Richard and
and Reformed church, New Year’s morn
the number of births was 17 and
will be sent upon request
Nelson Steketee, Nlel Tiesenga, ing, the congregationpresented
The Holland Board of Trade will deaths 8; In Grand Haven the births free of cbarge, by the NationalChill
i John Vruwlnk spent Saturday Insula Schoone, Gerrlt Rutgera their pastor, Rev. Henry Hanneling
a graduate of Hope college with a
hold a regular meeting tomorrow numbered 13 and deaths 4. In Alle- l*al>or (’ommlttee, 105 East 22nd St.
this city and returned yesterday to, George Mantlng, Miss Theo Thurber
purse of 9100. as an expressionof
evening in the rooms at the city hall, pan City there were 7 births and 4 New York cltJrChicago where he ia now attending aad, Miss Ruth Post,
their appreciation of his work In the
o
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. deat,1>the Northwestern University. | Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Meer church during the year. The gift
came aa a complete surprise to the
Wm. Kremers died Sunday. Funer- Domestic troubles will be much In
Clrus Droppers of Wisconsin has have left for a short visit with popular pastor, who was taken comal was held
evidenceat the January term of the
resumed his studies at Hope College friends and relatives in Chicago, pletely aback by the presentation.
The Daughters of t’n American Ottawa county Circuit court, which
Mr. Hanneling, has proved to bn
after spending his vacation at . his Mrs. Vander Meer, who was formerRevolutionwill meet at the mme of opens in Grand Haven Monday, as
ly Miss Nellie Rledsma, was married one of he most popular pastors whj
home.
has ever held the local charge, and
Mrs. J. C. Post this afternoon at the docket comprises thirteen suits
to Mr. Vander Meer last Monday
Capt. and Mrs. W. Robinson of
not only among his congregationIs
3
for divorce. Besides these cases the'
In Grand Rapids. The ceremony was
the admiration freely expreaaed but
Pentwater visited their son, Att. I*
The Holland Duaineaamen wm calendar includes nine criminal cases
N Robinson in thin city yesterday I*rformed by the groom's father, among the people of the city outside

,ay0ff*

day.

of

To

^

^

f(jr

three

,

Tuesday.

o’clock.

|

^

of hla church, aa well. Mr. HarmelRev/ J' Vander Meer. They wlll
their home at 262 West Ing has been one of the hard workW. J. Poppe \i visiting a few days
ers in the building of the new church
Att. R. Visscher was in Grand HsEleventh Street, this city.
Miss Anna Warnshnls left Saturand U was largely through hia optlm
at
his home in this city before reven Monday.
A surprise party was given in hon- ism and encouragement that the con
day for Mansfield, Ohio, where she Mr. Nixon, 130 East Fourteen St.
turning
to
his
work
on. the new post
Mrs. Fred Schermer spent Tuesday
has accepted a position as Kinder- who has established
collection'
or of Gerrit Alderink at the home of gregation •'Immediately set to work
office buldlng in Xenia, Ohio.
in Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Alderink in hon- to rebuild the church, when the old
gathen director In the public schools agency in this city explained his
ptflflcewas destroyed by fire last
Clarence
Holderman
returned
yesPeter Bontekoe was In Grand Rapor of his nineteenthbirthday anni- March.
F. J. Metz, who underwent a ser- buB,neM at the raeet,n* of the Bub1-'
terday
from
a
trip
through
Soutn
ids yesterday.
versary. He was presented with a
o
ious operationat the Burrett-SmittneBBmen’Bassocation Monday and
J. Kammeraad was in Grand Rap- Dakota and has resumed his studies handiome^set of cuff links, stick pin SHIP
MYSTERY HOLDS ITS
private hospital In Ann Arbor, Is was given a good recommendation by
at Hope College.
the Lokker-Rutgers Co., who declar- ids Thursday,
and tie clasp. Those present were
DEAD— BODIES INSIDE
expected home on Saturday.
Carl Hospers and Edwand Hoeven, the MIg8ea Janette De Koflteri Lyda
ed that he had collected debts they) James McLean was in Grand RapEllght Descents Diver liearHs Little
George Yeakey, a farmer living
who are attendingHope College, ra- Habers, Hattie Sterken, Minnie Al- —It Is ImpossibleTo Get Inside
had given up all hopes of -ever get- ids yesterday,
near Hopkins, has a live possum
I Mrs. P. Slagh spent New Years 1.1 turned Monday after spending their derlnkt Janet vredeveld and Me89r3.
Because ForecastleBars
which be caught on his farm. How
vacation at their homes in Iowa. Meinard Bos, Harry Kraus, Gerrit
Entrance
The
last
couple
to
obtain
license
^rand
RaPldB*
It got into Allegan county is not
Wm. Greenfield returned Mon- Goerman, Bernie Mulder and Adolph Port Huron. Mich., Jan. 7. — More
to
wed
in
Ottawa
county
in
191.1
1
George
E.
Clements
was
In
Grand
known.
day after spending his vacation in De Koster.
secrets of the sunk and overturned
The Zeeland High school basket- were Andrew DlePstra- teamster of Hsilds Tuesday.
the northern part of Illinoisto re- 1 A mogt arable little social gath steamer Charles S. Price were
ball team has won five straight gam- Grand RapldB and Della Volkema °f| Att- w- l- Llllle of 0rand Haven sume his studies at Hope College, ering occurredFriday evening at the brought to light Wednesday by Captain R. P. Thompson, of the Sport,
es. It* sixth game of the season will Hol,and- The fl™t couple to procure was in this city today,
Luke Woldring, H. Van
of Sheriff and Mre. Dyk- cf this city, and Henry Wrathels, a
be played on Friday night with Low- tbe Bame In 1914 were Herman Car1' Miss Hattie Kammeraad spent
Will
,n hon°r mak|nR
0f Ml98her
Mar*arei
win Van
> an Der
Der Water
water, Pete Steketee
steketee, hU,B’
ZantlnR
hom<, diver.
ell High as the
Shaffer, 21, manufacturer of Spring Tuesday in Grand Rapids.
In an all-day investigation of the
and
Dutch
Molengraaf,
visited
wjth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dykhuls.
Those
H. Pelgrim,sr., left Tuesday on a
Lake and Martha Ellen Tood of the
wreck, which Involved eight descents
Henry Bilkert of the Senior class
friends in Grand Haven Thursday, present were Misses Alice Van Zantsame place.
business trip to Chicago.
by Wrathels. the diver, It was learn
of Hope College, who has been coned that if any bodies are in the
Helen Pieter,
been
Mrs.
Ella
Gerber
returned
TuesThe Holland .Interurbanhas put
fined to his home in Kalamazoo for
wreck of the Price they never will
spending
the
holidays
at
her
home
Tr|i,une
day from a visit in Chicago.
several weeks with illness is rapid- la through freight rates to Muskebe recovered, that the steamer proin this city has returned to
p
Carl Van Raalte spent the week
bablv never will be raised, and that
ly improving. He expects to resume &on, Grand Haven, Coopersvllle and
where she Is attending a school for GRAND HAVEN TRIBUNE, PRAIS- the Price undoubtedly turned turtle
other Muskegon Interurban points, end with relativesin this city,
bis work at college in a short time.
physical
KUIZENGA
hbove the spot where she now rests.
A special interurbanfreight nr There !» no large amount of freight! Att. D. Ten Cate and Att. F. T.
Prof. John E. Kulxenga of Hope
For weeks Cantaln Thompson and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brooks, who
av . .I
College preached In the Presbyter his diver Wrathels have been await
left Holland yesterday after- traff,Ca but the two InterurbanCom- Mile# were in Jamestown Monday,
have been spending the holidaysjan (.jiUr(.b Sunday morning on Inr sn onportnnltyto make a desnoon at 2 o’clock for tne convenience pan,e® have dec,ded to put the rates
Martin De Weerd and Cap Vos
here have returned to Racine, Wls., "The Unchanging Christ," and in thu cent to the wreck. Three trins haveof those who wii.li to ship bird>, to;,n th,B way’ 80 that when there
spent Sunday in Grand Rapids.
where Mr. Brooks is principal of the evening on "A Ideal for the New been made to the scene In the past
Saugatuck for oitub'Uon in the ni0vement8 the Bame may go
Year." The Presbyterians consider two weeks b»f weather conditions
J. J. De Boer of Grand Haven has
poultry show
through at a reasonable rate.
1
themselves fortunate in securing were unfavorable.Wednesday mornresumed his studies at Hope College.
The new high school flag arrive*! prof.Kuizengato fill their pulpit dur ing at 6 o’clock.' the last day of the
About 125 members and friends' Charles Peet of Grand Rapids has Monday. It is 18 feet long by nine Ing their pastor’s absence, and they year, the tug Sport slipped quietly
When trying to start an air compressive pump at the factory of the attended the third 1Bmill banquet re8umcd hi, studies at Hope College. feet wide. It will be bung over tho o'? ^tending . general Invitation to away from her moorings at Butler
. . all who enjoy good sermons, ably de street. On board were Captain
Holland-St-Louis Sugar Co., this of tbe Knight’s of the Pyramids held
Mrs. N. R. Stanton and daughter entrance in the wembly room back IIyered tQ attend thelr 8ervlce8.
Thompson,Qua Hartman, brother of
morning, William Burt, chief engin-| Wednosday night at the hall on
o
Iva have been visitingIn Grand Rap- of a large American
Charles Hartman, first mate of the
eer, sustained a broken leg when the East Eighth Street.
sumptous
ids.
.James
Deto
and
James
Whelan. JAMES A VERBURG ENTERTAINS Price; Henry Wrathels. diver, and
spread was eerved
feature of
lever Jew back and struck- him.
HOPE COLLEGE RESERVES the crew of the tug.
which
tour
small
hogs,
dressed' Mrl1' Cathcart a“‘> fam'1lr •P™' who have been spending the holidays
The weather condtlona were the
The funeral of Gerrit Vander
The
at their homes in this city, left Mon- 1 Grand Haven Tribune.
best
that had been enceuntered and
Vliet was held Tuesday afternoon.t!and baked Smral aP«'hes
Y“ra »1,h relative, in GrantHope College Reserve Basket Ball tbe men on the tug determined to
day for Evanston where they atville.
team were entertainedFriday ev.one o’clock from the Ninth Street !g,Ten by Prominentmen
the
| Mr. and Mrs. Richard Scholten ol tend the Northwestern University. ening at the home of Rev. and Mrs. make a search of the sunken steam«nd at t o'clock from the Ninth St.
”
o
James A. Verburg. The second team
It took some time to locate the*
ChristianReformed church. The
Dr. Albert Oltm.ns, who ha. bee-,'3™6810’'0ll‘,e
ln 'h'*
played Its first outside game of the
wreck, as it was necessaryto uss a
Rev. Mr. Tuuk officiating.
season here at the armory Friday sounding lead. The plucky diver
a missionaryin Japan for a number C y‘
evening. The Misses Della and Har- went down eight times In 70 feet of
Dr. 8. M. Zwemer delivered an ad- of years, received new citizenship' Miss Helen Tuls has returned home
riet Baker and Messrs. Jack Moore
water. He found that the Price Is
dress to the students of the Western papers yesterday, which were Issued aRer a two week’B T^B^ lu Illinois
and Arthur Wnlter of New York City resting on her forecastle deck. Her
Theological Seminary yesterday !fcy Judge Sessions of the U. 8. dis- and Indlana.
were present to help entertainthe pilothouseand Texas are crushed'
This morning at eight o'clock Dr.jtrict court of Grand Rapids.
Mra- James De Young of Owossu
boys from "Old Hope.”
and spread out over the bottom of
Zwemer addressed the students of mlgaionary's first papers were Issued vl8,t,ng her mother Mrs. John Van
the lake like an egg shell.
Hope college in Winanta chapel.
, a .
,o0. Landegend.
Miss Grace Browning, Miss Hele i HOLLAND TO HAVE TWO PUBLIC
"There Is no possible chance of
public is Invited. Last evening he!.
D. e. em.
, Aaron Cohen of Aldine, Ind. is the Oris and Miss Haxel Wing attendad ENTERTAINMENTS FOR Y.
recovering any bodies, for if there
.poke lu tho Third Reformed church but a ,e,, day' a*° be b8t
jue.t of hi. daughter, Mrs. H.rr, the performance of "Peg
are in the crew’s quartersthey can
M. C. A. BENEFIT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kelley
H. Van Tongeren Saturday dis- padnos.
Heart," In Grand Rapids New Year’s Final arrangements have been not be gotten out," said Wrathels
made by the committee for the ren- after examining the wreck. "While
Buchanan, Mich.. Jame. Kelley of ] trlbuted a number ot hi. well known Mr. Ben Mulder and daughter
*
.
.
w..
of the Angelic Choir at Carne- the steamer Is resting on the wreckMuskegon and the Misses Sarah and^Kum Bak" calendars to business- Miss Lucile Mulder were in Grand The Misses Eugenia Anderson, Mar derlng
g,e Hal, Jftn
Tbe Hope Co,lege age of the pilot house and upper
Mary Kelley gathered at their home men in the city. These calendars Rapids Tuesday,
garet Beukema, Fay Scott, Clara Mc^i^turg Course management has ob- works, the forecastle Is alio crushed
in this city because of the serious are very popular with persons
Mrs. Robert Wareham and son
Clellan, Eliza and Lulu Zwemer talned the Fuller Sjsters from Sturm and broken down.
"The only way an entrance could
illness of their mother Mrs. Sarah are too busy to get up when look- have returned from a visit to Ra- were In Grand Rapids New Year’j Inster Newton, Dorset England, for
be
forced to the forward part of the
Kelley, 27 West Sixth Street.
Ing for a date. The numbers on the cine, Wls.
ship In the virinlty of the crew’s
a-d
The Helnx Pickle Co. plant in this ‘'Kuin Bak” calendars are about two Mr. and Mrs. I. Altman have re- "Peg O’ My Heart’ at
ed church and from the 14th street nnarters would be to blow the entire
dty built the first fire in the new Iuches square and can be distinguish turned from a week’s visit with rel- The following people returned Mon ChristianRefomed Church will com how of tbe steamer awsy with dynamite. and doutiees she would setfurnaces on SixteenthSt. yesterday. cd *rom across the
atives in Ohio.
ed to M. A. C. after spending the '>'»8 tor the free rendering of the
tle still further.”
.
.
...
..
chorus
so
successfully
rendered
u
These furnaces are much larger than
The C. C. Mengal & Bro. Co., of • Miss Helen Ozis of Minneapolis holiday at their homes In this city. thelr re8pective churches before the
Wrathels sent to the surface sevthe old ones and will about double Louisville, Ky., has made arrange- |p the guest of Miss Grace Browning
pral
places of wrecksve from the
Lovell McClellan,Harold Mc Lean, holidays. The entire benefit from
the steaming and heating capacity of ments with the manager of the Roy- in this city.
Miss
this
entertainment
will
go
to
the
Y*. Price. Ous Hartman left fnr
Bert Cathcart, Ned Lacy and Miss this entertainmentwill go
tbe plant.
M. C. A. fund since the services of.laod with information ™,tb
a: theater to put on films that will Nlej gtroop, who has been visiting
Marguerite
/^^"'^‘^Vra’ara.eredhere and a, Ihon. of Vnowtag
John 0. Gebhard of Mt. Vernon, Bbo* the company's chartered ateam- ,n thIg cIty| left Mon<lay for Chlcag0
A theatre party composed o* Mr. gtven
(whether snv brvMes remain in tnoNew York, member of the Sophomore Bb JP dischargingmahogany logs at to resume his work.
and Mrs. Con De Pree, Mr. ana Mr».: The Fuller Sisters will give a re- Pri™ was abandoned.
class, who through a series of mis- Pensacola,Fla. There will also be
C. M. Me Lean manager of the E. Hoyt, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Cappon, dtal of British folk songs. They apNOORDFLOOK
fortunes was compelled to give up
Macey Co., showing proMr anil Mr*
T OIIta and M F P®ar ,D 0Xl]y y,ctor,an COitume and
Holland-St
Louis
Sugar
Co.,
lef: Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Olive and M. E. are accompanled by the lriBh harp<
Peter H. Van Dyke of Noordeloo*
bls intentions of returning to Hope ceBBeB through which mahogany is
yesterdayfor St. Louis, Mich.
Johnston attended the
B|Bter8 travelingin this and.
.............
....Pena Westerbrock ofMiss Eva
in the fall, baa resumed his studies Put from the log to the finished proof "Peg O’ My Heart" New Year’s country since last summer have been this ctv were married on New Year’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Lawerence
at
duct. The pictures will be put on Frisought by our best musical clubs daT at their future home on thelr
daughter Helene have been visiting
a « as well as by the leading women’s •arm tn Noordeloo*.
An ivory cue ball and two pool, day, Jan. 9.
a few days in Grand Rapids.
Mira Hilda Nlehuis was married club(
_
„
balls were stoletn Tuesday night
A look at the calendar for 1914,
to
W.
H:
Leeuw
Thursday
afternoon
Ainherst
College,
Boston
UnlverFARMFiR
pay
PREMIUMS FORfrom the Cummings pool and billiard
The Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
at the home of Mrs. Foglesung, 23 S slty, Bryn— Nawr College.
RAR noADS
West Nlaeteenth Street. Tbe cere- Vnlveralty, Smith and Radcllffe have
iiov Mr ayaH«d themselves of the opportun- tThe farmer actaally pay*
mony was performed oy the Rev. Mr. Uleg to hear from gllent people8 and mlum for bad roads. He pays It to
time expended in getting to
b'natl0[1'dreaded by ’“P'8 wb0 are MOrettlam'rcdG1teoTl.0cHyr“'r«um. Tuuk. They will mike thelr home old times
of a
a superstitious
superstitious turn
turn of
nt mind but
hut l»aB returned to this clt> to resume
in this
they travel directly
to m
in vaiue
value oi
of drafting animals
mlng’s.
I From here
Here tney
oirecuy 10
— Md
-- - t
-o
which President Wilson looks upon h,B 8tud,e* at Hop® Colle*eftnd Grand Rapids where they are en- food they eat, and in the extra nan
The Xenia, Ohio, Gazette speaks
Mr. and Mrs. P. Meeuwsen
. PflPOd
gaged for an entertainment
M,
....... - by the for their
mm
care and
—
handling, in *
as lucky, occurs three times during Miss Bernice Mulder Is visiting
Wghly of the bricklayers of this city
children Lavlna and Dennis, Mr. and University
university
vehicles and wear
creased number of TeWc!0*
the year. And the first two of the ber aunt and uncle Mr- and MrBwho are doing the construction work
Mrs. C. Post, Mr. and Mrs. A. Otte- 1 The benefit from thelr entertain- and tear on them, and in tpe aecrea®
on the new poatofflcebuilding In that three occur In months that eucceed A1,ln Mc Cance ^ Benlon Hlrbor' man, Mrs. D. Poest, Misses Henrietta raent here will be divided between ed product of land that had less atone another. The thirteenth of Feb- Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Raak, M'ss
<lty. The men at work there are W.
and Jeanette Poest and John Post the City and the College Y. M. C. A’
Smooth and'hard highruary falls on ft Friday and so does Carrie Raak and Albert Bielefjlt
J. Poppe, Leigh Smith and Harrv
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
waya
It
would
blossom like a rose,
CARD OF
n
the thirteenth of March. The next BPent New Year8 ,n Qrand RaPldBNorthouse. Smith was chosen to help
Jacob De Koster Thursday.
We hereby wish to thank all the »nd
and nroanerity
prosperity would follow lu the
thirteenth does not come until No-| Miss Helene De Pree left Monday
Uy the corner stone.
After a two week’s vacation the friends and neighbors who so kind- wake.
jor Washington, D. C. to resume
nB.w
The Rev. and Mrs. Wm. Puttman
Woman’s Literary Clnb resume! ly assisted us during the illnees
death of beloved wife and mother. gHIPPEp ALFALFA FROM DENIt
is
better
to
have
tbe
reputa**
studies
at
a
girls’
school
there,
of Niles,, Mr. and Mra. Charles YonIts meetingsc Tuesday afternoon In
H. Tenslnk and
VKR
atata n-nilaw navna anA ui.-h Wor
kers of Grand Rapids and Mr. and lion of paying your honest
tbe Visscher building. The new clue
than of being a leader in society. All State Deputy Game and F,flh War*
Mr. Edwin Moore of Allegan town
Mr*. Charles Van Zylen of Grand tbe glory of social life cannot com- den Frank Salisbury of Grand Haven house on the corner of Central aveSUMMER BOARDERS' NOTICE ahlD thought last fall he could imRapids who have been visiting Dr. pensate for tbe ignominy of getting was In this city and Saugatuck today, nue and Tenth street is nearing
To all parties desiring summer por* alfa,fa hay from the West at a*
through on false pretenses. The
boarders, if you will kindly forward fow a prlce a8 he COuld get hay here,
and Mrs. Yonkers and T. Van Ry
Miss Helene Mulder has returned comp,etlon- but 11 ,8 not yet ,n yead*
this city have returned to their wretchedness of a man or woman to her home In Grand Rapids after, iness for the meetings of the club. before February 1st, 1914, your hlg own meadows having failed’
who, for the sake of display, is hunt
name, location, where you receive tbrouRb drouth. It did not prove to
homes.
ed day and night by creditors, who a few dayB v,B,t here w,th relat,vea | Mi*, and Mrs. B. Houseman and your mail, number of boarders you be a8 |ow fn pr|ce when delivered at
Beginning this week Tuesday all almost fears to walk the streets, Is I Mr. and Mrs. D. Ten Cate attended childrenMelvin, Wenneva and Esth- can accommodate, rate by day or blB farmj for whlle the hay cost but
and hir*. p, gchols and week and a concise statement of jiq per ton in Denver the freight
the dry good stores in the city will pltiable. There must be an end to the performance of "Within tho
him
and
a
bitter one. Character is Law." Powers theatre in Grand Rap- .nA ' K.thrrn Lawrence and Har- most desirable route to reach your to Allegan cost $9.60 per ton. Reclose at nine o’clock on Tuesday and worth more than clothes, and inde.children Kathryn, Lawrence
place, to this Company, addressed to boUght twelve tons. Nevertheless he
Saturday eveningsinstead of at 9:3 J pendence than the social swim. It
cld R., Mrs. C. H. Schols and daugh-, Benton Harbor, Mich., the same will |8 weu satisfiedwith his venture be
There will be Installation of offlthe regular time of closing. The may not cut as great a sweep or atter J®an«tte
Ten& Hou,e_|be published In our summer advertiscause the alfalfa proves to be so fat
tract
as
much
attention,
but
It
will
cers
of the K. of P. lodge tonight. ’ n of 0rtn(i Rtpids, spent the; Ing booklets without expense to you. superior to our ordinary hay that her
new schedule will be in force durlast longer and bring more reward All members are requeated to
dlT wlth Mr. >nd Mn. GRAHAM t MORTON
|m,ke, good profit from tU tn*.
ing the winter months and the stores
In the
(present.
A. Karaten. U Weat l«th
Feb'
will return to the regular schedule
hold a regular meeting this evening a,teea
at 8 o'clock In the K. ot P.
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TICKET SALE
JAN. 31

Sale begins Toesilaif, JAM. 13, closes Sat.
now inaugurate our Annual Green Ticket Sale. The

|E will

Holiday Business finds us with

closing of a magnificient

many broken

______

Duck and Sheep

Trousers,

Mens

lines in

lined Coat?,

Fur Coats,

Suits, Overcoats,

Boys and Childrens Clothing, Shirts, Underwear, Hoisery, Neck-

wear, Shoes, Slippers,etc. Naturally every store has broken lots. This store has more because it carries

more stock than most stores.
room

not want to carry over any goods

Summer goods which

and

for Spring

We do

Mens and Yonng Mens Suits
store included in this

you.

ever pulled before.

it

consider the great saving opportunity we are offering

Smoking

Run your eyes down

Mens or Boys

at Cost

18

22
20
18

16
15
12

10

16

Suit Sale Price ........

“ “ “
50
..... .
15 75
00 “ “ “
75
50 “ “ ’ “
13 50
00 “ “ “
00
00 P “ “
50
00 “ “ “ ......... 00

00
00

Cost

12

All

9

discount Our goods

15

“

00

Price

“

SO

50 ......
4 00 “
" “

“

180
135

.

...

Saits where there

2
3
................ 3
4

AU kinds and
$2

“

......................
®

6

“

.............. .......

50

2

......................

3

00

.

25

"

10c plain or

15c
25c

75
25
73
75

Initial

3$0

....

27$

“

Coats
A large assortment to

"

select

from at coil price

Suspenders
50c values, sale price

25c

00
50

5

$2 25

4

180
135

4

.

to 9

“

44

.................42c

.....

44 .....................21c

.

44

90

.

$4 75

......

.
.
.

50

300
265

. 2 25
. 175

.

50

50c ip to $7.50. All it 10 per cut Jlfcuit

398

. 3
.

2

Umbrellas

Years

00 .....
3 50 ......
3 00 .....

.

450

$4 50

••
........................ IS
50c Silk Handkerchiefa ....................42c

colors

44

.

....31$

SS
SS
08
IS

........ .......

$6 00 Orercoats, Sale Price
all

.

....

Fur Coats and Fur lined

Red
“
Bine

Ages 3

4‘

1

“

.

Children’s Overcoats

Sale Price

00 50
1 00 44

>522

“

. “
“ “
“ “ “ “

00 .....
3 50 Blanket “•

4

White Handkerchief ......................
03

is

Blue Serges 10 per cent discount

Sheep Skin Lined

50
6 75

$5 00 Plush lined, Sale Price

Handkerchiefs

Flannel Shirts

Sala Price .....................

Corduroy Goats

Regular stock suits such as staple patterni and

Corduroy Goats

5

from.

“

50 *•
“
5 00 ..... .
6 00
44 44

25

$2
.

1

“
“
00 “
00 “

still

................ 2 50

3

4

200 ........
50 “ “ “ ”

7

1

$3 00 Suite, Sale Price ..................$2

11W

....................

$2 50 Rubber Lined, Sale Price-

00

“
“
75 '•
50 ••

50
00

1

are all marked in plain figures.

Large variety to select

Duck Goats

*10

50
“ .......... 1 15
"
.......... 75
“
60
.......... 88

only one or two of • kind left, at the followingprices:

.................... IIS

Oie SpecialLot it lie-halfPrice
Alt Kindi

Boy's Knickerbocker Salts

Overcoat Length

7
k

(2 00 Sale Price .......... SI

8

a

C*l«n

9
7
6
5
3 Qft

./

9

Silk Mufflers

.........

Corduroy— Sheep Lined
$18 CO Sale

10

14

of which there are only one or two left of a kind at

..4

12

.........

00

.............

15

16

Blue and Black Sergei 102 discount.Also a lot of Suita

larger

Robes at

Batli

$19 75

............. $22
19

Price

“ “
75
00 “ “
14 75
00 “ “
13 75
50 “ “
..........12 50
00 “ “
11 25
00 “ “ .............. 00
00 “ *'
........... 50
00 •* “ .............. 50
50 “ “ .............. 50
ruj n *«

20

serges at the following prices:

Regular $25 00

,

$30 00 Sale
25 00

and Blue

Suit excepting Black

and

this list

OVERCOATS

Jackets

sale.

None reserved, as we must turn our goodsinto

cash- Every

we must make

are already arriving daily.

We’ll hitch a bigger load to your dollar than

suit in our

next season, as

EVERYTHING MUST GO

.

Every

till

Fancy and Work Shirts

Special Sample Bed Blankets
We have a

Wool Bed
we bonght
a Urge reduction

large assortment of

Blankets (all agents samples) which
from Marshall Field A Co., at

which we are selling at the followingprices:
50 cent Shirts. Sale Price .................. 42c
$1
44 ................. 90c
44 ................ $125

Sweater Goats

7

50

-

.....

Price ..........

00 “ “ “
3 50 “
3 00 ......
2 50 “
200
1

\

**
‘
......
" “

.........

22*

“

Sale Price

225

Work

50, 2.25 and 2

00

$1 69

Pants ..............

...

......

89c

......... *5®
.......... 2 09
..........
........ 1

All kinds and all prices.

have placed on tables

All Regnlar Stock 10 per cent Discount

Boy’s Knickerbocker Pants
5®

Large variety from 50c up

m

......... 85

to

Sale Price ...................... $1

71

75 “ 44 ......................2 0$
3 00 “
“ ......................2 25
3 50 44 44 .....................
2 5$
4 00 44 41 .....................3 00
5 0) “
“ ......................375
6 00 “
“ ................ ..... 4 5$
7 00 “
" ......................5 50

have a large

lot

drawers which we
and marked at the follow-

00

Sale Price ..................... $150

1

50

44 ...................... 15

“
100 “
75 44
50 “

50c

$2.00

"

1

................ 75 and 80c

"

*

10

50

(Kf

“

"

......................
7 50

Just what you need for these cold nights

,l .......................38

fleoce lined extra heavy, single or doable
breasted, ribbed or plain, sale price ......

Hoisery

42c

DISCOUNT

Mens. Womens, Boys and Childrens. All kinds,

Wool

Hats and Caps

or Cotton 10 pa cut JllCMlt

1 Lot Men’s heavy fleece lined Shirts 50c values,

now 38c a garment
Boy’s beavy fleece lined shirts or drawers 23c a

Ohoount

garment

Spt(ial Lot Suit Casts 98c

I Shoes!
Everything that is
will be

The

largest variety in the city to select from

reduced prices.
men and women.

all at

Fur Hats and Caps

Sweaterettes

for

50c values, sale

pries

..................... 38c

come in and see if we haven’t got it. Reduced prices cn
everything excepting Rubber Goods. No Premium Tickets given during sale, and all goods sold for cash
If

wear

We

$2

JS-pecial

Trunks — Suit Cases
10 P«r Omni

$2

50

2

prices:
1 Lot, former prices
1 Lot

50 ........

100

Men’s Pants

00

..........

“

5

44

$2

of odds and ends, shirts and

SO 7S

.......... 6

COO ........

“

150

We have the real choice sort of Sweater Coats. The
kind that men. who want a sweater will appreciate.
*8 50 Sweater Coate, Sale

Underwear

00 44 44

you don’t see what you want

only, as

we wish

in this ad.,

to turn our stock into

money.

new in Foot-

found on our shelves. All

found at reduced prices. 10?
discount on all regular goods and all

will be

odds and ends,

that is

only one or two pair
I'

-

where there

left of a

kind

is

will

be sold at 20 to 35? less.

Si LOKKER-RUTGERS CO.

SPECIAL
\ lot Ladies Shoes, sizes 2

4.

1 lot

Mens Shoes,

3, 3 1-2,

Clothing, Shoes

sizes 6, 6 1-2, 7.

at one-half
vf

1-2,

price

39-41 East Eighth

Street

and Gents Furnishings

...

Holland

*AG£
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TW ENTY YEARS AGO
WILL INVESTIGATE POOR LISTS WOMAN’S LITERARY CLUB RF^ ZeelaDd Condi Approves Action of MARQUETTE CLUB
HDL'
J. Verschure took the train for
SUMED
WORK
TUESDAY
Committee
on
ELECTION
Oh
OFFICERS
AND TRY TO ARRIVE AT
Mr. Louis H. Strong, of Grand Agnew, Tuesday, and from there
SATURDAY
AFTER BRIEF
NEW SYSTEM.
: Matter.
Rapids, formorly a residentof this went to shore the of Lake Michigan,
Saturday
night the annual election
VACATION
where the schooner Wonder is beacn Council Hopes to Find More SystemThe Common Council of
city, having been appointed by the
The Woman’s Literary club openSmithsonian Institute, to observe ed, to look after the cargo of staves,
atic Way of Aiding the
ed its winter season of study with i
and give an account of the weather in which he'ls interested.Most ot
The
* h:r:;
Poor.
program that was a reminder of the
for the city of Grand Rapids, says, the staves have been stored in a barn
skating
pond
question
reported
that
,he
off,cerB there are three Par««8 ‘a
that the amount of snow which fe'.I in the neighborhood.The vessel is
The committee provided for by the l&st. It would appear that the laduring the monthe of December beached high and dry, but has sus- council some time ago to go over thel(*le8 were glad to meet again after a permit had been secured on a va- the fleId' headed h* Joh“ Kelley,
tained some damage from the Ice.
cant lot in the west end of the city. Mr’ Heuer and A* Cappon. These
measured 42 inches.
A group of public — spirited ladies poor lists with a view of obtaining their vacation of two weeks as there Work of banking and flooding will Partleflare Ba,d to be making a
It costs 140 per day to heat the
cf this city, under the leadership of all the necessary informationin re- was a large attendance Tuesday.
new Sthte Capital building.
begin immediately. The rest of the BtreDU0UB campaign for leadership,
Mrs. W. Winter told in an interest
Mr. J. Den Herder, has opened a Mrs. Jessie Anderson, tendered the gard to it and to suggest revision is
evening was spent in regular routine jlhe P011® will be^open from seven to
members
of
the
fire
department
of
private banking business in the
now composed of Henry Geer ling*, ing manner of F. Hopklnson Smith, work. The meeting adjourned until eleven o’clock.Each party will have
this
city
a
banquet
at
Lyceum
Opera
village of Zeeland. We expect it
artist, art critic, and novelist. She
a number of challengers on the Job,
will prove a great convenience to House, Wednesday evening, which Otto Kramer and John Koolker. This
read a selection from "Colonel Car- January 19.
and those who are not properlyregl*
the bt’slnetamen of thas prosperousas a whole was a magniflclent affair. ccmmlttee will gather all the infor0
Our citizens and businessmen had mation possibleand report to the ter of Carteravllle," as an illustravillage.
QUEEN OF HOLLAND WILL BE tered and enrolled will be turned
Messrs. Seba Ledeboer and Albert nobly seconded the ladies in their council. It is to meet soon and get tion of hia style.
GUEST OF ENGLISH ROYAL away from the booths. There will be
Wanting, have gone back to Ann Ar- effort — that is. in a financial way.
Mrs. Garrod read pleasingly the
plenty of campaign cigars, ^nd they
bor to take their last course In If they could have supplemented under way with the work.
FAMILY.
Some persons have received the account of "Colonel Carter’s ChristMedical studies at the University. this co-operationby their personal
will be as good as that brand usually
The queen of Holland,for various is.
Mr. Hcnrv Ferry has also returned presence there that evening, as a Impressionthat the present Investi- mas".
To say that Miss Wing played is reasons, has been unable to vlait Eng
to Detroit, to pursue his business further manifestationof due ap- gation is a slap at the committee on
as s^nneranher. after having spent preciation of the merits and devoinstantly
to tell the people of Hol- land Bince her ascension to the
Many readers of the News each
tion of the department, the enter- poor. Nothing can be farther from
the hol’davs at home.
land
that
her audience was delight- throne. King Edward Invited her week send the copies of the News to
the truth. The committee on poor
tainment
might
have
been
deemed
THIRTY YEARS AGO
has done the best it possible could ed. Chopin’s "Ballade in A Flat,*’ several times, and a state visit has friends and relatives away from
.
Mr. L. C. Sears, the gentleman The bill of fare wai exquisite,
and gaining all Ihe informationpossible. and Debussy’s"Arabesque” were the often Been discussed, but the young the city, who are interested still In
who purchased the meat market of would have done honor to any banqueen’s ill-health has usually stood the happenings of the old town. By
"Jake" Kuite.
It is believed by many that the sys- selections chosen by. Miss Wing.

WHAT YOU SAW

IN THIS

PAPER

TO

This |

THIRTY FIVE YEARS AGO

t

tL.re'r'i;

r.iray

-

-

’

perfect.

tA

.

table.
The last number was the charra- in the way of what would be a high- subscribingto the Holland CHy
The many friends of Miss Jennie quet
The music of the evening was fur- tem of caring fflr the poor is not by
Ranters snent a pleasant evening at
ng
reading by Mrs. Kollen of many ly popular event. The invitationsre- News (he papers would be mailed
any means the best, and it is hoped
the residence of her father, Mr. R. nished by the following:
Vocal trio— Henry Rleyn, C. it- that the new committee will evolve cf Eugene Field’s poems. A short newed by Kng George have at last each and every week to them direct
Kante*-«.on last Monday evening, all
Doesburg, Chas. Boyle.
n system that will work greater Jus- sketch of the poet’s life preceded the proved successful and the young saving the bother of wrapping and
unite tn •nving that they had an enBrass quartette— W. A. Thomas.
reading. Some of the poems read queen will probably be the guest of mailing and the expense of postage
joyable time.
Fred Noble. Henry Kleyn,
D. tice to both the needy families and
Mr. L. T. Ranters has nurchased
were "Toyland,” "Seein’ Things at a member of the royal family — moat Subscribe now at the News office
to the public which foots the bill.
al ltb« Inte’-ost of Mr. W. Palmer to Hopkins.
Vocal Duet.— Misses Grace and
It is possible that some system, for Night," "June Again,” "Grandma’s likely the duchess of Albany — within and have the paper sent to your
the Pa'^er Wind Mill and will hereMary Vander Haar. Solo— Miss Lena Instance, of giving the city a first Bombazine,” "A Prazza Tragedy," the next few weeks. It is exactly 20
after *-nn tb* bu«tne«s connected
friends who now live away from the
BoonePianist—Miss Maud Williams.
Hufew-tth. Me Ranters will now
lien on property on which the taxes "Bill’s Tenor and My Bass,” "Jim's years since Queen Wllhelmina was in old home town, but who are stilt
At the table the guests were waitundon^tedlv push the business for
Kid’s,” "Getting On,” and "In Am- England. Her last appearance was In Interested in the City.
ed
upon by the following young lad- are remittedor on property, the own
all th*«t there is in It. Mr. Palmer
1893, when she was entertained with
era of which are being aided by the sterdam.”
ies:
Inz
Hadden,
Vena
Breyman,
intends to make Nebraska his fuAgnes Mohr, Martha and Jennie poor department, can be evolved
Mrs. Van Verst sang this poet’s her mother by Queen Victoria.
Hi* Stomach Trouble* Ov®r
ture home.
A pine was put down Into the Blom, Maud Wllliami, Eva Ander- That would guard the city against When the Wind Loves You,” in a
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like
ground twentv-nlnefeet on the site son, Nellie and Edna Reeves, Maryett throwing away its charity money on very realistic manner.
to feel that your stomach troubles
Get a scissors free by paying one
for the location of pumping works and Melissa Moulthrop, ample Juswere over, that you could eat any
persons
who
later
leave
their
prop
year In advance for $1.00. See kind of food you desired without In
for on- system of wafor works hv tice having been done to the repast
very erty to children or other relatives. It HOLDS JUDGE CROSS WAS RIGHT
the order of 'the committee of the the evening waa spent in
photo of scissors elsewhere in this Jury? That may seem so unlikely to
social way, the company
Comm''n Council on last Monday, pleasant
f-'—
:
Ic believed that in many cases chilyou that you do not even hope for
IN THE SOULE CASE IN
The ohlect of this was to- saertaln not dispersing until after they had dren or relatives would take care of
an ending of your trouble, but permit
WHICH IXICAL MEN
Chamberlain’*Cough Remedy
the nature 0f the soli, and the ex- pressed Hon. 0. J. Diekema into a
those
who
are
now
city charges, It
WERE NAMED
This remedy has no superior ior us to assure you that it is not altotent of the water stinplv. From the talk, which he rendered them in one
impossible. If others can be
otherwise
they
would
lose
the
propAH Co-Defendants Dismissed fro.u coughs and colds. It is pleasantto gether
man in charge of this work we gath- °f hi® usual happy veins.
cured permanently, and thousands
er th* followlnr particulars:In the
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
erty itself.
take. It contains no opium or other have been, why not you? John R.
ihe Case; Next Step Unfirst fifteen feet nothing was en
The much discussed question of
And there are other changes that
narcotic. It always cures. For sal*) Barker, of Battle Creek, Mich., Is
certain.
countered but course sand, then court stenographer of the Allegan are being suggested by persons inter
by all Dealers. — Adv.
one of them. Te says, "I was trouh
came six inchea of clay, and the rest — Ottawa circuit has been finally di*
Among the decisions handed down
0
led with heart bum, Indigestion, and
ested
in
the
matter.
The
committee
of the twenty-nine feet was quick p0Be(j
week Gov. Pingree
"I believe the home merchants arc liver complaint until I used Chamby the State Supreme Court at Lanssand and very quick at that It Is appointed Jas. H. Brewer of Grand will probably take ample time to
entitled to our trade when the price* berlain’s Tablets,then my troubles
c aimed however, that there is grav- Rap|da t0 the pogltIon charle8 H make investigations.If they suc- ing is the much discussedcase
are aa reasonable. I think it is u was over.” Sold by all Dealers.
el at that depth at this location,and Bender had been stenographer for ceed in putting the matter on a bet- Edward P. Kirby vs. Charles E.
wrong principle to send away for th» Advertisement.
ar. soon as the weather will permit 8everal year8 and when he resigned,
Soule.
goods that can be bought as well ai Advertisement.
ter basis and evolve a satisfactory
investigations will be pushed furth- Judge Padgham recommended Mr.
This suit was commenced in Ot- home,” said a farmer to the edltoi
er.
Brewer, Bender’s assistant, for. the system a great burden of responsi- tawa county Circuit Court July 13th
the other day. It sounds good to
Last Friday evening an Informal place, the appointment being made bility will be raised from the counmeeting of our Common Council was by the governor
1912, for libel, alleging several libel- hear men argue the Justice of thi*
It Will Stick to you always, of conn*
cil’s committee on poor.
held in the Council Rooms. Mr.
ous letters. Judge Soule was arrest- matter. The local business man and it will, bocauae it’s a lazol-MeaU»lPlaster
TEN
YEARS
AGO
0
Walker, the engineer employed by
farmer’s interests are mutual: mad# to stick on until it drives out the paki
Nick Bosch and John Boda, proE. MISSIONARY SOCIETi’ ed on a capias and went to the Su- the
the citv to arrange a plan and to
neither
one can succeed in the full of Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, etc.
preme Court on the sufficiency of
make specificationsfor our proposed prietors of the West Michigan ton*
Yard rolls fl.OU; regular aize 25c. At ail
TALKS OF WORK IN THAT
est sense without the other. The mi druggists or direct by moil from
water works, was present and sub- Works have launched Into another
the affidavitto obtain a capias.
Dari* M Lawrence Co., New Y ork.
COUNTRY.
mitted his specificationsand gave enterprise which will be run in con
The Supreme court decided with chant must sell at honest marglm
Staple die mailetl on rn)ue-t. Sc. etamre.
of profit and when he does this he
some useful information ip regard nection with the present plan*. They
From
Being
the
Most
Conservative Judge Soule und decreed that the Is entitled to the trade of hia coin
thereto. The Council at its meet- have started the manufactory of
bondsmen be released and allowed munlty.
ing last Wednesday evening ordered wood works machinery and the pros
It Has Become Most Progres0
the specificationsto be printed and pects indicatea ready market for
capias to stand ns a summons, comsive Country.
thev will be «n the Clerk’s office this goods. “This means more Indusmencing suit.
FOR SALE — The Rat Tarrier Pups
next week. That the matter 0t try added to Holland’s manufactur- The Foreign Missionarysociety of
Inquire Geo. Kraght R. F. D. lo
Sometime
after,
the
order
of
the
water works for this city will be ing list.
Holland
Iwk.
the Methodist church held their regCircuit Court, allowed that caplaa to
pushed la now nuite evident. The
G. J. Peerboltethe tayies an old
ular
meeting
Tuesday
afternoon
In
council have ordered the latilng of resident of Holland died Wednesday
stand as a summons. Defendant FOR SALE— House and largo lot.
used when attsekedby a Cough
three piece mahogany parlor set;
bond* to the amount of *22,000 to at the age of 86 years he was 111 but Byrna’ parlor. Devotlonalswere in Soule had served a notice upon Edprevents dangerous bronohlal
pav fo* the Improvement, and we a few days and his death was unex- charge of Mrs. Phila Winters. The
wine press and ant house. Mus;
and pulmonaryailments such
ward P. Kirby, the plaintiff and W.
sell on account of going away.
aa Croupi Asthma, ato.
feel confident that hv the middle of pected as he seemed spry up to a few subject of the lesson study was
I. Lillie, the plaintiff’s attorney; Cheap if sold at once. 219 W. 9tb
next summer a complete and per- days of his death.
China, and many interesting facts
Millard Durham the recipient of St
fectly sdeouate system will be In
CeeOei— we hmrmtmlSrwf .
were brought out by the leader, Mrs.
opernMnn in our dty. \
— —
0
pne
of
the
alleged
libelous
letters;
tie.,
SOe. end ft. OO Bottle*.
JUDGE KIRBY PASSES ON THREE A. G. Gowdy. Four million people,
Subscribe for the News — J1 0d
TWENTY FIVE YEAR8 AGO
DAVtt * LAWKKNCC CO. New York.
Fred
McEachron;
C.
De
Vos,
pubHUNDRED AND FIVE ESTATES or one fourth of the human race
per year and get a premium FREE.
Henry Conkright baa opened a
lisher of the Coopersville Observer;
DURING 1018.
barber shop in the bnlldlng next t:
live in China. Four-fifths of the peoThat the office of Judge of Pro- ple speak the mandalm dialect; the Isaac Marsilje; Benjamin Mulder;
Rosin and Blom’s billiard hall.
RHEUMATM) sufferers
John Mulder; The Holland City
J. Lafayette, the photographer,Is bate for Ottawa county is no mere
should
/
remaining one-fifth speak seven difmaking things hum. His latest-13 sinecure, the amount of business
News; Zeeland Record Publishing
ferent languages,but there Is on<»r
These
remedies
are
scientificallyand
cabinet photos for 99 cents.
Co.; Joseph W. O’Brien under a stat'.refullyprepared prescriptions;
used fot
Sheriff Vaupell sold his residence transacted during the year 1913 in- one written language. China is open
ute, endeavoringto brng them in
.any years by Dr. Humphrey*in hia private
on Thirteenthstreet, near the corn- dicates.
and awake, and asking to be Chrisco-defendantsto contributetowards -.ictice, and for nearly sixty yean by the
er of Cedar street, last week SaturThree hundred and five estates tianized. Never has a greater opporthe payment of any Judgment which oople with satisfaction.
day to J. W. Boeman for $1,000.
were entered for administrationdur- tunity confronted Christendom,
Medical Book mailed free.
H. L. Rosin has bought out Dare
might be rendered against him.
ing
the year, and inventories of the since the Reformation.Ten them
Blom’a share In the billiard hall,
Frte
At the trial of said cause the Circorner of Seventh and River streets. amount of property acted upon and fnlssionaries are needed, while
1 Perm, OooffeeUotu,Inflammations........ St
cuit
Judge
dismissed
the
above
partS Worm*. Worm ferer .......................... *f
Mr. Rosin will herafter conduct the amounted to $1,025,782.13for the but 4,197 of ail denominations are
ies as co-defendants and Judge 8 Colic.Crylnf and WaktfalBeee of of an U. 3'
businessand assume all labilities.
same time. Since the existenceof engaged in this work. Only one in
4 Diarrhea, Of Childrenand Adults. .......... 3:
Hon D. B. K. Van Raalte has sold
Soule appealed from the decision to Y Conch*. Golds, Bronchitic ..................... V
his targe brick store building on this office 6,695 estates have been four of the important cities has res- the Supreme Court, which has now g Toothache,Paceacbo, Neuralda ............ 3.
# Headache,Sick Headache,Vertigo ......... T
Eighth street, to 8. Reidseraa. tak- listed with the register of probate ident missionaries.The W’oman’s
affirmed decision of the Circuit SO Dyapepete, IndlSMUon, Weak Stomach .....3.
ing In oart payment the store now for settlement, up till Dec. 31, 1913. Foreign Missionarysociety of the M.
court, dismissing all above named as 18 Creep, Hoane Cough, LarjraclUs ............ 3)
occupied by Mr. Reidsema. who will
Besides attending to matters in es- E. church began its work in 1871,
14 Oalt Hbeum, Eruption!..., ................... Si
co-defendants.
move his stock as soon as some re15 dbeamatlam, Lumbago ...................... 3f
tates of deceased, mentally or other- and now has 12 hospitals and dispairs. now being made, are completWhat the next move will be, is
10 Pern and Agee. Malaria .................2C
wd.
wise incompetentparties to attend to pensaries, 38 schools, 260 daymatter of curiosity and Is awaited an- IT Ptleo, Blind or Bleeding. External. Internai.U
10 Catarrh, Influents, Gold la Hand ............ SI
their estates, there is plenty of mat- schools, and
K. O. T. M. Entertainment
large evangelistic xlously by the public conversantwith
50 Whooplag Couch ............................
S3
The Rnights of the Maccabees of teri pertaining to the office to keep work. Two bishops of this churca this case.
31 Aetbnw,Oppreaaed,DlffloaltBreathlng
......S3
ST Kidney DIteaM ................................
S3
Tent No. 68. gave their the Judge fairly busy.
reside there, Bishop J. W. Bashford
This decision of the supreme court 51 Herron*Debility,Vital Weaknow ..... 1.00
•nnual entertainmen1 in the I. 0.
In cases( of Insanity, Juvenile de at Pekin, Bishop Wilson E. Lewis at
does not mean that the whole bat- SO Urinary Incontinence.Wetting Bed .......S3
1 ,a8t week Saturday even- linquents,spendthrifts, habitual
Foochow. Never before has a coun- tle between Judge Kirby and former 84 SoroThroot.Qtuacy .......................... S3
uf^°Ver 0ne hun,dre<JInvited guests
77 U Crlw-Crip ..........................25
blebs’ Orchestra drunkards, feebleminded, epileptics, try so completely thrown overboard Judge Soule is ended. The main Sold by drugglata, or tent on receipt of price.
Rhnumatlo
d aD J0verture- *fter which the the courts aid is called upon, then ap- the old, or more eagerly held out her contention, namely the charge of li- HUMPH RETS’ FOMBO. MEDICINE CO.. CofMI
MO-AMW.UtoiH
Wmiara and Ann Street*.Mew York.
EmL°Pp ,W,th
ode and pointingguardians for minors, issu- hands for the new. The most con- bel, is not touched ty the present dewretat-*
r^f0^'
by
reque8t
of new
th* ing labor permits, and in adoption servative nation in the world, has be- cision. The court has merely decided
P^etatfl. offered prayer. The
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matters he is needed. Ex-officiohe is
of the Tent for the year
then Stalled. On5 ac- chairman of the committeeto In
count of post commanders
H vestigate the condition of the Jail
?n°2" fndvM- W. Rose both being and then finally he is frequently callfpifnn t0T
preBent’ the8G dutle® ed upon to unite couples In the holy
commander
bonds of matrimony.

loi?”

Wr

Wm

^

D8twfd |L,Ut®nUnt commander*
manTJ? u ,the s,tt,n* *** com-

delightfulviolin satectlons, accomtelegram has been received b? panied by Mrs. Gowdy.
ChTa,r: John 06 Youn* was friends here announcing the death
Ut6n»nt ^raraander: of Theron Metcalf, well known in
nL
S?8’ Record Keeper; J.
Rr0wn; F,nance Keener; Q. E Holland and for a number of years ZEELAND PASTOR HAH REFUSED
"rotate; J- A. Mabbs. M. D a resident of this city. . Death came
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come the most progressive. What that the men and newspapers menher new civilizationis to be depend- tioned shall not be held as co-deing very largely on what is offered fendantsin the case.
her and how It is offered.
Tn the main contention Judge KirAt the close of the lesson study, by asks for damages to the amount
Miss Grace Klomparens rendered two of $10,000. The attorneys for Soule

J- J' Hopk,n8' *”•- to Mr. Metcalf yesterday noon at the
PJ?,0n’ ma*ter at arn»8 home of his son, Ovido Metcalf,

80n• Flnt muter Karels:
J. Robinson, second master of Reno, Nevada.
guards* A. Verleo. Sentinel;and T
Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf

SOME FORTY
OFFERS.

The Rev. D. R. Drukker, pastor of

were

are Coburn and Msner, and for Kirby

Diekema, Kollen and Ten Cate, with
Att.

W.

I. Lillie of

Grand Haven

of

One Lever Operates ^ Swing Stanchions

ONE

easy lever motion opens from two to fifty
West Bend Stanchions and sets all the cow
stops. A reverse motion closes the stanchions, removing the cow stops. Stan-

^

connsel.

chions can also be operated^
by hand singly.

NONE OF THE FOUR IN GRAND
HAVEN JAIL SAYING
VERY MUCH.

,RN

EQUIPMENT

the the First ChriatianReformed church

James Eckert, one of the four
is the only equipment made
r;aD.nAr^pirTh® of music first to conduct the railroad restaur- of Zeeland, has received a call .to would be Grand Haven Jail breakers
containing this wonderful,
arain
nlsved a fine piece
the Burton Heights church of that is still sullen and appears determined
labor-savinginvention.It is
after which R!r Knight Brown mad* ant now being conducted by Sam
an entirely complete line.
a good speech. At the close of his Miller. They were engaged in thh denomination in Grand Rapids. Prior not to reveal the part he played in
remark*, two Sir Knights were seen bulsness for a number of year? to his present pastorate, Mr. Druk- the plot to escape. Having expresse 1
tant improvements,soch as
marching in with a large n1u<h up- Later they lived on the North SId» ker was pastor of the FourteenthSt.
Adjustable,Poaltive-Locka
desire
to
talk
with
a
representative
holstered rockine rhatr. which was
ing Stanchions, with device
on
the
Metcalf
property
still owner Christian Reformed church in this of the press Eckert was interviewed
that lines the cows up on
Presented to Knieht Brown hv the
the gutter— ralsable mangtent. wt»h a neat little speech hy sir by his son. Mrs. Metcal died about city for nine years.
Tuesday morning, but stated that he
ers— litterand feed carAlthough Mr. Drukker has been had changed his mind and did not
Knight Mabbs This was a complete a year ago.
riers with rod -and -rigid
aurnrlse tn Brown Sir Knleht
track, etc. Before you buy
Mr. Metcalf was a member of th. pastor of only four churches since he desire to make a statement. Eckert
be sure and
StMrn*. with a Richter harmonica.
A. C. Van Raalte Post G. A. R, hav entered the ministryin 1859, he has Olin and Keyer are still in solitary
*nd ftberles L. War«nr. with a
entertained more than forty calls t*'
Let’s Talk It Over
IfcAto ftw «r«M
*ulf*r. eurnished some music an,t ing served in the Civil War. He was
confinement but Lynch, whose part
were eimnred. Poem* «*ere read hv well known here and still has man- different churches In the Christiar in the plot was minor is allowed to
St- Kn'rhts Hunt and Wise. After friends in Holland who mourn hi Reformed denomination, including
mingle with other prisoners. The
fn„oV hy th(t oreb"fr1i
loss. The funeral was' held Sun several of the largest con6re8^ltlon,•repa|rB
damaged part of the
day
from
the
home
of
his
so*
in east and west.
Jail have all been completed.
*as enjoyed by all present.
Route 8
|
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Holland, Mich.

Holland City News
820,000 PENSIONERS IN U.
Michigan Hu 84,206 Civil War

POSTMASTERS GET A LICKING CALF BORN WITH SIX LEGS TWO
HEADS AND TWO TAILS
M»n For a long time there haa been •

8.

1

PAGE SEVEN

I*>CAL FIVE WILL MEET
“Y” QUINTET IN CAR-

THE

how

congressman mApks

i

Expires Feb. 14

BROUGHT APPLES TO HIS
LADY LOVE

State of Michigan:

—

In s feature story about famous
demand apon the part of the ulUm* particular strain in breeding causes
NEG1E GYM.
Twentieth Judicial Circuit: la
graduates
of Olivet College, a writer
ate
consumer
for
better
taaU&K
the
unique
peculiarity
is
not
known,
More than one-fifth of the men
Chancery.
TO-NIGHT
who served in the army and navy of stlckum on the postage stamps. Some but Bessie, the eight-year-old Holin the Detroit News tells the folSuit pending in the Circuit court
Holland Basket ball enthusiasts lowing yarn about Carl E. Mapes,
the United states In the Civil war have favored vanilla and others stein cow owned by Arthur McGulnfor the county of Ottawa, in Chanwere still on the government’s pen have favored plmeapple oft lemon, ess, a farmer living eight miles will be treated to something classy who is now congressman from this cery, at the court house at the City
•ion roll at the beginning of the pre but the demand for any sort of a northwest of Albion, has been the in basket ball this evening
of Grand Haven, on the 27th day of
district.
mother of five calves each of which
sent fiscal year. This was revealed change has been persistant,
December A. D. 1913, Thomas R.
when Detroit "Y” meets Hope at
“Carl E. Mapes, United States
by the annual report of Commisaon-j Meanwhile the postmuters have possessedeither a superfluousbead
Van
Wert and Thomas O. Hill, comer BalUaber, showing that on July gat idly by and have refused to carry or two, or. an extra number of legs Carnegie Gym. It has been three congressman, graduated from Olivet plainants, vs George Fetterman,
years since Holland fans have seen
1, there were 462,379 Civil war pen the flght t0 Washington. Now the or tails.
college in 1896, The Grand Rapids Joseph E. Wakagoo, Neas Wlnde-Go
The most unique specimen yet is the Detroit veterans In action on the
•loners. The estimated number of po8tmii8terflthroughout the United
-Wish. Titus Livermore, Edwin Baxa recent offspring — a bull calf that local floor, but no doubt remember statesman was one of Olivet's big
Individ uala In the United States gtates have got theirs.
ter and Henry B. Cragln, If living,
army and navy In the war was 2,There is a new ruling o the effect died two hours after bi.'th. He the name of Jake Maxer. Mazer Is men throughout the four years that
and their and each of their unknown
possessed
six
legs,
two
fairly
..ell
213,366.
he attended college. He was e*
thnt all postoiHB.m and others a bo
heirs, devisees, legatees and assigns,
In the last year there was a de- sell stamps, must lick the same and formed heads, and two well defined the oldest player in the state, in fact, tremely quiet and according to Olif dead, defendants.
tails.
In
every
respect
save
the
crease of 34,884 Civil War pension- paste them on the parcel post mall
well enough along in years to be a
The above entitled cause concerns
wonderoe variety of hef progeny, father to the Hope team, and usually ivet’s older residents never did very
ers, while the net loss in the entire
If the customer so desires. Certainmuch to cause the president ot the the following described land and
pension roll was 40,094 leaving 820 ly the administrationIs striving to Besele seems to be a perfectly norshows the younger generationup to
prera v*. situate In the City of HolInstitution to lose sleep.
200 pensioners of all claues. There please. The innovation is expected mal cow, and according to Mr. Me
land, County of Ottawa, State of
remain 1,142 Mexican War pension- to prevent a great waste of time ex Guiness gives as rich milk as any a great degree. He is also without a
“One story is told of Mapes, how- Michigan, to-wlt:-—The South Fracanimal
In
bis
herd.
ers and 1,060 from Indian wars. perlenced by postoffice patrons
doubt the beet foul tosser in the ever, which would Indicate that he
o
tion of the South West Quarter (8.
The last survivingpensionersof the while waiting in line to bi*y stamps
game today. In a recent game
MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL BU- against the Chicago Universityat was not the quiet, reticent sort ot a W. %) of the South west Quarter
war of 1812 died eight years ago, .al and mail their packages.
chap that many considered him (8. W. *4) of Section numbered
though 199 widows of that war's This ruling does not necessarily
REAU FILES ARTICLES OF
Detroit he counted ten out of twelve
fighters still receive pensions, a de- p ,»an that postmasters must stand
Mapes ,it is related was desperately Thirty (30), in Town five (6), North
INCORPORATION
Range Fifteen (16), West, and comattempts, and beat the sons of John
crease of 39 since last year.
in love with one of the fair co-eds,
prising In part, such part of Plat of
Ohio leads the states with the Ju°UnbdutWdJrii^
D.
22
to
18.
Boosey
and
Wilson,
Lansing, Mich., Jant — Milton
who made her home in the third
largest number of pensioners,77,- 1. ’ aitogether probaule that thev
running mates of Mazer, are also old floor of Shlpherd hall, the young Montello Park, Addition to the City
599; followedby Pennsylvania,with ...
bout an *he stamp lick- Carmichael of Detroit, secretaryof
of Holland,County of Ottawa, State
76,610; New York, 68.270; Illinois
.
I( ,a merely the organisation, this morning filed timers with the "Y.”
woman's dormitory. It was a "hab of Michigan, which lies within said
56,482; Indiana, 49,987; Missouri, in* they care to do. It is merely
Hope has won five games so far it” of Olivet youths who were in South Fraction of the South West,
another small victory for poor old articles of Incorporationwith Sec39,490; Michigan, 34,298, and Mas
and
in order to keep this record, love those days to keep the object Quarter (8. W. K ) of the south
ultimate consumer, and' he should retary of Bute Martlndalefor the
aachusetts 34,124.
Capt.
Stegenga is sending his men of their heart’s desire well supplied West Quarter (8. W. K) of said
feel happy.
Michigan Agriculturaland Developo
section numbered Thirty (30) in
o
ment bureau. The headquarters of through some mighty stiff practice with the choicest fruits during the Town Five (6) North, Range Fifteen
SHIP FRUIT BY PARCEL POST
this week, and is very hopeful of fell season.
MISTAKEN PROFESSION
(15) West, and Involves the title
the society will be located at Lans
.Farmers May Ask That Day Be Set
A tramp went into a Kansas gro- ing. Active work is expected to be trouncingthe Detroit quintette. The
“One unusually dark night, Mapes to said land and is brought to quiet
Aside For Fruit
Hope pivot man has been handicap- together with another love-smitten the title thereto. Upon the filing of
cery store and noticed a big box of
in progress by early spring.
To make use of the parcel post as
the bill of complaint In this cause, It
a wholesale carrier of fruit is the soap labeled, "A cake for 1 cent
The association has for its alms ped somewhat in practice this week lad, went to the best orchards and
luBiereu by
u, p™mln.Uv
with
a
broken
finger, which he sus- vineyards which are plentiful in appearing that it is not known
plan fostered
prominent .r...
fruit, Ke .aid to tbe trocer I >” t)rok«
the increasing of agricultural produc
men of Southwestern Michigan. The but t« >0“
tained on the trip, but promises to and around Olivet and secure two whether the said George Fetterman,
transportationof fruit by parcel five .cakes I will pay you in less than tion in Michigan, developing the
and the said Joseph E. Waka.oo,
have the ailing digit in form when heaping baskets of the finest fruits
areas
as
yet
innocent
of
the
plow,
InNeas and the said Neas Winde-Gopet U «ot » new lde«, but the Plan*" hourr htd both curl0,lly ,„d
the whistle blows to-night.
suggested in the movement would' me grocer uuu
which they could find. Thes? they Wish, and the said Titus Livermore,
teresting the young In agriculture
dwarf all previous efforU In this generosity and consented^
Music will be furnished before anj
brought stealthily back tc a place and the said Edwin Baxter, and the
line. Owing to the increased |
trtmp took the soap AverU afld its attendant Industries by con- during the game by the College Ordirectly below the window where said Henry B. Gragtn, or either of
weight of packages allowed under) where the toba<ro
bJl tests in vegetable growing and dothem, is living or dead, and if livchestra.
young Mapes’ love lived, and whis- ing the present whereabouts of eithrecent regulations, the plan is made carefully wrapped
tobac- mestic work, and also to elevate the
The
two
teams
will probably line
perfectlyfeasible and has the ap- of tin-foil procured from the tobac- standard of the farm and increase
tled four times.
er of them and If dead, whether
co box. He then went out upon
up in the following manner:
"First a fair heal projectedfrom either of them has personal repreprobation of the local postal author- street corner and announcedto pas the pleasureof profits of husbandry
Hope
Detroit “Y"
ities.
the already opened window and then sentatives or heirs living or where
sers-by that he had for sale "the gen and in the same ratio increase the
............
Lokker
Button .............. ..L. F...
In brief, the proposition is to
^rablc (rankincense ambrolsal
a long rope was let down to which their or either of their unknown heirs
cares of the farmer and the high cost
....... Dalman
the fruit men so interested in
guaranteed to soften
Boosey ............. ,.R. F..
the nervous lads wore Intending to devisees, legatees, and assigns, o?
of
living
for
the
consumer.
matter that at later date some onoIBnaving
. the hairs° on the face until a dull
Stegenga ’hitch” the lusciousfruit. The
Kreitz .............. .. C ..............
some of them, may reside:
day can be set aside on which 10 knife could cut them and certain to
o
...VanderVelde
Therefor, On moton of Charles H.
ship products via the parcel post. In last ten times as long as any soap PROSECUTOR BACK FROM CHIC* Wilson ................L. G.
Janitor of the hall, however, had
McBride,
solicitor for Complainants,
Mazer .............. . R. G..
this connectionit has been suggestapprehended the bo>a, and being Inin the market."
A GO WITH SOME VALUABLE
ed that some, sort of a label be seit Is ordered that the said defendants
Subs
Inside of an hour he had sold
structed to keep the young men
cured, uniform as to design, bearing every cake at 26 cents each.
INFORMATION
George Fetterman,Joseph E.
Bush .............
awaj from below the girls’ windows Wakagoo, Neas Wlnde-Go-Wish,
the insignia of the locality,such as
.......
Smallegan
Grand Rapids, Jan. 7. — Prosecut- Vinton
........ i....
he appeared on the scene Just as Titus Livermore, Edwin Baxter, and
the "heart ot the fruit belt," "P‘f-!26HCenu,tVnd'thendwa‘kedt5ff
with »
ing Attorney E. F. Phelps, Sheriff
Stegeman
cel post fruit,’’ or other appropriate
flt of |6
Mapes was about to hook on the first Henry B. Cragin, if living, and the un
slogan or
,1 A man with such talents must O’Donnell and DetectivePeter Vier- Referee — Johnson, Purdue.
basket. Both Mapes and his com known heirs, devisees, legatees, and
gever returned yesterday from ChiUmpire — Robinson, Holland High. panion were so frightened by the assigns of them or either of them, If
11
,that by* 6 parc,‘, have been a tramp from choice,
post method of transportation
Q
cago where they spent several days
sudden and unexpected appearance dead, and every of them, shall enter
quicker transit effected, the quality
their appearance in said cause on or
of the product thus kept above the TALE OF HIGH FINANCE UN looking up evidence to be used HOW TO PREVENT TUBERCTthe Janitor that, forgetting all,
before four months from the date
usual standard. Another and ex- FOLDED IN CASE OP OTTAWA against Roy Blackburn when his
they dropped the preclou? baskets, of this order and that within twenty
liOHIS ....
ceptionally convincingargument in
COUNTY FARMER AGAINST case is called for trial in the superdays the complainantscause this
favor of the idea is that with the par
In order to keep from getting tu- and fled without so much sis
CHICAGO MEN
ior court January 26.
cel post as the medium between
berculosis, the first and most import goodbye” to the hungry maidens older to be published in the Holland
City News, a newspaper printed,
According to the authorities they ant rule is to keep as strong and
frower and consumer the middle- A tale of high finance, whose varl
the window above.
published and circulated in said
man is removed, his profits on the ous intricaciesstill confounds Jose- have found evidencewhich will show healthy as possible. When the iu“Carl Mapes was born on a farm City said publication to be continued
fruit goes into the growers’ own ph Pavek, at Fruitport township that Blackburn took part in a Jewel- bercle bacilli get into the body or
few miles from Olivet. He attend- once in each week for six weeks in
farmer, was brought by Pavek
pockets.
The propositionis to ultimately against Chas. Scholte and Ernest ery store robbery in Chicago some lungs of a healthy person they d'’ ed the Olivet village schools, gradu- succession.
not multiply but are soon killed,
Dated Dec. 27th A. D. 1913.
handle the products of the .farm as Boehm, Chicago real estate men. time ago. Much other evidence was
while in the lungs of a weak or ated from Olivet high school and
<io the mail order houses, eliminat- The tale, the way Pavek and his faip found, the nature of which is being
ORIEN S. CROSS,
continued his education thru Olivet
Ing all "between the covers" profits,jjy teu sounds much like the Wall kept secret and the prosecutionhop- sickly person they increase in numCircuit Judge.
bers and produce tuberculosis.Of college. He is the son of Behai
and get the goods to the consume’- ingford series of George Randolph
es to spring some big surprises when great assistance in keeping well and
Charles
H.
McBride,
Solicitor For
Mapes, who is a resident of thp little
-first hand, direct from the vines and Chester.
strong are quantities of fresh, pure
Complaints.
the case is called.
Th£
case
has
been
tried
in
the
college town at the present time.
the trees.
air both in the daytime and at night
Address,Holland Michigan.
Muskegon Circuit.
The congressman from Kent county
in the home, in the school room, an.i
is seeking to REDFIELD GETS TWO CHECKS
In
this
suit
Pavek
A True Copy Attest:—
WITHOUT “PADDING”
pure food, cleanliness, and temper- made a great record for himself as s
.
|jV|p .find out how Scholte and Boehm got
Jacob Glerum
The teacher the clae. In Bug M
(o h|B (trm wUhout M„ know
ONE FOR 807,060 FOR. SALE
in the workroom .together with pro gridiron star on Olivet’s teams and
Register in Chancery.
ll,h demanded that ^e Pnpll. al ,ng „ „„ clalnl, and how he, pr0mOF FURS, OTHER FOR I CENT ance.
after two years’ absence returnea
•write tor their dally exercise » br e( Ued a Bpiendtd Chicago property In
One can get fresh, pure air by and coached football for one season
Washington,
Jan.
—
One
check
account of a baseball
,or h,B land got nothing
keeping out of doors as much as
(Expires Jan. 4)
One boy sat through the period
l8 the old one 0( t|lB for $67,000 and another for one cent
turning out a championship team
possible, by keeping the living
eeemlngly wrapped In thought. 8lmple tru8tlng (arm(,r and tlle
STATE OF MICHIGAN
appeared at the department of com rooms during the daytime well ven for his alma mater.”
while the others *orked hard nd
d dt man Pavrt haa a
o
The Circuit Coiiyt for the Counmerce
today.
The
former
made
out tiiated,and by keeping the windows
turned In their narratives. After 8 . ndld (arm penally Inside the
of the bedrooms wide open all night
ty of Ottawa, In Chancery.
school, the teacher approached
llmltBPo( the v|llage o( to SecretaryRedfleld, was for the
Expires Jan. 24
Dust may be largely avoided by
In the Matter of the Petition of
government sale of Alaskan seal and cleaning with damp cloths and
^^ 'HI
i.n f Ihe aWI!vl‘
tn writft Fruitport, and worth about $5,500.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro Horace H. Pope, William J. Garrod
give you five minute, to
a real c8tate agenl anl,
blue and white fox skins, recently brooms (never use a dry broom or
bate Court for the County of Ot and Hoyt O. Post to Dissolvethe
Waverly Stone Company, a corpora!^.a ,.d?BCr P.t e '
di Boehm came to him and proposed to held in St. Louis. This check the duster.)
tawa.
*
-If It la not done by that time,
hange hlB (arm (or BOme Chicago
On
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The boy promptly concentrated
bis attention upon the theme as the
teacher slowly counted the moments. At last, with Joyful eagerness, he scratched a v.ne on his tablet, afid handed it to his master. It
read:
"Rain— no game.”

Children should be taught not

to

-

perty, encumbered by a $2,500 mort funds of the government. He ac
gage, Pavek testified.
companiedit with a letter expressA contract of sale for the two plac
ing his gratitude at the results of the
es was entered into, one of the conditions being that each party should sale, the first held in America,

-

avoided.

have ten days

«o-»o|

house.

p

be entered upon. Mr. Job collected the

‘

P^e

and found

it

a.

Elans Prins, Deceased

Notice It hereby slven that four month#
thing in the mouth, or eating candv
or chewing gum which other chi’, from the 6th day of January, A. D. 1914
dren have had In their mouths nre have been allowed for credltora to present
dirty, dangerous habits, and should their clalma agatnat said deceased to said
court for examination and adjustment

be
•
to look up abstracts Secretary Redfleld said that the
Over indulgericeIn whiskey torj
and title. Scholte and Bohra, Pavek Beaj gkjnB jjag forot from 3 to 5 per other forms of alcohol predisposes
o
testified, took him to ^'“‘“^ “‘eent ,nd the fox eklus from Id to !F one to tuberculosis, and the use
RAISING WILD DUCKS
show him their property at
,
intoxicants of any kind in tubercul
Herbert K. Job, state ornlthologCourtland street. It was night when,P«r cent more than at previous sales osis is distinctly injurious. Alchol
1st of Connecticut;made an expedi-!theyreached there. They claimed in London,
•veakensthe body so that <t cannot
tion to 'the Canadian Northwest that something was wrong with the
The penny check was to George "eslst the disease germs. Every perseveral months ago for the purpose lights In the buildingand lit a tal- Johannes, disbursingofficer of the »on should take a warm bath wi'b
of getting will duck eggs for the low candle to show him through ihe(
department,who formerlyheld a sim ^nap at least once a week, and if po°
agricultural station at the ConnectlIblp should have a cold bath everv
cut state college, where the trial of| The next morning, according to liar position at the census bureau morning.
hatching and raising wild ducks will Pavek’s testimony, he returned to When he turned over his accoun
o
•

tion.

In the matter of the estate of

(real estate 'held by Boehm. They secretary signed over to the treasury put anything in their mouths except
BB„led that u wa8 a J6.000 pro to be turned into the miscellaneous
food. Putting pencils, coins, or plav

all

a ,

-

|

CASTOR A

was not worth the treasury department discovered

and that all credltora of aald deceased ar»
required to pretent their clalma to aald
court at the Probate Office In the city ol
Grand Haven. In said county, on or
fore the 6th day of May A. D. 1914,
and that aald elalme will be heard by taM
court on

the 6th day of May,

A. D.

1914, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
(

(Dated January 6th, A.

-

Judge of Probate.
o

D

1914

P.

KIRBY,

-

EDWARD

Expiree Jan. 17

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro
of

At a sesaion of said court held at
the Court House in the City of
Grand Haven, in said County, on
the 16th. day of November 1913:
Present Hon. Orien S. Cross, Circuit
Judge.
In this cause on reading and filing the petition In the above entitled cause, on motion of Hoyt G. Post
solicitor for the above named peti
tioners: It Is Ordered, that all per
sons intereated in the Waverly Stone
Company, a corporation, ijhall show
cause, if any they have, why such
corporationshould not be dissolved
according to the prayer of said
petition, before Mr. Fred T. Miles,
A Circuit Court Commlsisoner, acting ns a Master in Chancery in and
for the County of Ottawa, on Tuesday the 24th day of February, 1914,

at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
his office in the City of Holland
5 . . Muskegon, decided that the deal of a che x. Mr. Johannes declared
Por Infants and Children.
Michigan.
It is further ordered that a copy
l”
Bhould not g0 through- Com,ng 'n‘ that he probably would keep the
Frank Kraai, deceased
Die Kind You Hate Alwajt Bought
of this order be published in the
ot
Notice is hereby given that four Holland City News, a newspaper
Bears the
months from the 26th dav of Decem- printed and published In the county
Signature of
ber, A. D. 1913, have been allowed where the principal place of conduct
tittle trouble i* ejected with th6jPr th, d ed he and hlg wlfe ma(ic 6XAXE
ing the business of the said WaverBACTERIOLOGIST HOLM
for creditors to present their claims
ly Stone Company is situated, for
MAKES
ANALYSIS AND TAKES
against said deceased to said court
three weeks in succession, commenc
zdfhde
Subscribe for the News $1.0f for examination and adjustment,and
ISSUE WITH SUPPORTER
ing on the 4th day of December,
per year and get a premium FREE.
that all creditorsof said deceased 1913.
‘"c nfiDemen^edT^°eC'wlM^uckihad Pavek^nd^is^lfe^th Ve’n /’ever
OF BEER AS BEVERAGE
o
Orien S. Cross.
are required to present their claims
r“n,UT?hBW:VU»0nkc.e“ -uinx
Thjy .re now seeklus
Lansing, Mich., Jan. — CommerCircuit Judge.
Subscribe for the News— $1.00 to said court, at the probate office,
.lines and doubtless every species of ,to ^_av^ it set asjde.
Pavek, through Turner and Turn- cial grape juice, which recently has per year and get a premium FREE.
o
mr tame ducks came from a wild an
in the City of Grand Haven, in said
his attorneys, also introduced proof been a]ieged t0 contain a higher per
icestry.
County, on or before the 26th day of
EYE EAR-NOSE -and -THROAT
to show that a second mortgage
. . .
Truth by Accident
$800 on the property had been filed cent of alcoho1 than beer, bas nol
April,
A.
D.
1914,
and
that
said
The best definition of a demagogue
BUTTERFLY
Dr. A. Leenhouts
. by Bohm In the Cook county regis- enough alcohol In ita makeup to eveu will always remain with the llttls girl claims will be heard by said court
Office:
Corner of 8th Street and River
In Germany there is a large
deed office two days after the preserve it,
of seven who said, "A demagogue is a on the 27th day of April, A. D. 1914,
OFFICE
. ’"in
d“d
'taue vessel containing beer and other at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
3 K»5:30p » D«ilT 7=30 lo 9:30 D.m.Tue*d«y
tod Sttuntay e»«mn«» only.
and Holland It I. called the better- paeve°k haa n0 dMd to
with thoae oppoeed to Wm. Jennlnga liquids.”
Dated Dec. 26th, A- 1) 1913.
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Judge of Probate.
to Be Watchefl.
•Wos. dar, Politician!’’ shouted oM
Brother Bogus to the animal he was
endeavoringto drive in the way it
should go. ”Woa, dar, dad-souse yo*
ornery plcter, or I'll — Sab? W'y—
ub-kee! bee— sab, I calls dls yub mule

heard.

thU1 -

-

HOURS „

Had

.

-

,

dairy Place- The defense claims that such Bryan’s favorite beverage,after hava deed mas made out and placed In log just completed the analysis of a

?

Ot-

tawa.
In the matter of the estate ot

-

(testimony and Pavek’s side of the „
,.
. .. ___ IMa.
'case and fixed December 15 as the Holm’ although ,f Permitted to
on* date When the balance of the tesll- stand for a short time it gradually Politicianuh-k&ze de. minute yo' takes
Get a scissors free by paying ® mony will be
(acquires a certain per cetft. When yo' eye off'n de bodacious icouu’el
right den he's into devilbent Uh-yawl
Iwh’ero ln
°
' apple or gr.pe Jnlco i. boiled and
haw! haw!”
All couples getting thefr wedding hermetically sealed it will remain
~o
stationery printed at the Holland free from alcohol. But the commer^

bate Court for the County

o

KIRBY,

in

the moroinl or on Sender

Miss Helene Pelgrim

Electric
Bitters
Succeed when everythingelse fails.
In nervous prostrationand female
weaknessesthey are r'ae supreme
remedy, as thousand# nave testified.

FOR KIDNEY J.IVER

No Office Hour*

,

AND

STOMACH TROUBLE
it Is the best medic Lie ever sold
over a druggist's counter.

Teacher oi Piano
Citz.

Phone H50

Residence 197

W.

12th St.

.

Dr. N. K. Prince
Yeteriairy Physiciin nd Sorfesi
fll|kt

Calls

frwtptiyitttnM

Nm*1146

U

HelluI.Nkk

"TAGir

EIGHT

Holland City News
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your kindness in waiting on yourselves Tuesday during our great rush
the first day of our Annual Clearance Sale. Always make yourself at home in our store. For
.....
the benefit of those who could not get here within the first few days we want to say that we
have equally as many extraordinary bargains as the hundreds of ladies already took advantage of.
E want

yy

to

thank you

for

Every Coat,

Suit, Dress, Skirt and

REDUCED FROM
And

y3

to

Fur

only this seasons latest styles

COME AS SOON AS YOU CAN AND SHARE IN THIS GREAT MONEY SAVING OPPORTUNITY
Always

the

FRENCH
New Year’s Morn.
From behind

I

the polished surface

Newest Styles and Lowest Prices

CLOAK

COMPANY

THE HOH8ES WOULD NOT EAT ANDRE ELECTIONEERING FOR nip’s Corners that he had had en
HAY
STATE SENATOR. iough and Pr0™1*®*! b® would nuver

Of the long, inviting bar
Comes a subtile,faint aroma,
In my bosom causing war.
Scents of cocktail, breath of juleo,
And a host of Joy beside
fiat for me the water waron
And a long and dudty ride

*

Lost 100 lbs In One Month

hx-Sheriff CorneliusAndre will

get drunk again. He served time in
be the Allegan Jail once but had been

John Hoffman’s Cafe

, The contract for hay given one of in Grand Haven today in attetufancesober several months so far as anyour local hay dealers was taken upon a meeting of the county road one knows. His wife left home lo
away from them Monday by the commls.ion.At that time, Mr. AnBradley ref.-,
8 Wist Eighth Strait
.
,f Itives and the temptation was evid-i
Board of Police and Fire Commissioners. The men at fire stations dro will formally launch his candi- ently too strong for him. He went
REGULAR MEALS
Special Hot Nooodap Lunch ISc
stated that one of the horses had dacy for state senator and will also the afternoon before Christmas dfcy'
lost nearly 100 lbs within tha month visit Muskegon and Whitehall dur- ,nto K®nt county and came home
Short Order
Quick Smite
Hot for me the cool gin rickey,
drunk and with enough liquor to
The horses did not seem to relish ing the week.
With its look of innocence.
make the celebration last well into
HOME BMOHO
Hot for me the long Scotch Highball their hay and would not eat it and
Christmas.
About two o'clock in
Ion
investigation
the
fadder
was
Costing five and twenty cents.
BRYAN "TAKEN
jthe night he became so drunk that
found to be damp an& moldy showWe Cater to Partfei, Banquets,
Dishes for Rent.
Just a glass of pure cold water
ling that the hay bad become wet or Secretaryof State Recalls His First he fell on the floor, and grabbing the
As it bubbles from the spring.
table pulled a lamp over on him and
COME IN FOR PRICES— 7HEV ARE RIGHT.
Political Lesson in Conceit
Although you can not make me had been stored in a damp place.
he. was terribly burned below the
The dealer no doubt will try to make
laugh
In "Little Stories by Big Men,” waist. He was so drunk he could
good and will be forgiven by the
‘Or even dance and sing.
Annabel
Lee repeats one of William not help himself. A crippled Indian
board.
Jennings Bryan’s best stories at his Hvinng In the home was unable to
Not for me the doubtful company
own
heip him but did call neighbors.
Of John Barrlycorn
FRANK 8ALSBURY MAKING FINE "The year after coming to Nebras Pokagon lived just twelve hours af- Are you intending to purNot for me the pleasant dalliance
RECORD AS GAME WARDEN ka in 1888,” runs the tale, "I de- ter the accident. He was buried
With sweet September Morn.
chase a new Suit?
livered fifty speeches against the Re- Monday of this week. Two sons surMade
Eight Arrests This Week
I will never flirt with Folly,
publican candidate for governor,and vive him and both are respected,
I am more than satisfied
Frank Salsbury of Grand Haven in each one made It clear why he One holds a clerkshipin an Indian IS so, come down to the
With the rumbling water wagon
made eight arrests this week encod- should not be elected. He was, how agency in Pipestone, Minn., and he
Jf my friends will let me ride.
ing the two commercialfishermen ever, by the usual majority. On the gets about $90 per month; the other
of Grand Haven who sent undersiz- following St. Pattrlck’s Day I was to g0n is a student in the Mt. Pleasant)
make a short speech, and the gover- Indian school. .Salem people regret
NEW LEGISLATIVEDISTRICTS ??
trouf l° Chlca*° J16 also arrested
Henry Loborn and Joseph Kerk of nor presided. It was a varied pro- the affair and more than one had
WANTED
'Allegan, and Milton Weed and Duff gram, consisting of songs, speeches tried to get Pokagon to leave!
Board of Supervisors At Session This Du Shean of Ganges for hunting with and vaudevillenumbers. It was tho ••booze” entirely alone. He realized,
first time I had been In the presence the harm ft did him but was weak in
ferrits.
Month Should Place Grand HaJohn Adams and Wm Hayes of of the governor and I wondered if resisting it. Pokagon’s farm was
wen and Holland in Separate
Allegan County were also arresteo he felt any resentment toward me '‘down on the sand” but he worked,
and found guilty for setting their for all the work I had done against it well and was prosperous. The
Districts
property is thought to be worth
and see what you get for
Grand Haven Trlbune.-Themost
Wh‘Ch 58
"At last my turn was reached. The $2,500. HTs wife was a White
” important proposition the Board of
____
governor, having been prompted by pigeon before she married Pokagon.
your moaey
' Supervisorshave to consider at the
another man, arose and said, "The she is the daughter of the late
* forth coming January session is that PATHETIC
PLEA IS WASTED, next person on the program is W. ;j0geph White Pigeon and sister to1
of redlstfieting the legislative dis- INDIAN LAWS NOT MICHIGAN J. Bryan,’ and as I came forward John and James White Pigeon. Poka
Also $1 and S2 Hats
21 E. Eighth St.
‘ trices. When the division is made
he stepped toward me, smiled, and g0n was fltty-seven years of age.
LAWS
'Grand Haven and Holland should be
grasped my
Allegan Gazette.
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"I felt greatly pleased that he dil |
0
iplaced In separate districts.
David Fox, an aged Indian of Hart
Holland’sInterests and Orand Hanot harbor any resentment
m xhoffttf r r imtkr
classes have inenoaaed not only
Wo" are" nol'"ldenttc»i!?or years" be 'ord’ ,was arr?atad B„0“e ‘“T a*° tor me, and prasped his hand, as he “LKE MARQlTCTTh R. R. INTER- the
in
member
but in Interest and lm
FER8
cauw of the tteoeraphlcal position of lrap»1!1* ““^rata before the aeaaot drew me toward him and whispered:
reaching out and helping in cheer
the cities Grand Haven has drawn Its “l>e”ed- He was arraigned in Paw
"Quick! Do you speak, sing
Tries To Halt Parcels Post
and comfort the sick and helpless.
trade from the north river townahlps ,Paw and t,he c^ief o'111® Wbe came
Allegan Gazette.— The Pere Mar“He had never even heard of me. quette railway company has made ap A short prdgram and refreshments
and the townships on the south side ,0,8Ilcak f°r hlm- Hi" addr“8 was
was- enjoyed by alL • The following
-ot the river Immediately contiguous folemn. a"d v''r>' ear”aat- «« •al'|
..
o . PHeetlon to the federal courts to
Some ©f you people negWoman’s Class: — Fres. Mrs. Lula
to the Grand. Holland Is Interestedn part: Years ago when the land
See the Great Pre-InventorySale compel the postoffice department to
lected to have those photos
commercially only with those town- wa®
game of all des- Prices of P. S. Boter and Co., on make readjustment of the rates paid Blnns; Vice Pres. Mrs. Margaret
shins In its immediate proximity. criptlons and when the big snows of Page
It will pay you to look jor tj,e transportationof mails. It Markham; Sec.; Mra. Jennie Smith;
takem for the Holidays.
Tres., Mrs. Ada Van Volkenburg;
While of course the two cities of w,nter cou,d not exterminateall that them over.
ls understood that the basis of the
Teacher,
Mrs.
Philh
Winters;
Asst.
o
—
Holland and Grand Haven will not the Great Spirit had sdnt us, the
action is the increase of mail matter
entirely predominate their respec- l^Hlte man came among us. He took KAZOO
BEFORE contemplated by the extension of the Teacher, Miss Adah Fairbanks.
In. tlut cue Uke advaitige
Men’s Class:— Pres., A. H. Boyian
tlve districts if a change is made,,fromU8 a11 that we held most dear
parcels post limit to packages of
DIVORCED
Vice Pres., G, C.* Moody; Sec., HL 0.
their population will make them im-1and we were obliged to accept, evenNow Hiram Hekkema Will Have to fifty pounds. Malls are not weighed Maris; Treaa., Dick Overwe’g', Teachbow of the
portant
jtually, his terms. But the white
frequently,but only once (for a
er, Rev. J. W. Osveld.
Marry No. 2. All Over Again
The Tribune submits the follow- man “ade us a promise. That promperiod of one month) in several
Ing list of townships and cities with *se I® the issue in this case. He said
—When He Wins Case
years, the compensation is based for
HOPE OUTPOINTS Y. M. C. A.
their populationIn 1910 as suitable that never would the Indians be
Kalamazoo, Mith., January?.— Al- the new period upon the dally averdistrictswhen the Board of Supervls obliged to lack game in our own land
VIVE
age
of such month’s Weighing.Hence
ors takes up the redlstrlctlngprop-|He said that any season of the year though Hiram Hekkema, Democratic great increase of the mails works
Unable to break through Hope col
politician,
was
advised
by
attorneys
we might hunt and fish at will. Is
hardship to the carrier; and of lege's splendid defense and Lack of
this promise made years ago by your not to get married again until a mo- course there has been such increase
team work cost the Grand Rapids Y.
North District
tion
which
has
been
entered
in
his
forefathers to the chief of our tribe
from the parcels post growth. It is M. C. A. basketballteam its first
Pop. ito be broken now? I contend that divorce case had been settled by the
not likely that the courts will be able dome game iia the "Y” gymnasium
tlrand Haven City ....................585C we have a right under the great court, he obtained the necessary
to afford any relief from the con- New Years eve., before
crowd
Grand Haven Town... ............... 843 .treaty which firmly cemented our marriage license, and was married
tract, any more than they could help wrich packed every seat, nook and
Chester ........
...............
1459 friendship, to hunt as we desire. I on Thanksgiving day.
This afternoon Judge Stewart out the government should It com- corner. The collegians didn’t let up
Crockery
...............
1387 hope that true recognizationwill be
plain that there had been a decrease one minute and kept ptanking in
Polkton .......
...............
2444 given to us. a race which is fast be- granted the motion which had been
of weight within the contract period. the counters until the last minute.
filed
by
attorneys
for
the
first
wife,
Robinson .....
..............
899 ing dismissed In numbers.”
Publications averse to the parcels The score was 35 to 20.
and Hekkema will now be obliged
Spring Lake.
..............1920
After the address a hush fell uppost, such as Michigan Investor of
Rough tacticson the part of some1
to defend the suit, and the divorce
Tallmadge ....
.......... .... 1342
on the court-room. Those who were
Detroit, and friendly to corporations cf the "Y” boys resulted in the of-l
Wright .....
....... 1659 present had stepped back Just a hun- decree is in the eyes of the court in
general, are wrong, however, injflclalBcalling foul after foul, and
Allendale
...............
1483 dred years, obtaining a glimpse of still pending.
their declaration that "Parcels post: before the. locals had shot one goaL
A
plea
was
made
by
Hekkema’s
Hlendon
.......... 1700
Indian passionswhich could not be
attorney that such action
the would not be the success claimed for|Hope was leading with nine points,
controlled. But the laws of Mlohlt today if the railwayswere receiv- This seemed to take the "pep” out|
part
of
the
court
would
be
unjust
Total
..............
20998
ean are exacting. Nothing on the) to the wife, but Judge Stewart ruled ing the compensation due them for of the association players and they
South District
statutes indicated that a .treaty had
carrying the packages.” The bal- failed to get back Into the contest
THE PHOTOGRAPHER
that as far as he knew the second
been made and the Indian was fined.
ance of more than three million with enough steam to make sufficiPop.
marriage had not been legal. Hek19 E. 8th
Up stairs
Holland City .......................... .10490 Fox paid his fine and walked stolidlv kema will now be obliged to get his dollars of earnings in excess of ex- ent headway.
Holland Town ..................... . 3558 from the court-room.The chief divorce and remarry his second penses, shown by the postoffice deLokker, Hope’s brilliant forward.
partment at end of the fiscal year, scored more points than the entire
Georgetown .......................... . 2330 drooped his head open his breast wife.
proves that the parcels poet system "Y” team. He caged four baskets battle, 3d to 22. Ray Drummond,
. 1944 and with a look of despair walked
Jamestown ...........................
would be highly successful even and shot 13 out of 19 fouls. On the °ne of Denny Upton’s high schoo
Zeeland Town ........................ . 1869 slowly away.
MICHIGAN POTATO CROP
were all that sum paid to the rail- other hand, Bennett, for the locals, b°y8' was easily the star of thi
Zeeland City .......................... . 1982
Olive ....................................... . 2080
According to the secretary* of ways; for that It should pay its way, had an off night and succeeded in event, caging seven pretty basketMissed the Flood Story
state farmers planted 350,000 acres even, from the very start, was rath- throwing but four out of 13 fouls. from the field. His strong point wak,
Total ............................. .24303
Sir William Treloar recentlytold of potatoes last year which yielded er more than all but its most ardent This, in a way set the losers back in ,n following the ball and he waa In1
—
—
Or the division could be made a story of a servant who was once 32,858,000 bushels, an average of supporters
the edrly stages of- the contest. every
mlxup. The All-Stars
made'
It is a well known fact, however
more equal by giving the proposed employed at .his Cripples' Homo at 92.12 bushels per acre. Revenue of
The best work of the locals was
“i™ Hkht at the finish, but then
north districtthe township of Olive Alton. One day ______
_ ______ _
during lunch
time about $16,424,000 was received for that the railways receive much more
compensation
“,nC
as well which would give the n°rth there was a heavy downfall of rain, the crop. The outhern counties rais
the vt.ltln* player, made UaderV_R.Trummo„r
Fdistrict a populationof 23078 and and Sir William said to the little ed on an average 70 bushels per mall matter— no much more
The south district22223.
acre, the northern counties of the there 1ong has been a Betertn,*etmaid who was waiting at table;
o
"Why, Lizzie, It Is almost like the lower peninsula 106, while the top- fort to bring down that compensaJ. Dummond and Comelisse L. O.
FETROLMEN
POLICE Flood.”
per peninsula produced on an aver- tion to a reasonablelimit. Probably ids boys
Y. M. C. A. — Cook (Capt) R.
All Stars: — McCarthy R F • Vanthe Pere Marquette is acting In this
age
166
bushels
per
acre.
"The
Flood,
Sir
William?”
said
BOARD
matter
quite
as
much
in
behalf
ot Montgomery.L. F.; Wilmarth, C; der Vlsse L. F.; Bllckley C • Maio —
ihe girl.
Send Up Fruit And Cigars
keurewltz R. O.; Hoogensteger L G.
the express companies as for Its Bennett R. G.; Fowle L.
"Yes, the Flood. Noah, ybu know
BOOZE
KILLS
GOOD INDIAN own interest. Those companies Hope College: — Stegenga (Capt) Baskets from the field — R. Drum' The patrolmen, set-em-up to the
and Mount Ararat.”
Board of Police and Fire Commis- "I never have no time to look at
"Alec” Stevens Pokagon, a des- would be glad to cripple In any way R. F.; Lokker L. F.; Smallegan, C; mond 7, Larson J. Vruwlnk, .1.
sioners Monday when they send a the papers,” she replied apologetical cendant of the famous chieftain, possible the parcels post.
Vandervelde R. O.; ;Veenke L.
Drummond. Bergers 3, Cornelisse,
o
Baskets from field— Montgomery McCarty 7, Mazkeurewiti 2, Bllckley.
.basket laden with luscious fruit ot j"'
died Christmas day In his home in
Salem township before vrhen he tip3, Cook 2. Wilmmarth,Fowle, Steg Fouls— R: Drummond, 2 out of 3;
all descriptions.
BIBLE CLASSES MEET
In one corner of the basket were
ped a lamp over on himself. His
enga 4, Lokker 4, Veenker 3, Fouls Bergers, 0 out of 1; MaikeurewltA Joint meeting of the Women's —Bennett 4 out of 13; Lokker 13 2 out of 4. Referee — "Jake” Sple!
See the Great Pre-InventorySale farm s about three miles from Burtucked away smokes for the crowd.
The police were given a vote of Prices of P. 8. Boter and Co., on nip’s Corners and there he had lived Adult Bible Class and the Men’s out of 19. Y. M. C. A. 8. Referee man. Tlmekeeper^-MIlls.Score*
Page
It will pay you to look and raised a reepected family. He Adult Bible Class of the M. E. Sun- Upton. Umpire— Johnson. Time- keeper — Winslow,
thanks by the board.
them over.
o
was a good farmer and a good citi- day school was held in the parlors keeper — Mills. Scorekeeper — Win- officerswere elected for the ensuing
o
year.
Green ticket Sale, who’s sale Is
zen In the estimation of all who of the church Thursday evening Jan slow.
that? Why even the children know.: Get a scissors free by paying one knew him, but for his fondness for 1st.
In
the preliminary contest, the!
—
rr
The Presidentsof the two classes All-Stars went down to defeat be-' B®®icrll,'3
It’s at The Lokker-Rutgers Store year In advance for $1.00. See liquor. He was seldom drunk, and
fur the News— $1.09
and has been for Fourteen consecu-photo of scissors elsewhere in this the last time he was in that condi- presided reportsTrom the various of- fore the Leaders in a nip and tuck P®r year and get a premium FREE!.
tion he told a good friend In Bur- ficers and committee showed that
\tive years. Don't miss
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BOARDING HOUSE LADY IS GIV.
EN WEAPON AS SECURITY
FOR BOARD BILL

DR.

She Notifies Police And Harry 8te\«

time well on his

Had Hard Time

ens

A

Explaining

WW

SSfTWSST.Wt, ST TUI

( At,

Four-Hours-a-Day

poPim, mhuct
wme r max A

A

\

story showing that he was from good

parentage and also gave references

He

had

school classes

also

been

dis-

continued for two weeks, but the
BfcBBjongaga|n resumed Monday
night.

Wephone
dir.real*
_
bulldlng

!

Mr. Vander Vliet has boon a
'

dent of thl. city for

home town among them being
Mayor. He showed a bank book
with but one dollar left ont of a
good nest egg and claimed that he
was in hard circumstancesand thai

many

year, and

„oht »
life and

A

1

/|\

was about town

p.

A

delightful party

waa given Fri-

until late day night in the K. of P. Hall by a

the evening before. Although he has

\V,

/i'

hobos and other men he met whllo
traveling around the country in the
way a man travels when he has no

of

IN'.

been In perfect health most of his

-av

th, n,v

bBuaHTPVL PARTY GIVE! FRI-

the

COME

_

„„ o(rice

widow and one

I. survived by a

.on, John, ol thl.

he carried a gun as protection from

number of young

people of this city,

^not been working for a few days.jThe committee in charge of the enwhen told by his employer that he tertalnmentwas composed of the

0

‘could go to work Monday, he said Misses Margaret and Marie Dlekhe was glad he would not have to'oma, Miss Hasel Clements, Miss Eb-

money. He

claimed that if he did
not have a gun he would be in con*
atant danger of being assaultedby
• other men bumming their way from

|Work Saturday so he could go fish-! ha Clark and Miss Helene DePree.
ing. He was in fine spirits and ln addition to a number of guests

made

preparationsfor the fishing from

this city there

were several out-

of-town guests present The guests

one town to another, some in search
of work and others because It got

trip.

two hot for them to stay in the town
they had left. His appearance ana

Netherlands,was reared in the Neer-j^Hy* ot Chicago, Mr. Jean O’Brien,

Mr. Vander Vliet was born in the ot the Misses Dlekema
'QOESTfM

MY

siaaH* thc

bovch orphan

ha te

Lw/r-

’’

top this off he said he did not
that it was against the law to

|

carry a gun.

The

Justice was reluctant to bind

man

over the circuit court on1
the charge and Saturday Stevens
this

left the city leaving his

Chief of Police

him*

ai d

had followed .Md

without it as

it gives almost immedi- six piece orchestra. Refreshments
ate relief in cases of croup.” Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is pleasant were served.
and safe to take, which is of great
o

gun with

Dykhuls.

lllse

the tailor trade for forty years.

drop.

To
know

were

M* eleter,Margaret, of Grand
Haven, and Bob Hunter of Grand
Faplds. The guests of Mlsa Graco
Browning
were Mr. and Mrs. Delano
BEST GOUGH MEDICINE FOR
of Allegan and Mr. H. Baker of
CHILDREN
"I am very glad to say a few Allegan. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Floyd
words in praise of Chamberlain'sand Bob Hopkins of Grand Haven
Cough Remedy” writes Nfrs. Lida were the guests of Miss Ebbs Clark.
Dewey, Milwaukee, Wls. ”1 have
The hall waa beautifully decorated
used it for years both for my children and myself and It never falls with red and green lights. Muter
to relieve and cure a cough or cold. Pieters and Beatrice Osborn served
No family with children should be punch and music was furnished by a

a

\HAHrptOMMtfAKb

ways showed that he was not aadicted to the use of Intoxicating
liquor and when questionedby the
justice he said he never touched a
.

regular vaca-

j

in his

<

tvie

»P-!

i

dressed, gave the Justice a straight

'

_

Because of the fact that the new
building Is well equipped more efAlthough apparently in perfect
fective work cam be done. Also as
health yesterday, Gerrit Vander
many can be accommodatedas may
|Vllet, aged 49, was found dying in
desire to Join the classes. If there
his bed Saturday morning at his
are any who have not entered but
home, 112 East 7th street. Dr.
who deslre^o continue their educaThom., who attended hU .aid
wty lbtJ C,B coramunl.
opleiy wa. the can., ot th. deaih.l^ wUh 8uI)t Fe], per,on „ by

Chicago.

•

club.

GERR1T YANDER \MKT D1KS
SATURDAY MORNING AS RESULT OF APOPLEXY

HIT. J AM HO
HZ* CL, (A YOUR

when he was gone the land
lady notified the police. The mau
was placed under arrest adb when
arraigned before Justice Sooy ha
gave his name as' Harry Stevens and
said he was from a suburb. of South
ies end

i

hlgh

,
of

aod on January 13 he li scheduledto t,on whlch h“
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speak in Detroit before the Twenty* teachers out of the city the night
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Stevens, who is about twentyeight years old and was fairly well
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.

uled to speak in Holland last
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.
.iu» lnff- Because
night in Grand Rapids tonight
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of her boarders handed her a loaded
revolver as eecurlty for his board

her. He got

will Improve his

first trip

l*k«n

Wednesday evening when one

until he could pay
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EVENING SCHOOL 18 OPEN
AGAIN IN NEW HIGH SCHOOL

Monday night for the first ' time
from Kan- the classes of the night school were
sas City to New York. He is sched- he,d ln the new
bu|ld.
Dr. S. M.

on the West End of the city was hor'
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lady keeping a boarding house
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importance when a medicine must
Subscribe for the News- -$1.00
be given to young children. For salo
per year and get a premium FREE.
by all Dealers.

Subscribe for the Nows- $1.00
per year and get a premium FREE.
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You Get This Scissors Free

Over 150 Scissors Gone
in

Four Days

350 Scissors

left out of the

S/DC y/ctv showing se— >
TCNS/ON SPRING

500

Come get your Shears by paying fl.00 in advance for\
one year* s subscription

“News."

to the

HAVE EXPERIENCED MUCH HARD game warden the three dollars charg
LUCK AND ONLY CAUGHT 41 ed non-Michiganresidents is for trout

*

ton

fti?

fish

i

Patent Self-Sharpening Shears

This Guarantee

I

fishing in streams and that but one
dollar is charged for non-Michigan

is

on

|

Although carp fishers in Sauga- residents to

fish in

the inland lakes,

tuck report a successful beginning The game warden also stated that
and claim to have taken in the neigh most of the other states already have

-

borhood of 160 ton of carp from t|p angler laws similar to the one
Kalamaxoo river, the fishermen oa cently adopted by Michigan.
Black lake have not been so

forturi-

1

_

q

ate and have only taken in the (i0V FERRIS TO BE IN
neighborhood of 41 ton of Carp from
ON JAN. 15
Bl&ck Lake so far this season. They

new

Each Package

I
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HOLLAND
J

on account of the condition wlth hlB lecture engagement In Hoof the lake. Since the day before jBnd a WMk jrom Thursday evening.
(

^

believed that the trip will last

present, they have not been able to Qnly a ghort Ume. At any rate the
lift their nets. The thin ice prevents governor hafl not rotlfled the ichool

them from

fishing

from boats, as

they have been doing, and the ice is
not safe enough to fish through boles

But tomorrow the men are planning
to try for another haul, and if every

auUiar|tie8 here that the date la at

.

^ d()ubtfUi^
^ng ma(je for

j
j

all

event Judging
tbe pregent indication^ the

hlgh 8chool auditorium will be

(

stretch of water near the Heins Co.

|

talnmeilt ln
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pair without cost.
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163 W. 29th St„

New York
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guarantee something we give

W LISTEN— To

ing one year in

away

but

we do just the same.

anyone renewing their subscription and pay-

advance for the Holland City News, we will give one

of these Scissors

All

to

FREE.

new subscribers paying one year in advance can also get a

Scissors free.

The

price.of the

News

is $1.00

per year with

a Shears

preparationsare

the

thing goes all right they will try and croW(jed 0Il thfe first public enter-

break through the Ice to an open

We don*t have

|

and various other things to delay the iQ arbltrate the fltrike ln that diswork, and now they are not able to trlct lfl not expecte(i to interfere

Christmas, seemly as a Christmas(It

Sale ...........................

re-i

have experienced considerablehard j The pre8en^ 0f Governor Ferluck from the start with torn nets rig t0 the copper country to attempt

fish as all

Date of

If this pair of Shears breaks or in any way becomes defective
within two years from date of purchase, they will be replacedwith a

thrown
If

in.

you wish

$1.00 pays the

bill

us to send Scissors by

mail add

5 cents for postage,

when

called for at office no extra charge.

and you get the Scissors with a year’s subscription to the “News.”

The mating capacity

of the auditorium is about nine hun-

factory and fish from boats.

dred and in a pinch more can be
Deputy Game Warden Herman provided with seats.
Beefcman stated today that there waa
The High School orchestra will
% mlnconcepUon about tha new an- furnish music daring the evening.
tlers’ license law. According to the

Try the
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for

a Neat Job of Printing

Newt

Holland City

IN-

DECISION

IN

LOCAL LIQUOR CASK

HIGH SCHOOL BASKET BALL BUSINESSMEN MUST HAVE

Other Cases of

Tills

8TITUTION TO GET

TEAM WILL OPEN ITS SEASON THEN.

FAVORS CITY OF HOLLAND

IN CITY

Kind Now Pend-

ROOMS

HALL

Claim That He Has Bone Wonders

Friday night the High school bas-

ing Affected by Ruling of State's

GET
GAME WARDEN JOB FOR
DORNBOS

CON- RU81NE8SMEN WILL TRY TO

The meeting

of the Holland BusiIn Clearing

ketball team will open its season in a

Highest Court.

The Supreme Court

game
Monday

nessmen's associationheld Monday
Haven High night In the K. of P. Hall was one
game to be played of the most successfyl for some

school quintet, the

down a

Gov. Ferris If

decision affirming in the new High school gymnasium. time as far as attendanceis concernJudge Cross’ holdingsin the case of This will be the first game played in ed. Two factory propositions were
the People vs. William Blom of this the new gymnasium and a record- discussed and both were turned over

handed

Up The Lake And

Will Carry Matters To

against the Grand

For Infants Rnd Children,

Necessary

The

action of State

The Kind You Have

Game Warden

to a committee for further investl- Oates In appointing Herman BeekCoach Robinson declares he wl’l|Katloil
the city of Holland to exercise excluman of this city deputy game warsive control over the liquor traffic In have a five that will work to the last | A
A Q‘
queer feature of the association den of Ottawa County to succeed
the cfor under the city charter. Ac- minute and give a good account of is that it has no constitution. When Corneluls Dornbos, who has hell
cording to the Supreme court decis- itself in each game.
the name of the association was this office the past seven or eight
Interest in basketball is greater changed from "Merchants’ associa- years, has stirred up considerable
ion the city can do this. The full

city. This case Involved the right of breaking crowd is expected.

Always Bought
ALCOHOL

I

the right of the city as

compared to on

--

his first squad.

iSSMES

muic--

sentiment and feeling among the

Rtnnoles Di^stloiiflkatt
ivessandRraiContalnsnrtM

held the Job, and this was the topic

much

of

discussion

~

at the meeting

not Narcotic.

uw*

Mkfnfouiksamnran
hmfkm Seed-

*be

^

in

je{

spondent while Prosecuting Att. L.
The girls’ teams of both B°hoo!rf
C0UnC|j n0£
roomg but that after Dornbos had worked
H. Osterhous of Grand Haven and will play the preliminary, while the to an unorganized body and it is up so hard to suppress Illegal fishing In
Att. General Grant Fellows handle I big game will be staged for the regto the association to get a constitu- Black Lake and Black River and
the case for the people.

ular high school quintet.
tion before the council will act.
The girls’ quintet will be in charge
The treasurer’sreport Mondav
cases now pending In circuit court of Edith Cappon, the captain and she
showed that the association has
will depend largely on the full decls will likely be assisted by the follow
I, ,35.32 on hand’ and haa *50 coni*
Ion of the Supreme court in the case ing players: Alberta Sirrlne,
ing from the Chautauqua fund, makagainst Blom. These cases pending Exo, Beatrice Steketee, Helen Klom
ing a total on hand of 9285.32.
were worked up about a year ago by parens and Margaret Ming.
It was decided also at Monday's
private detectives employed by the
meeting
to hold a banquet this winpolice board of the city.
DR. A. LEENHOUTS READS PAter, and all arrangements as to time

had succeeded so nobly
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o
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PER ON “SOCIAL STATUS OF
AMERICAN MEDICAL
PROFESSION

was not
be taken
the work was
It

Hon. Sour StomriiDtertai
\VbrrasjDitviiJs«ro^nsltj

away from him

ness findLoss or Sleep.

—
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Use
Apetfect Remedy for Cureflp

right that the Job should

Action on the four other liquor

BUSINESSMEN DECLARE

of

Opium. MorphinenorMioerji.

nothing has been done. The committee of the Holland Businessmen’s Assoi

Bears the
Signature

businessmen Interested In our lake.

The fishermen declare they have
been well protected while Dornbos

Features
------- of the game will be a occuio
vv what
w
• ciation Monday night.
seems tu
in uvrua/v
doubt w
to to
the Ass’a
liquor traffic is concerned.
Ail the businessmen that spoke at
concert by the High
school orche8tra Ltands
for ana
and what
is us
its uuj
object.
------Bianas ior
wnai in
Attorneys Vlsscher and Robinson and the organizedrooting among
council has been requested
the meeting said they did not know
of this city and Sheridan F. Masters students.Music will be furnished ^e"Lll0w the Businessmens’ association Beekman and that he might make
of Grand Rapids representedthe re- fore the game and between halves. 1^ U8e Qf room8 ,n the cvjtjrHall( as good an officer aa Mr. Dornbos,
the rights of the state, so far as the

CENT.

AWgdaWeftfpanflonfrAs

!

-xt of the dectolon has not been se- than ever at Holland high this year, tion” to the present name the legiscured as yet and local attorneys and as was shown when about 50 lads lative committee was instructedto
authorities,as well as the liquor turned out to try for the team. So draw up a constitution.For awhile
dealers are wondering what the text many have shown up well that evea the committee reported progressbut
contains as it will most probablycon with three weeks
------- of
-- preliminary l^en agi^d about it last night a
tain interesting points In regards to work Coach Robinson is undec,dP1 member of the committee said that

HR

3

place, etc., were left to the execu-

after

For Over

all done.

ftcSbfc

Mr. Dornbos, who was present at
the meeting, said he wanted the office for these reasons: That now
the lake was cleaned up he would
still keep

Thirty Years

NEW YORK.
.\l (>

months old

watch and even took a

pleasure In keeping the lake in good

ip'raiiUedwfirS
he held
WILL KILL MUCH OF OUR
the Job. he said, there was several
The next regular meeting,Feb. 16
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
hundred dollars paid out In fines
RESORT TRADE
Shows How Doctor. Hxc Ch.nscit|wlll^ ‘he annual election ot oBl but that now there Is hardly anv
cere.
The new anglers’ license law was
From Pill Dispensers to Health
money in It for the officer.
brought up for discussion Monday
Engineers
Pres. John Vander Sluls, who Is
at the Businessmen’sAssociation
Chicago Detectives,Atwood Broth
noted fisherman, said that he
MEATS
“The Social Status of the Amerl
meeting by Att. M. A. 8ooy. and the
Enterprising
ere and Harry Mouw Among
knows Dornbos to be a good efficient
nr*.
VAN
DER
VEER*. lU
EIOHTH.
can
Medical
Profession,”
was
the
Associationtook a decided stand
W St. For eholc# •«***» fwwU. or
officer, because he Is fearleee and la
title of a very interesting paper read
Those
to
Be
Tried.
a MA*<m. CUimu phouM 1041
against the new law making it a
no particular friend of anybody's.
crime punishablewith a fine of $50 Monday night by Dr. LeUnhouts beCircuit Court for the January He would arrest any man who broke
jQE KRAKER A
DEALgSUl jBj
for anyone from outside of the state fore
fore the
the Social
Social Progress
ProgressCluo when term will convene Monday, Jan. 12.
the law, declared Vandersluls.
it
met
at
the
home
cf
Att.
aid
Mrs.|The
Jury
^
thl8
geg8lon
wlll
be
guia
River St CitizeiuPhone 1008.
fishing in any Inland lake or river
George Bender said he knows
without first paying an angler’s lic- T. N. Robinson. As introduction to moned for Jan. 19. The docket for a
what Mr. Dornbos has done because
j
ense of three dollars. It was argued Ms theme Dr. Leenhouts siM
January
term is consideredfairly he has been called out by Dornbos
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES.
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
that many people come here from he used the word “American ’ ^Hg^Xsize" There are nine criminal
_____ ____ I. - . -Vn I .Itf.l*
at all times of the night to take him
TYLER
VAN LANDRGEND. .Dealer .O
Chicago and other cities outside of fcd.'y, l-ecanse there h a marked dif- cases on the calendar, 15 Jury civil
* Windmills. Gasoline Envtnes. Pump# aodv
acroee the lake, and he has seen
Plumblnit Supplies. Clu. phone 1088. 40 W
JAMES J. BANHOP
the state during the summer to ference between the statur of the cases, 6 non-jury civil cases, 13 are
Sib Street.
Dornbos
make
arrests.
LAW
OFFICE
spend the week end and enjoy the profession In America and in Euro divorce cases. Then there are befor instance. In .sides four other cases In chancery Charley Harmon, Jake Lokker 3 and 4 Akelcy Block, 300 Waihington{St
fishing. Some of these people will pean countries,
------ —
DENTISTS.
and Austin Harrington, all ex-game Office Phone, Bell 453 Grand Haven, Mich.
not come if they have to pay three America the profession Is still large- by default Ag win be geen the
Dr.
limes
O. Scott
wardens, told of the condition of
• « • s_
^ In I
dollars for a day’s fishing and It will ly commercial-minded,
while ^nlCOurt will be pretty busy In as much
Donliat
things around Holland twenty-five
hurt our resort trade. The matter Europe, especially In Germany, Aui-|ag jU(jge Qj-ogg will open court in
DIEKKMA, KOLLKN A TEN CATS
Honrs: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
years ago and up until the time
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
was left In the hands of the legisla- trla and France, the physicianlu>B Allegan county the third Monday in
32 East Eifchth
Holland, Mich
Dornbos took hold of things and,
Office
over
Pint
State
Bank.
Both
Phones
more
stress
on
the
rewards
February.
tive committee to see what can be
with the backing of the businessmen
IT
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tive committee.

condition.
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ment than on

THAT IS THE DATE FIXED UPON
BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

of scientific advance-1

the

money

there is

It.

Dr.

ment

Leenhoutstraced the developmedical profession In

of the

The executive commute of the Hol- America from the early colonial permon
land Businessmen’s association met iod up to the present. For many
iod up
e
7
Tuesday for the purpose of makyears, he sad, even
‘
ing arrangements for the annual

to
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presen.
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Following is the complete calen- weeded out Illegal fishing. Public
dar of casea noticed for trial at the sentiment was so strong in favor of
January term:
the galne law breakers fifteen to
Criminal — People vs. H«\r‘*

DRY CLEANERS
_ HOLLAND CLEANERS, I HAfft
gats at
Dr**

LOUIE H. OtTIRHOUS
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Practices in all State rad FederalCourt*

Mouw

tweny-flveyears ago that a Jury
Office in Coart Home
assault and battery for .en:i 'eilcouhl not be drawn that would con- Grand
Michigan
People vs. John Hleftje, statutory Lct, and people declared it was
burglar; Peo. vs. Raymond Olln stat-L^ei to prosecute the net fishers,
utory rape; Peo. vs. James Eckert, When Mr. Dornbos took hold ot
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.

Havw

cmmm m
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-

BANKS

e “
n««en«

tively recent years e Pr°
carrying concealedweapons; Peo. vs. things however Judes would convkt
THE FIRST STATE BANK
3. If ERR EX, CORNER TENTH ANl
banquet. It was decided to hold It b«n .ndw the btleful
CtatrfclAtm. CUImm phflM 1411 *1
.utulorr Burrfarr L, Donibo. ..nt culprit, to the
on the evening of January 26 and the private medical achool. that wer.|peo ^ Jame! Car)ln and Thomaa L(tlce| ln bunclie..
UL
all the members of the association In the business merely for the monBcpO*IU
Flannlgan, kidnapping; Peo. vs. Harry Doesburg said that It was
are requestedto hold this date open. ey and that did not come up to the
Morris Atwood and Frank Atv.yl,|amatter of vital importance that
MUSIC.
Orclffn
The place has not been definitelystandardsset by the universities.
standards
[manslaughter; People vs. John ; n- our lakes should be kept clean as
„_r
BROa.
FOR
LATEST POFU
decided upon, but In all probability These schools, he declared, did noi|derkolkjvlolation of dty or(1, ia ;Jmany reBorterB come bere for the _ ur non tad tet TH*
bn* 1b tk* tunic Um
G. J. Dtekema. Pm.
J. W. Beard»le«.V. P
.UImm pboM UM. IT Ent Elgbte It.
U will be In the K. of P. and WoodCivil, Jury — Grand Rapids. Hoi- fishing, and that many people come
man halls. The following commituHamiwiu.
~~~ land and Chicago Ry. vs. Oiynpia to this city from other cities for
.UMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
tees have been appointed:
as a ro®u ®
„ , Vavillon;John L. Sweikhart vs. W. days and weeks to fish. Now that gCOTT-LOOERS LUMBER CO.. B« RIVER
Program — W. H. Orr, A. H. Land
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
8t CUIMM pboo* IQUL
crow e
ncompe
‘ Hanrahan; Carl Stettinkl vs. Julius we have a good game warden, why
weir, Fred Beeuwkes, and Frank Bol
C»plt«l stock paid In. —
..........•
urlng tie
0r . .. H Pommerskl; Cassle M. Soule vs. G experiment with another, he asked,
hula.
Additionalstockholder s ll»blIUjr........
there has been a chan/e and ^
0. H. and M. R’y; Oliver J. Glea In spite of the names of 159 buslDeposit or security ........ ............. luo.ooo
UNDERTAKING.
Banquet — Will Visser, M. A. Sooy
Pays 4 per cent Interest on SarlngsDepoalte
\ate, commerc a mn
Detroit, Grand Haven and Lessmen, and professonalmen bslng JOHN S. DTKBTRA. 40 EAST EIGHTH
Jake Lokker and Andrew Klompar- fast becoming a thing of the past.
I Ht CUImm pboM 1*7— tr
Milwaukee railway; Louis Hayden Lent to Oates on a petition for Dorn
ens.
The organizationof medical assoDIRECTORS:
vs. Peter Zalsman; Henry Crameilbos and 27 personal letters, Oaten
Decorating — Dick Boter, Bert ciations throughout the country als^
A. Timber. D.B.Keppol.Daniel Ten Ua*
GROCERIES AND MEATS.
vs. Cornelius Steketee;Cleland and has not answered.
qm.F. Huttae’ D. B Yntcn*. J.Q. Rutger
Slag and Herman De Fouw.
Is helping to put the profession on a
Cleland vs. Benjamin Gregg, et al, The Associationdecided to leavu ^LBHRT BIDDING.— FILL TOUR MAR-kat bMktt With BlCM ClMI fTMk «*•
Tickets— H. Van Tongeren, Cook much higher plane. There is first pf
Otta Hoffman vs. Gustav Meztler; the matter up to the committee of NriN. DM*t forgrt tbt pi**, torntr Rl*w
Bros and Harry Harrington.
all a national association, then a
•ad Bmate atmts. Balk pboMa.
Samuel Mahder vs. Haven Basket three with power to act. It was deNEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,
..... o
state association,and the lowest
Factory; Martin J. Conroy vs. Ed- dared that there was no reason why
FINDINGS IN CASE OF CITY OF unit is the county association. Such
BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
ward Palmer; In the matter of the Dornbos has been let go but that per
FRIS
GRAND HAVEN VS. GORHAM an organization is the Ottawa Coun- Estate of Herman Abel, deceased; Lonal influence had been brought to ISAAC VEHSCHURE. THE KVCENT PAR1 oel deliveryman. always prompt. Also exty Medical association for instance ol
& AMERICAN BONDING
Vincent J. Alesikiewiczvs. Benjam-jbearagainst him. The committee oress and barrage Call him up on tee CltlBooks, Stationery,! Bibles,
which most of the local physicians
b lew for quick delivery.
tens pbone
COMPANY ANNOUNCED
in
will write to Oates and probably go
are members. These organizations
Civil Non Jury — Annie Gates vs. I to Lansing to see him and ask nim
In connectionwith the long drawn have helped to bring about mutual
Newspapers,and Magazines
Frank A. Gates; Sparta State Bank to explain why he let Dornbos go,
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
out case of the City of Grand Haven respect and better feeling.
vs. Eastern Basket and Veneer Co.* land they will try to have Dornboe rvOMBURQ. B. Rt, DEALER IN DRUG!.
vs. Lewis A. Gorham and the AmeriMoreover,- during the past two or
U msdlclnes, paints, oils, tollst artlolas.
Phone 1746
can Bonding Co., referee, Att. R. three decades the medical profession First National Bank of Lincoln, Neb. reinsUted. , If Oatee refuses to act '(twrtsd and domsstle slgars. CUImm phea* 30 W. 8th
1*1. B E. EUrhtb It.
Vlsscherof this city at a final hear has changed radically In that It has vs. Benjamin Van Raalte, Jr.; Rude the committee will then most likely
Ing of the case yesterday, announce.! swung around from mere pill and Bros. Mfg. Co. vs. Benjamin Van take the matter up with Governor
his findings. The defendants are in- medicine-crammingto preventive Raalte, Jr.; Holland City State Bank Ferris and see what can be done,
debted to the city of Grand Haven medicine. It is the medical profess- vs. Benjamin Van Raalte and John This committee may also go before
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BOOK STORE

Hoffman.

St.

$2,472.75, which amount includes in- ion itself which has most to lose by It
terest at six per cent on the original financially,that has Inauguratedthe

Meeuwsen.

the Board of Supervisors

and

re-

Chancery— Matilda Ford vs. Geo. quest that Board to pay Dornbos for

Wra. Bouwkampjthe work he does and not pay anyvs.
Martha
Bouwkamp,
divorce; jone else.
against the social diseases. It is also
0
taken to the referee's report wthh the medical profession that has start Katherine Beekman vs. Fred
two weeks from date of announce- ed the movements for sanitation and man; George Rankans vs. Goldie PUBLIC IS INVITED TO COME
Demlng Rankans, divorce;Laura
DURING AFTERNOON AND
ment by either of the parties con-

sum owed, accordingto the

referee’s fight on tuberculosis, against cancer, A. Ford, divorce;

report, of $1874.85. If exception

BeekA.

for race betterment.

cerned the finding will be
the county clerk.

filed

with

Dr.

Leenhouts touched upon

the

Reynolds vs. Lewis J. Reynolds,

dl-|

Fred

- _
EVENING

vorce; Lydia E. Seltsma vs. Mlnard Saturday afternoon and evening
possibilityof the state one day takMr. Gorham was at one time city ing over the responsibility for the Sletsmp, divorce;Henry Phillips, etlof this week the people of Holland
si. vs. Ruthey Jane Phillips; Frank Util be given an opportunity to in
clerk of Grand Haven. The case ha*
health of the people and paying doc
been in court for the past six years. tors in some such way as school tea- C. Purdy vs. Gelka DeJong et al.;|ipect the new high school. The
Coaple Come to Holland to Spend chers are paid. One form of this Anna Llndhout vs. Richard Van doors will be opened at 1:30 In the
Honeymoon Hero.
system is being tried out in England Portvllet; Joseph E. Clark vs. Frank afternoon and the public la invited
Mr. and Mrs. John Scbrotenboer now, and it is being watched with a Hotalling;Albina Roetter vs. Claus to come early.
Stange; Holland Bonus Fund, trus- All the teachers will be in their
arrived in Holland yesterday, coming
great deal of interest by the meditees vs. Holland SportingGoods Mfg. rooms to show the visitors about
here from Reeman, Mich., where thev
cal profession.
company; Charles Koterbakl vs. and to explain the advantages of the
were married recently. The bride
This point and some of the other
new building.Members of the Board
was formerly Miss Reka Meeuwen- points brought out in the paper elicit Gustave Metxler.
of
Education will also be there to
berg. They are now visiting with ed a great deal of discussion from
Chancery, default — Clara Reyshow
the visitorsabout All are most
relatives in and about Holland and the members of the club.
nolds Linton vg. Charles Linton, dicordially
invited to come and Inspect
will leave next week for their future
vorce; John Bonema, et al. Vs Edo
Holland’s
splendidnew school plant.
home In Huntley, Montana, where
Subscribefor the News — $1 00 win Scott Blair et al; Charles W.
The
building
is practically completed
the groom owns a farm.
Fanckboner, vs. Hlrma Osgood, et
per year and get a premium FREE.
,and
there
are
only a Jew minor deal; Frederick Schmidt vs. Unknown
o
Get a scissors free by paying one
tails
that
atll!
need
attention on the
D««nte Bheamalle Pill* lor Rheu Heirs of W. Gilman et al
year in advance for $1.00. See uiuin ft Ncurtlsi*. Kaurdy vegetable. Sale

Boone

Livery, Sale and Feed Stable
&-Bett Carriages,last gentle horsea,
It

west prices. Special care given to

boarding horses,

I

f.ither by the

day or

month. Always have good
horses for sale. SPECIAL PRICES
by the

and
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209 Central

Avenue

for

WEDDING

I

-

-

G

Wilis Plot! 1034, Bill Pkoil

26

-

MLUKD,

NICK.
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(THRIBTIAN REFORMED BCHOOliH SUPERVISORS TO FACE SEVERAL HOLLAND TOWNSHIP WANTED |]
LENGTHY ' PETITION
DR
PROBLEMS THIS
HHARE IN FORTUNE OF

TO

Calvin college and the Christian

PRESENTED AT JANUARY

MONTH.

JOHN KOFFER8
\

The Board of Supervisorsfor

Ot-

y

MEETING

Reformed theological seminary of tawa county meets in adjourned sesThat the property0 owners residing
6rand Rapids have oeen honored sion on Tuesday, January 13, when
along the shores of Black lake aud
with more legacies In the past few several matters of Importance will
an<L around the Macatawa bay
months than ever before In the his- come before them.
resorts will make a formal demand
tory of the school. Besides the $10.The matter of the legislativero- for the proposed division of Holland
000 left the board of trustees of the
distrlctlng will undoubtedly be one township into two separate townschool by the late Thomas Peck,
the matters that will receive their ships is evidenced from the fact
$12,000 will be forthcoming to tho
attention as well as the much agitat- that a lengthy petition will be pre-

«-

V

•Vi

V;

•A®S|

school from the estate of John Koted division of Holland township. In sented to the board of supervisors
fere of Holland, trho died some six
this latter matter the discussion will of Ottawa county when that body re
months ago.
In all probability be somewhat heated
ouns sesion on Jan. 13.
According to the testament of Mr.
The dlvlsionistsheaded by their leadThe residents in the proposed fr.u
Koffers’ will, the school, as well as
er and spokesman, Arthur Van Dur- tlonal township are practically s
the mission bdard of the Christian
en, will be on hand in goodly num- unit for division and they have signReformed denomination,would each
bers and the anti’s headed by their ed the petition asking the board to
receive $6,000 for their support. A
representative,Ex-SenatorLuke Lug- accede to their request. Whether
clause In the will, however altowe'l
ers will not be missing.
the property owners in the square
the surplus of the fortune to be
It Is stated that SupervisorBrow- section of the township will submit
equally divided between the mission
er of Holland township is strongly
counter-petition has not yet been
board and the school. It has been
in favor of division and naturally his determined.
found that the original amount and
opinion will have a good deal of
The property owners in the fracthat both the school and the mission
weight with the Board as a body. tional section declare that the needs
board will each receive $7,000 more
Then too, the four supervisors with of the two sections are so widely at
than the specified amount.
the mayor of Holland city, ex-officio, variancethat the law of home rule
The (wo legacies for Calvin colalso a member of the Board will have should be put into effect. It is anlege and the ChristianReformed
a good deal of weight as well.
ticipated, however, that the ques*theological seminary amounting to
Then last but not least, the que* tlon of division may lead to a lively
$22,000, will undoubtedly be used
tlsn what will the board do with the scrap among the members of the
for the erection of new school buildGood Road Commission squabble in board, as some are radically opposed
inis on the campus at Fuller avenue
view of the recent decision in the to it, owing to the fact that a recent
and Franklin street.' This sum In
circuit court, is a query in the minds law enacted by the state legislature
addition to the contributions which
of a large number of Ottawa county gives a supervisorthe power to ap-

HOLLAND BRANCH FACTORY,
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HEINZ CO.

J.

are 44 years of experience joined with the constant endeavor to

the finest foods that science,
It is this

Heinz Idea

skill

make only

and the most painstaking care can produce.

insistenceon quality,— first, last

circle the globe and create a

market

and

always,

—that has made the

for

>

HEINZ 57 VARIETIES
PURE FOOD PRODUCTS
*

\ I

him of a good share of the work.

POPULAR BUSINESSMEN’S ORGANTMTION RECEIVES 25 FARMERS TO GATHER IN VARllege.
OU8 PLACES IN OTTAWA
o NEW MEMBERS LAST
LOCAL VOTERS MUST LEARN
AND ALLEGAN COUNTIES
MONTH
NEW ELECTION SYSTEM
A series of farmers Institutes are
The Marquette Club closed the

-

£>'

food preparation represents the highest development of modern culinary sciences.

point a clerk and thereby relieves

citizens.

H.

*

HEINZ IDEA

Ihe

are being received by the educational

secretaryof the school, Rev. John
Vender Mel, will, It is thought,help
In erecting the proposed new col-

*

—

•

world. To meet this ever increasing demand, the
business of H. J. Heinz Company has grown to be the largest single enterprise of
its kind in existence. Following are more interesting facts about the Heinz Pure
in every country of the civilized

THIS YEAR
year 1913 with a spurt of success to be held In a number of places
The Operation Of The New Charter and enthusiasm almost unparallell- in both Ottawa and Allegan counties
Food Establishment.
ed in the history of that oragniza- during the month of January. The**
Will Pnzzle Many For Some
Over 4500 Employees, 24 acres floor space at main plant, 16 Branch Factories— with 33
tion. During the closing month of institute this year, but many of the
Time
the year the club added 26 new mem pular with the farrmers of this comacres floor space, 69 Pickle Salting Houses, 30,000 acres of land under cultivation, 40,000 people
Hardly has the year started but
bers, bringing the total membership munity and they are ususally well
required
to harvest crops, 45 Branch Distributing Warehouses, over 500 Traveling Salesmen.
the voters of Holland must begin
to about seventy-five. And not only attended. Holland is not to have «n
thinking of the elections that 1914
Operates also Printing Plant, Glass Bottle Plant, Box Factory, Tank Factory, R. R. Rein point of members but In every intsitute this year, but many of the
will bring forth. And for Holland
other way the club has prospered farmers of this part of the state will
frigeratorLine, R. R- Tank Gar Line, Branch Warehouses and Offices in London. Agencies in
there will be somewhat more doing
during 1913. The club has always go to Zeeland to attend the one to
the leading commercialcenters of the world.
in the election line the coming year
been popular, ever since it was or be iven there January 12.
than has been customary. Because
Following is a complete list of the
ganized a few years ago, but It N
of the change in charters the citismore so now than ever. The city’s institutesto be held In the two counens of this city win face an entirely most representative business men ties during the month:
new situation locally and they will apd citizens are members of it and
Ottawa County — Zeeland, Jan. II,
'fanre to learn all over again how to
are helping to make It a valuable or- Jamestown, JanlS; Hudsonvllle Jan
go at it, when to register, when to ganizationIn the city’s social and 14; Nunlca, Jan. 15; Coopersvllle,;
mii—uimM
ill
choose their candidates and finally
Jan. 16; Allendale. Jan. 17.
commercial life.
when to elect them.
Allegan County — Chlcora, Jan.
Although 1913 closed prosperouskets had been tied togethermaking ent part In both the ImmlgraUona to unless each of the other children conAlredy during the first month of ly the club is planning still bigger Leisure,Jan. 6; Glen. Jan. 7; a rope of sufficientlength to allow the new world. This masterly ad-jtributedfifty cents a week for the
the year the voters will be called things for the year Just beginning. Ganges, Jan. 8; Saugatuck; Jan. t: the men to reach the ground safely, drees waa printed In "De Grondwet” support of their father. Thle, it la

Company

H. J. Heinz
m

upon to register.Registration day Commencing Saturday evening,Jan.
has been fixed for the last Saturday Z, a series of Saturday night enterIr January. It comes early this year tainments will be held once a week
because the primaries will be about including buffet lunches,talks, adthree weeks earlier than the elec- dresses and other forms of amusetion

and the poeple will have to go ment and Instruction.These

enter-

to the T>olls earlles this year than in tainments will continue the rest of
other years. The choice of candi- the winter. The committee in charge

Laketown, Jan. 10; Hamilton, Jan. The four men — It is thought that in the series that Is being conducted charged, according \p the dty offi12; Salem, Jan. 13; Monterey, Jan. only four were concerned In the plot by O. Van Scbelven. It appeared in cials, they refused to do. And the14; Hopkins, Jan. 15; Plalnwell, 16 —had atarted the work last Thurv two issues,Nov. 26 and Dec. 3, 1912. refusal was made In spite of the fact
Moline Jan. 17.
day, and had planned to allde to free ! Mr. Van Norden waa prominent In that most of the children are In good

-

o

-

dom Sunday

night under the cover of financialcircle* in

ALLEGAN COUNTY MAN HAS

darkness. All four are

now

$1000 WORTH OF FURS IN HIS

ate cells, freedom of

the

BARN.

dates will be made on March 17, have already engaged a number of
while the election itself will come prominent speakers who will address Allegan, Jan. 7 — Lee Dostls has
<ra April 9.
the businessmen at these Saturday about $1000 worth of turs at t e
Voters are dally asking questions night gatheringson various subjects Lome of his father In Monterey, near
about the new system that will pre- of business methods and on other Dumont lake, which he has bought
vail. There will be no party tickets themes In which commercial men during the past few weeks. They
this year and that seems Just a bit are Interested.All the speakers en- are chiefly muskrat, skunk, coon,

corridors has been tanen

those confined in the

New York

before circumstances,several of

In gepar- his retirement from active bustnees ownera of farms.
Informally application
cage and ip 1902. He was for many years

from

presidentof the

them

tho

was made

Bank of

North to the city officials to have the old
America and he held many other 1m gentleman supported by public charportent positions. He was also at ity. Id the course of the conserva-

all

Jail.

All four of them accused deny
one time presidentof the Holland tion In regard to the application the
having any part In the work, deaSociety of New York City. He was above stated charges were made
plte the fact that the sheriff witness
ed them at work. It Is said that 73 years old aBd was born in New the officials.No action of any klad
York City, a descendant of one of could be taken until a formal appliEckert, who was awaitingtrial on a
the oldest Dutch as wel as one of cation had been made, and such acunfamiliar to most people. But In gaged are of the first order, and weasel and mink hides and be is charge of carrying concealed weap- the oldest Dutch as well as one of
tion is expected by the officials.
a very short time the voters will get these Saturday night gatherings holding them for better price* than ons, was the leader of the gang. Olin
have figured in the early history of
As soon as such application Is
the 18 year old Grand Rapids boy
on to the new system.
will be made events of real distinc- are at present being offered. The
of that city.
made the case will of course he carearrested
in
this
city
by
Officer
Stektion and of value to every business mink skins he keeps in his house
fully considered with a view of findetee was awaiting trial on charge
ZEELAND POULTRY AND PET man In the city. The executive and but most of the fur Is in the barn of adbuction. Kaiser was serving a A MAN FORMERLY WORTH $80, • ing a way of compellingthe children
the house committees invite all the and the collection is an interesting
OOO ASKS SUPPORT FROM
STOCK EXHIBIT COMES TO
to support their father. The point
new members and all the old mem one. The Dosties’ have bought from 60-day term of larceny of a suit case
is, are there not others on the poor
POOR
DEPARTMENT
AN END THIS EVENING
many trappers and have douo some and Lynch was on a 90-day stay for
bers, together with their friends
list in Holland now who should be
The Zeeland Poultry Show came attend these meetings. They will trappingthemselvea. They expect to the stealing of a pot of paint from THAT IS CHARGE MADE IN CAST:
supportedby. relatives?If there are
OF OLD MAN APPLYING FOR
to an end Friday evening. The begin late in the evening, and busl make a good profit and doubtless will Bert Slagh of this city.
the committee appointed by the may
show was a great success financially nessmen can come to them at 9:30 unless the open wi.iter continues. In
S CHARITY.
or will doubtlesslearn all the facts
Some high class birds were exhibit- or ten o’clock after winding up the which event it is not likely that the
NOTKD MAN DIES IN NEW YORK Is An Illustration of Advisability of and make recommendations in acfurs will command high prices.
ed. Cups were awarded as follows work of the week in their stores.
cordance with them.
SubjectingAll Applicants
HON WARNER VAN NORDEN DECup No 1, to Wm Vlsch, on 8. C.
Arrangements have also been
to Close
o
LIVERED
ADDRESS
AT
THIS
Buff Leghorns; Cup No. 2, to John made for a formal ball that will be DISCOVERS
PRISONERS
Though the committee recently ap- ANGLER
IJCEN8E
BKCITY’S SKMI-CENTENIAL
T. Wlerseraa, on Buff Leghorns held In the club rooms in the near

O

Scrutiny

FOUR

!

-

S

LAW

BUSY MAKING OPENING
COMES EFFECTIVE TODAY
polnted by Mayor Bosch to investiVan De Pels Bros, on future.
SympatheticallyBridged in Mastergate the poor lists with a view of
THROUGH ROOF
8. C. Reds; Cup No. 4, to Jos. E.
o*
The anglers' license act passed by
ly Addreui,Gap Between Two
getting at all the facts has not yet
Bounsma, on Anconas; Cup No.
the legislature and which became etThurldw O. Dennison Had Been 111
OF COUNTY JAIL
Dutch Immigrations
made a report and may not do so for fectlve today makea !t oeceMliry
to Jake Dykeman, on Col. Rocks
For Four Months
Sheriff Dykhuis Sunday afterCup No. 6, to B. Van Den Bosch, on
Dr. G. J. Kollen, at present spend some time, a case has come to the for tj| non-residenta to take or catch
tyyandotts;Cup No. 7, to Tony Van
Thuflow O. Dennison,son of H. O. noon prevented a probable wholesale Ing some weeks In New York and attention of the city officials which ls 'or attempt to catch fl8h ,n the ,nIan(,
Liere on 8. C. Blk. Orphington; Cup Dennison, died at the Homeopathic jail delivery, when, his suspicions New Jersey, haa send to G. Van a clear cut illustration of the factlIakeg an<1 itreamiJ of thl8 8tate w|th
Not 8, to Vander Pels Bros, .on S C hospital at Ann Arbor Saturday.The aroused by a noise in the jail, when Schelven a clipping from the New that the appointment of a committee hook 0j anjr kjIHj f0 secure an anReds; Cup No. 9, to P. M. Hanson deceased had been 111 for four years on quiet investigating expedition. It York Times telling of the death of of ths kind was highly advisable. gler’s license,which can be obtained
on Anconas; Cup No. 10, to Jas
as the result of Injuries received is positive that James Eckert, Free- Hon Warner Van Vorden of New There has been some protest on the from the county clerk on payment ot
De Kotser on W. C. Blk. Pollhs; Cup while at work In thd lumber woods In mont; Raymond Olin, Grand Rapids York City. Many local persons re- part of sentimentalists who declared $3.00.
No. 11, to Peter De Hoop on White Northern Michigan. He was 23 years Abe Kaiser, Kalamazoo, and Pat member Mr. Van Norden from the it unjust to subject the city’s chariAny person having such a license
Leghorns.
old. The fnneral was held at the Lynch Holland, would have gained address he delivered in this city at ties to scrutiny. Those who favored shall be entitled to take or ship witn
home at 10 o’clock in the forenoon their freedom, and probably several the Semi-Centennial. That address! the appointment of a committee ar- out the limits of the state not to exother prisoners would have been was one of the most masterly of thejgued that no one wished to cut down ceed one day's legal catch, as proGraduating Class Of 10t8 Enjoy Tuesday.
series deliveredby prominent men on the charity extended to those who vided for in the statutes of the state.
freed.
o
Sleigh Ride To Home Of Henry
On the second floor of the jail is a here on that occasion. The commit- 'really need it, but that It is unfair Licenses which are Issued to nonTHAT IS RECORD IN OTTAWA large cage Into which the cells open tee In charge of the program at that .to pay money out of the public
Boeve
residents do not give them any righta
COUNTY DURING IMS
and the prisonersare allowed exer- time found it extremely difficultto .treasury to persona who have son* not enjoyed by residents of the state.
The members of the 1913 gradual
From the record of the Circuit else. This cage rises to within three 8ecure a speaker from the East who or daughters who can support them, Any person violating any of the
lug clan of the High School held a
reunion Wedneeday evening when Court Clerk there were fifty-onemar leet of the celling, and It was on topjWOuld fill the bill exactly. It was, or to persons who have property provisions of the act shall upon conthey enjoyed a hayrack ride to^the rled couple* dissatisfiedwith their of this that the prisoners worked, dlfflcnlt to secure a man who could which Inter will be Inherited
. ..bp the victlon,be sentencedto pay a fine of
children
who
now
refi.ee
toM
them.
th>n or b(, coraralttei,
and
the
wayyrf
escape
led
through
sympathetically
bridge
the
gap
behome of Henry Boeve, a member of lots in Ottawa county,, at least thle
That
cases
of
this
kind
are
not
the
roof.
They
had
aecured
an
iron|tw©en
the
Dutch
Immigration
that
the dan. Most of the members of waa the number who petitioned to be
30 days, or both iucb fine and Imthe class were preeent, although legally aeperated,during the year brace from one of the beds and with brought the Hollanders to New ImpoasibleIs shown by the family prisonment,at the discretion of the
this pried away a portion of the cell York In 1623 and the Immigration referred to. Some years ago a cer- court.
•ome were not able to attend the 1913.
party and a few have left the city.
In al ithere were sixteen coupiee, ing. With an Inflammable disinfect- that brought the Van Raalte colony tain man in this city, quite advanced
o
A pleasant evening was spent re- whoee prayers were answered an.l ant, which they had in some way se- to this state In 1847. Mr. Van in years, believed be was going to
Chronic ConstipationCom!
newing old aqualntenceeand talking received the sanction of the court to cured, they burned away a part of Norden was finallyselected and he die. He divided an estate of some
"Five years ago I bad the worst
over old times, and all made merry live apart, while In three cases, the the rafters and beams which support acqnited himself of his task to the $30,000 among seven children. But case of chronic constipationI ever
completesatisfactionof alL His anb he got well and at first thar# was no knew of, snd Chamberlain’sTableis
as the new year was uehed In and parties agreed to try to agree once ed the slate roof.
writes S.
Fish,
living
^rel, me’’ Mjch
A
heavy
kick
or
blow
would
have
ject was ,,1623 hnd 1847 — Religions- trouble. He
,10 has
Uao t£en
... ......
.. with a. Brook|yn
the oM year dropped away.
more, before the court decided their
For
by til
fate, while in one case the Judge- knocked away sufficientof the slate iy and Educationally”tn4 he trac- daughter,but It Is charged that the Dealers.-—»Adv.
0
ment of the court was that the part- to make an opening through which «d the points of similarity between other children refused to
Get a scissors free by paying one
ies should make such a trial and escape would have been easy, and the two movements, keeping In mind to his support. The daughter finally Qet a gelssors free by paying one
year in advance for $1.00. See
therefore would not give its aanctlon the prisonersbad worked to this the broad characteristicsof the declared that she would no longer year In advance for $1.00. Sew
photo of aclssors elsewhere in this
stage when discovered. Four blan- Dutch people that played a promln- beard snd keep the old gentleman photo of scissors elsewhere In this
to a separation.

Cup No.

3, to
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Holland City

BTITUTION TO GET

TEAM WILL OPEN ITS SEASON THEN.

FAVORS CITY OF HOLLAND

Friday night the High school bas-

ing Affected by Ruling of SUte’e

ketball team will open Its season In a

Highest Court.

game

ROOMS

HALL

JN CITY

Other Owes of Thl* Kind Now Pend-

GET
GAME WARDEN JOB FOR
DORNBOS

OON- BUSINESSMEN WILL TRY TO

HIGH SCHOOL BASKET BALL BUSINESSMEN MUST HAVE

DECISION IN LOCAL LIQUOR CASE

Newt

Claim That He Has Done Wonders

The meeting of the Holland Businessmen’s associationheld Monday

Grand Haven High night Id the K. of P. Hall was one
game to be played of the most successful for some

against the

And

In Clearing Up The Lake
Will Carry Matters

The Supreme Court Monday school quintet, the

To

IBS

I

Gov. Ferris If

handed down a decision affirming In the new High school gymnasium. time as far as attendanceis concernJudge Cross’ holdings In the case of This will be the first game played in ed. Two factory propositions were
the People vs. William Blom of this the new gymnasium and a record- discussed and both were turned over

The

action of State

Die Kind Yon Have

Game Warden

city. This case Involved the right of breaking crowd Is expected.
to a committee for further Investi- Oates In appointing Herman BeekCoach Robinson declares he will
the city of Holland to exercise excluman of this city deputy game war-|
gation.
sive control over the liquor traffic in have a five that will work to the last
A queer feature of the association den of Ottawa County to succeed
the city under the city charter. Ac- minute and give a good account of is that it has no constitution. When Corneluls Dornbos, who has hel l
cording to the Supreme court decision the city can do this. The full
->xt of the decision has not been secured as yet and local attorneys and
authorities,as well as the liquor
dealers are wondering what the text
contains as It will most probably con

For Infants fend Children.

Necessary

Always Bought
ALCOHOL

3

PER CENT.

Aw^labUftpparallofilflrAs

In each game.
the name of the association was this office the past seven or eight
Interest in basketball Is greater
changed from “Merchants’ associa- years, has stirred up considerable!
than ever at Holland high this year, tion’’ to the present name the legis- sentiment and feeling among the
as was shown when about 50 lads lative committeewas Instructedto businessmen interested In our lake.
turned out to try for the team. So draw up a constitution.For awhile The fishermen declare they have
many have shown up well that even the committee reportedprogressbut been well protected while Dornbos
with three weeks of preliminary when asked about it last night a held the job, and this was the topic
itself

sirailailngteRodaiURrtito

Bears the

IlngdieSttBndBandltowM

Signature
Pronk)tesDi^stton£hwW

of

ness and RntjCoaUlns otto
Opium .Morphine norMoeri

tain Interesting points In regards to work Coach Robinson is undecldpi member of the committee said that of much discussionat the meeting
the right of the cliy as compared to on his first squad.
nothing has been done. The committee of the Holland Businessmen’s Asso-|
the rights of the state, so far as the
Features of the game will be a seems in doubt to to what the Ass’ a elation Monday night,
liquor traffic Is concerned.
concert by the High school orchestra stands for and what is Its object. All the businessmen that spoke at
Attorneys Vlsscher and Robinson and the organisedrooting among the The council has been requested to the meeting said they did not know

Not Narcotic.

I

jkjKtfMJkOMaimmx

w

I

of this city and Sheridan F. Masters students.Music will be furnished beallow the Businessmens' associationI Beekman and that he might make
of Grand Rapids representedthe re- fore the game and between halves.
the use of rooms In the City Hall, I as good an officer as Mr. Dornbos,
spondent while Prosecuting Att. L.
The girls’ teams of both schools but the council will not lef the rooms but that after Dornbos had worked
Osterhous of Grand Haven and will play the preliminary, while the to an unorganized body and It Is up so hard to suppress Illegalfishing In
Att General Grant Fellows handle l big game will be staged for the reg- to the association to get a constltu- Black Lake and Black River and
the case for the people.
ular high school quintet.
tlon before the council will
had succeeded so nobly It was not|
Action on the four other liquor
The girls’ quintet will be In charge
The treasurer’sreport Mondav right that the Job should be taken
cases now pending In clrdult court of Edith Cappon, the captain and she
showed that the associationhas|away from him after the work was
will depend largely on the full decis- will likely be assisted by the followall done.

In
frttr#

Use
Apofect Remedy forCoreflp
tion.SourSto«ach.Dbnt(«

act.

$235.32 on hand, and has $50 com-

ion of the Supreme court In the case

Mr. Dornbos,

against Blom. These cases pending

-

police board of the city.

i --

o

1

LEENHOUT8 READS PAPER ON “SOCIAL STATUS OF
AMERICAN MEDICAL

HR. A.

BUSINESSMEN DECLARE

IT

WILL KILL MUCH OF OUR
RESORT TRADE

It was decided also at Monday’s

meeting to hold a banquet this winter,

The new anglers’ license law was
brought up for discussion Monday
at the Businessmen’sAssociation

How

From

Doctors

all

arrangements as to time

tive committee.

The next regular meeting,

Have Changed wlIl be

Pill Dispensers to

I

Doses -JJCents

J

condition.

The

money
|

Chicago Detectives, Atwood Broth-

“The Social Status of the Amerl
meeting by Att. M. A. Sooy, and the
Associationtook s decided stand can Medical Profession,” was the
against the new law making It a title of a very interesting paper read

ers

a

and Harry Mouw Among

he

out

held

I’Te.

*«« &>w

In fines

of

Wm**

TMI MWTMMI

MVMMV. (««••« MTV.

in It for the officer.

Pres. John Vander Slula, who Is
noted fisherman, said that he

MEATS.

I

Enterprising

knows Dornbos to be & good efficient

VAN

wv
•

because he Is fearless and Is
no particular
IUU
pat hivutat friend of anybody's.
--- # —
officer,

Those to Be Tried.

when!

a

but that now there Is hardly anv

and

Engineers

first year

hundred dollars paid

offi-

cere.

Health

At b

still keep

Feb.

the annual election of

months old

the lake was cleaned up he would

watch and even took

Thirty Years

NEW YORK-

pleasure In keeping the lake in good

place, etc., were left to the execu-

PROFESSION
Shows

and

ftcSm*Si*>swtof

present at

the meeting, said he wanted the office for these reasons: That now

|

were worked up about a year ago by parens and Margaret Ming.
private detectives employed by the

who was

For Over

ness andLoss or Sleep.

ittvuu

I>ER VEERE, ttt E. EIOHTH.
For
or §*•••

eholot

atlMM

phOBO 104*.

crime punishablewith a fine of $50 Monday night by Dr. LeLenhouts beCircuit Court for
tore tbe Social Frcgreee Cluo
P« would arreet any man who broke
J)E KRAKER A DE k^R^DEAUHlSUltm
for anyone from outside of the state fore the Social Progress Cluo when
kno.e
fishing in any Inland lake or river u met at tbe home ct Att
River St CltixesePhone M*.
without first paying an angler’s lic- T. N. Robinson. As introduction to moned for Jan. 19. The docket for aLhat Mr. Dol.„bo8 has done became
Tomiorvr +nv*m
AawawI fairly
n
1 I
ense of three dollars. It was argued Ms theme Dr. Leenhouta sxM that January
term (a
is asivtaf
considered
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES.
he has been called out by Dornbos
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
that many people come here from he used the word “American ’ advis- good size. There are nine criminal
,t all times of the night to take him
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND. Dealer A
edly,
l ecause there U a Marked difChicago and other cities outside of
• Windmills. Gasoline Engines. Pumps aodv
cases on the calendar,15 jury civil
acrose the lake, and he haa seen
JAMES J. tANHOP
Plumblnir Supplies. CiU. phone I08H. 4® W
the state during the summer to ference between the status of tbe cases, 6 non-jury civil cases, 13 are
8tb
Street.
Dornbos make arrests.
LAW OFFICE
spend the week end and enjoy the profession in America and in Euro- divorce cases. Then there are beCharley
Harmon, Jake Lokker, 3 and 4 Akeley Block, 200 Waihingtonist
— v.
uco iUuI
fishing. Borne of these people will pean countries, for instance. ln sides
four other cases In chancery
‘ DENTISTS.
and
AusUn
Harrington,
office phone, Bell 453 Grand Haven, Mich,
not come if they have to pay three America the profession Is still largo- Ly defaQlt As will be seen the
Dr.
Junes O. Scott
commercial-minded,while in court will be pretty busy In as much wardens, told of the condition of*
dollars for a day’s fishing and It will ly
Denliit
things around Holland twenty-five
hurt our resort trade. The matter Europe, especially In Germany, Aus-I Judge Crfm wm open court ,n
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
ybare ago and
was left In the hands of the legisla- trla and France, the physicianla>H Ullegan county tbe third Monday in
32 East Eighth
Holland,Mich
Dornbos took hold of things and,*
tive committee to eee what can he more stress on the rewards that comft February.
.I the
k r
h a businessmen
htHiinMsmeuI 0ffice 0Ter Flnt SUU
Ph0ne*
with
backing off the
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THE DATE FIXED UPON
BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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Leenhoutatraced the development of the medical profession In
Dr.
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DRY CLEANERS-

LOUI9 H. 0BTERH0U8
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

mn
HOLLAND CLEANER*. •
Tvstth at CMeeue »Aom UM-

Practices in all State and FederalCourts

Criminal— People vs. Har^ MouwL^eny.flve
years
— '
----ago that a Jury]
battery for .en .i 'e; COuld not be drawn that would con- GjukI)
the. MlefHp
Aaolorari U wan I

assault and

J"

^

i

Public
hi money
ml'nTthe^eTTn
Followl'1*
"
the
there is in|dar
Qf cage6 notlced
for tria, at thel weedeT on? Illegal' n.'htng,
sentiment was so strong In favor of
January
(he galne law breakers fifteen to

T.h'Tn
ment
than on

IS

Tuesday for the purpose of making arrangements for the annual
banquet. It was decided to hold It
on the evening of January 26 and
all the members of the association

w

the

I

TOwSm-

Aft
Drtc»

um< In Court Hour
Office
Michigan

BANKS
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
THE FIRST STATE BANK

T. J. MBR8EN, CORNER TENTH AN1
(I Cwtral Atm. CIUmm ybowe 1411

Stock paid in ------------------- IMJJ
undivided proflu... .........IM*>
rouua ton Security.................
1*0.000
4 per cent Interest paid on time deposit*.
Exchange on all bustneaecentersdomestic and
oreicn

ML

the private medical schools that were

>d and

In the busineee merely for the monFlannlgan, kidnapping; Peo. vs. Harry Doesburg said that It was
are requestedto hold this date open. ey and that did not come up to the
Morris Atwood and Frank Atvol, L matter of vital Importance that
MUSIC.
The place has not been definitelystandardsset by the universities.
manslaughter; People vs. John ; n- our lakes should be kept clean as HOOK BROS FOR THE LATEST fOFUdecided upon, but in all probability These schools, he declared, did not
derkolk,violation of city ordl id
many resorterscome here for the U tar Bonis and the beet la the tmielcHae O. J. Diekema. Prea. J. W. Beardelec.V. P
:uleene phone INI 17 East Eighth It.
it will be in the K. of P. and Wood- Instill Ideals of professional and
Civil, Jury — Grand Rapids. Hoi- fishing, and that many people come
man halls. The following commit- scientificadvance in the pupils and
scieuuui ou
*“ “I” r
land and Chicago Ry. vs. Oiynjla to this city from other cities for
.UMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
tees have been appointed:
crowded
with
incompetent
men.
But
v‘Tll,on:
John
LSwelkhart
v».
W.
d«y«
and
week,
to
lleh.
Now
that
LUI(BIk „ aivaa
Program — W. H. Orr, A. H. Land
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
phone IDuL
decades
Hanralian:
V8,
Jullu9
we
have
a
good
game
warden,
wbylo
at
cuimm
weir, Fred Beeuwkes, and Frank Bol
during the past 2 or
Ipommerskl;Cassle M. Soule vs. G experiment with another, he asked.
Cspitil •took PeM ,n ........ ..........*
buls.
AdditionalBtookholder* llBbilUy ........
there has been a change and the prl-|R ^ o H
m
J<
^
o(
of
UNDERTAKING.
Deposit or security .................... loo.ooo
Banquet — Will Vlsser, M. A. Sooy
P»ys 4 per cent Interest on ShTlngsDeposit#
professonal men balng
*,0HTn
Jake Lokker and Andrew Klompar- fast becoming a thing of the past. |80n VB- Detro,t’ Grand Havan
The organizationof medical
Louis Hayden gent to Oates on a petition for Dorn
ens.
DIRECTORS:
.
*i.Jvb. Peter Zalsman; Henry Craraei bos and 27 personal letters, Gate*
Decorating — Dick Boter, Bert
A. Timber. D. B. Keppel. Daniel Ten fit#
elation, thronghon
Cornellu, Steketee; Cleland end has not answered.
GROCERIES AND MEATS.
Ges.F. Humitf- D. B Yntews. J.G.Rutaer
Slag and Herman De Fouw.
I, helping to
Cleland va. Benjamin Gregg, et .1.
The Associationdecided to leave A LBERT BIDDING.— FILL TOUR MARk*t bMkat with nlo« cImb fr«rt fr»Tickets — H. Van Tongeren, Cook much higher plane. There 1. dret of
Gu.tav Meatier;
Don't
tb« plBCB, torntr Rtvw
the matter up to the committee of
Bros and Harry Harrington.
all a national association, then a.
BBd SOTBBthft root*. Both pbOBW.
Haven Basket three with power to act. It was deNEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,
o
state association,and the
Conroy vs. Ed- clared that there was no reason why
FINDINGS IN CASE OF CITY OF unit le the county aaaoclatlon.
^
mat(((r of the
BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
Dornbos has been let go but that per
„0-mon 4k0i
GRAND HAVEN VS. GORHAM an organization is the Ottawa
Estate of Herman Abel, deceased; sonal influence had been brought to ISAAC VEHSCHURE. THE KK3ENT PAR1 eel delireryman. always prompt. Also eaty Medical association for instance ol
A AMERICAN BONDING
Vincent J. Aleszkiewiczvs. Benjam- bear against him. The commltiee ores* and ba/mre- fall him up on tee Citiwhich most of the local physicians
Books, Stationery,! Biblei,
zens pbone ISM (or quick delivery.
COMPANY ANNOUNCED
in Hoffman.
will write to Oates and probably go
are members. These organizations
Civil Non Jury — Annie Gates vs. to Lansing to see him and ask nlm
In connectionwith the long drawn have helped to bring about mutual
Newspapers, and Magazines
Frank
A. Gates; Sparta State Bank to explain why he let Dornbos go,
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
out case of the City of Grand Haven respect and better feeling.
vs. Eastern Basket and Veneer Co.* and they will try to have Dornbos rvOMBURQ. H. R.. DEALER IN DRUM,
vs. Lewis A. Gorham and the AmeriMoreover, uunug
moreover,
during the
me past
paoi two or
w
medicines, paints, oils,
toilet articles.
oils, U
Phone 1746
First National Bank of Lincoln, Neb. reinstated. If Oatee refuses to act mportsd and domestic slgars Cttt sens phone 30 W. 8th St.
can Bonding Co., referee, Att. R. three decades the medical
’
13IL IS E. EUrhth It.
the
committee
will
then
most
likely
1
ii
i,
»,oa
vs.
Benjamin
Van
Raalte,
Jr.;
Rude
Vlsscherof this city at a final hear has changed radically in that It
„
.
Mfg. Co. vs. Benjamin Van take the matter up with Governor
ing of the case yesterday, announced swung around
from mere pill and
VJ Raalte, Jr.; Holland City SUte Bank Ferris and see what can he done.
his findings. The defendants are In- medicine-crammingto npovonH
preventive
’ .
. u
..
,
nrntaam
Benjamin Van Raalte and John This committee may also go before
debted to the city of Grand Haven medicine. It Is the medical profess- vs.
w _______
the Board of Supervisors and re12,472.75, which amount Includes in- Ion itself which has most to lose by It Meeuwsen.
quest that Board to pay Dornbos for
Chancery
—
Matilda
Ford
vs.
Geo.
terest at six per cent on the original (financially, that has inauguratedthe
the work he does and not pay anyA.
Ford,
divorce;
Wra.
Bouwkamp
sum owed, according to the referee’s fight on tuberculosis, against cancer,
one else.
vs.
Martha
Bouwkamp,
divorce;
report, of $1874.85. If exception Is against the social diseases. It is also
o
Katherine
Beekman
vs.
Fred
Beektaken to the referee’s report wthh the medical profession that has start
PUBLIC
IS
INVITED
TO COME
man;
George
Rankans
vs.
Goldie
two weeks froth' date of announce- ed the movements for sanitation and
.
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of the parties con-

cerned the finding will be
the tounty clerk.
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ment by either
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filed

with

for race betterment.
Dr.

Leenhouta touched upon

Deming Rankans, divorce; Laura A.
Reynolds
vs. Lewis J. Reynolds, dl
the
vorce; Lydia E. Seltsma vs. Mlnard

possibilityof the state one day tak-

-

DURING AFTERNOON AND
EVENING

the groom owns a farm.
-o-

--

by paying one
fnr 11.00. See

free

per year and get a
-

-

o

-

premium FREE.

Dean's Kbenn*alle Pills for Rhtu

W

*

Boone

Livery, Sale and Feed Stable

Saturday afternoon and evening

Mr. Gorham was at one time city ing over the responsibility for the Sletsma, divorce;Henry Phllllpa, et ol this week the people of Holland
al. vs. Ruthey Jane Phillips; Frank will be given an opportunity to Inclerk of Grand Haven. The case has
Ihealth of the people and paying docbeen In court for the past six years. tors In some such way aa.S£hool tea- C. Purdy vs. Gelka DeJong et al spect the new high school. The
Couple Come to Holland to Spend chers are paid. One form of this Anna Llndhout vs. Richard Van door* .will be opened at 1:30 In the
afternoon and the public Is invited
Honeymoon Here.
system is being tried out in England Portvliet; Joseph E. Clark vs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. John Schrotenboer now, and It Is being watched with a Retailing;Albina Roetter vs. Claus to come early.
All the teachers will be in their
arrived In Holland yesterday, coming great deal of interest by the medi- Stange; Holland Bonus Fund, trustees
vs.
Holland
Sporting
Goods
Mfg.
rooma
to ahow the visitors about
here from Reeman, Mich., where thev cal profession.
and
to
explain the advantagee of the
company; Charles Koterbskl vs.
were married recently. The bride
This point and some of- the other
Gustave
Metzler.
new
building.
Members of the Board
was formerly Miss Reka Meeu wen- points brought out in the paper elicit
of
Education
will
also be there to
berg. They ara now visiting with ed a great deal of discussion from
Chancery, default—Clara Reyshow
the
visitors
about.
All are most
relativee In and about Holland and the members of the club.
nolds Linton vs. Charles Linton, dicordially
Invited
to
come
and Inspect
will leave next week for their future
vorce; John Bonema, et al. vs Edo
______
...
Holland’s
splendid
new
school
plant.
home In Hnntley, Montana, where
Subscribefor the News — $1 00 win Scott Blair et al; Charlea

-

Fred

Fanckboner, vs. Hirma Osgood, et The buildingIs practicallycompleted
al; Frederick Schmidt vs. “
Unknown ,and there are only aiew minor details that atlll need attention on the
Heirs of W. Gilman et al.

Best Carriages, fast gentle^ hones,
Itweat prices. Special care given to
boarding horses,
by the

f.ither by the

day or

month. Always have good
SPECIAL PRICES

horses for sale.

and

FUNERALS

200 Central

Avenue

for

WEDDING

MLUn,

HIGH.

Holland City

News

CHHIBTIAN REFORMED BCHOOliH SUPERVISORS TO FACE SEVERAL HOLLAND TOWNSHIP WANTED
LENGTHY ' PETITION TO BR
, PROBLEMS THIS
«HARE IN FORTUNE OF
PRESENTED AT JANUARY
MONTH.
JOHN KOFFERS
Calvin college and the Christian

\

The Board of Supervisorsfor

Ot-

PAGE ELEVEN
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MEETING

f

Reformed theological seminary of tawa county meets In adjourned sesThat the property owners residing
6rand Rapids have oeen honored sion on Tuesday, January 13, when
along the shores of Black lake aud
with more legacies In the put few
several matters of Importance will In an<L around the Macatawa bay
months than ever before In the hiscome before them.
resorts will make a formal demand
tory of the school. Besides the $10.The matter of the legislative rc- for the proposed division of Holland
000 left the board of trustees of the
dlstrlcting will undoubtedly be one township into two separate townschool by the late Thomas Peck,
the matters that will receive their ships Is evidenced from the fact
$12,000 will be forthcoming to the
attention as well as the much agitat- that a lengthy petition will be preschool from the estate of John Koted division of Holland township. In sented to the board of supervisors
ffcfe of Holland, who died some six
this latter matter the discussion will of Ottawa county when that body re

•

.

months ago.
Ir. all probability be somewhat heated
ouns seslon on Jan. 13.
According to the testament of Mr.
The divlsionistsheaded by their leadThe residents in the proposed fnt
Koffers’ will, the school, as well as
and spokesman, Arthur Van Dur- tional township are practically s
the mission bdard of the Christian
en, will be on hand in goodly num- unit for division and they have signReformed denomination,would each
bers and the anti’s headed by their ed the petition asftlng the board to
receive $5,000 for their support. A
representative,Ex-Senator Luke Lug- accede to their request. Whether
clause In the will, however allowel
era will not be missing.
the property owners in the square
the surplus of the fortune to be
It Is stated that SupervisorBrow- section of the township will submit
equally divided between the mission
of Holland township Is strongly
counter-petition has not yet been
board and the school. It hu been
in favor of division and naturally his determined.
found that the original amount ami
opinion will have a good deal of
The property owners In the fracthat both the school and the mission
weight with the Board as a body. tional section declare that the needs
board will each receive $7,000 more
Then too, the four supervisors with of the two sections are so widely at
than the specified amount.
the mayor of Holland city, ex-officio, variance that the law of home rule
The (wo legacies for Calvin col*
also a member of the Board will have should be put Into effect. It is anlege and the ChristianReformed
good deal of weight as well.
ticipated, however, that the questheological seminary amounting to
Then last but not least, the ques- tion of division may lead to a lively
$22,000, will undoubtedly be used
tion what will the board do with the scrap among the members of the
for the erection of new school buildGood Road Commissionsquabble in board, as some are radically opposed
inis on the campus at Fuller avenue
view of the recent decisionin the to It, owing to the fact that a recent
and Franklin street. This sum in
circuitcourt, is a query in the minds law enacted by the state legislature
additionto the contributions which
of a large number of Ottawa county gives a supervisorthe power to ap-
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HOLLAND BRANCH FACTORY,

H. J. HEINZ CO.

me HEINZ IDEA
'

of food preparation represents the highest

Back

of

it

development of modern culinary sciences.

are 44 years of experience joined with the constant endeavor to

the finest foods that science, skill
It is this insistence

Heinz Idea

and the most painstaking care can produce.

on quality,— first, last

circle the globe

make only

and create a market

and always,— that has made the

for

are being received by the educational

secretaryof the school, Rev. John

Vender Mel, will, it Is thought,help
in erecting the proposed new college.
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VOTERS MUST LEARN

POPULAR BUSINESSMEN’S
G

-

point a clerk and thereby relieves
him of a good share of the work.

citizens.

ANIMATION RECEIVES
NEW MEMBERS LAST

MONTH

OR2B

-

o

HEINZ 57 VARIETIES
PURE FOOD PRODUCTS

FARMERS TO GATHER IN VARl*
OU8 PLACES IN OTTAWA

\

world. To meet this ever increasing demand, the
business of H. J. Heinz Company has grown to be the largest single enterprise of
its kind in existence. Following are more interesting facts about the Heinz Pure
in

AND ALLEGAN COUNTIES

NEW ELECTION SYSTEM
THIS YEAR

every country

of the civilized

A series of farmers Institutes are
The Marquette Club closed tho
year 1913 with a spurt of success to be held in a number of places
The Operation Of The New Charter and enthusiasm almost unparallell- in both Ottawa and Allegan counties
Food Establishment.
ed in the history of that oragniza- during the month of January. Theae
Will Puzile Many For Some
Over 4500 Employees, 24 teres floor space at main plant, 16 Branch Factories— with 33
tlon. During the closing month of institute this year, but many of the
Time
pular
with
the
fairmers
of
this
com
the year the club added 25 new mem
acres floor space, 69 Pickle Salting Houses, 30,000 acres of land under cultivation, 40,000 people
Hardly hu the year started but
bers, bringing the total membership munlty and they are ususally well
required to harvest crops, 45 Branch Distributing Warehouses, over 500 Traveling Salesmen.
the voters of Holland must begin
to about seventy-five. And not only attended. Holland is not to have an
thinking of the elections that 1914
Operates also Printing Plant, Glass Bottle Plant, Box Factory, Tank Factory, R. R. Rein point of members but in every intsitute this year, but many of the
will bring forth. And for Holland
farmers
of
this
part
of
the
state
will
other way the club has prospered
frigeratorLine, R. R- Tank Car Line, Branch- Warehouses and Offices in London. Agencies in
there will be somewhat more doing
during 1913. The club has always go to Zeeland to attend the one to
the leading commercial centers of the world.
in the election line the coming year
been popular, ever since It was or be iven there January 12.
than has been customary. Because
Following is a complete list of the
ganized a few years ago, but it H
of the change In charters the citiz- more so now than ever. The city’s Institutesto be held in the two counens of this city will face an entirely
most representative business men ties during the month:
new situation locally and they will apd citizens are members of it and
Ottawa County — Zeeland, Jan. 11,
have to learn all over again how to
Jamestown,
Janl3; Hudsonville Jan
are helping to make It a valuable orgo «t it, when to register, when to ganizationin the city’s social and 14; Nunlca, Jan. 15; Coopersvllle,,
Choose their candidates and finally
Jan. 16; Allendale. Jan. 17.
commercial life.
when to elect them.
Although 1913 closed prosperous- Allegan County — Chicora, Jan. I kets had been tied together making ent part In both the immigrationsto unless each of the other chlldrea con- A'lredy daring the first month of ly the club is planning still bigger Leisure,Jan. 6; Glen. Jan. 7;
a rope of sufficientlength to allow the new world. Thla masterly ad-|tributedfifty ee&U a week for the *
the year the voters will be called things for the year just beginning. Ganges, Jan. 8; Saugatuck; Jan. t;
the men to reach the round safely, drew was printed In “De Orondwet” suppert of their father. Thla, It la
upon to register.Registration day Commencing Saturday evening, Jan. Laketown, Jan. 10; Hamilton, JanThe four men— it la thought that in the series that Is being conducted charged, according to the city offthas been fixed for the last Saturday C, a series of Saturday night enter- 12; Salem, Jan. 13; Monterey, Jan.
only four were concerned In the plot by O. Van Schelven. It appeared in citli, they refused to do. And the*
In January. It comes early this year tainments will be held once a week, 14; Hopkins, Jan. 15; Plalnwell, 16
—had started the work last Thurv two Issues, Nov. 26 and Dec. 8, 1912. refusal waa made In splta of the fact
because the primaries will be about including buffet lunches, talks, ad- Moline Jan. 17.
day, and had planned to slide to freo 1 Mr. Van Norden waa prominent In that most of the children are In good
three weeks earlier than the elec dresses and other forms of amuseo
dom Sunday night under the cover of financialcircles In New York before circumstances, several of them the
tlon and the poeple will have to go ment and instruction.These enter- ALLEGAN COUNTY
HAS darkness.All four are now in gepar- hia retirementfrom active business ownere of farms.
to the polls earlles this year than m tainments will continue the rest of $1000 WORTH OF FURS IN HIS
Informallyapplication was mtde
ate cells, freedom of the cage and In 1902. He was for many years
other years. The choice of canJI the winter. The committee in charge
corridorshas been taven from all presidentof the Bank of North to the city officials to hive the old
BARN.
dates will be made on March 17, have already engaged a number o!
those confinedin the
y America and he held many other im gentleman supported by public charwhile the election itself will come prominent speakers who will address Allegan, Jan. 7 — Lee Dostls has
portant positions. He was also at ity. In the course of the conservaAll four of them accused deny
on A-prll 5.
the businessmen at these Saturday about $1000 worth of turs at t -e
one
time president of the Holland tion In regard to the application the
Voters are daily asking questions night gatheringson various subjects Lome of his father lu Monterey, near having any part In the work, des- Society of New York City. He was
above stated charges were made to
about the new system that will pre- of business methods and on other Dumont lake, which he has bought pite the fact that the sheriff witness 78 years old aBd was born in New
the officials.No action of any kind
vail. There will be no party tickets themes in which commercial men during the past few weeks. They ed them at work. It Is said that York City, a descendant of one o?
could
be taken until a formal appliEckert, who was awaiting trial on a
this year and that seems just a bit are interested.All the speakers en- are chiefly muskrat, skunk, coon,
the oldest Dqtch as'wel as one of cation had been made, and such acunfamiliar to most people. But In gaged are of the first order, and weasel and mink hides and he is charge of carrying concealed weap- the oldest Dutch as well as one of
tion is expected by the officials.
a very short time the voters will get these Saturday night gatheringsholding them for better prices than ons, was the leader of the gang. Olln have figured In the early history of
As soon as such application It
the 18 year old Grand Rapids boy
on to the new system.
will be made events of real distinc- are at present being offered. The
of that city.
made
the case will of coarse be carearrested In this city by Officer Stektion and of value to every business mink skins he keeps in his house
o
fully
considered
with a view of findetee was awaiting trial on charge
ZEELAND POULTRY AND PET man In the city. The executive and but most of the fur is in the barn of adbuction. Kaiser was serving a A MAN FORMERLY WORTH $30,- ing a way of compellingthe children
the house committees invite all the and the collection Is an interesting
OOO ASKS SUPPORT FROM
STOCK EXHIBIT COMES TO
to support their father. The point
new members and all the old mem- one. The Dosties’ have bought from 60-day term of larceny of a suit case
is, are there not others on the poor
POOR DEPARTMENT
AN END THIS EVENING
and Lynch was on a 90-day stay for
bers, together with their friends to many trappersand have done some
The Zeeland Poultry Show came attend these meetings. They will t-appingthemselven. They expect to the stealing of a pot of paint from THAT IS CHARGE MADE IN CAS?-: ,,8t ,n H<>Haod now who should be
supportedby. relatives?If there ara
OF OLD MAN APPLYING FOR
to an end Friday evening. The begin late in the evening,and busl make a good profit and doubtless will Bert Slagh of this city.
tbe committee appointed by the may
show was a great success financially nessmen can come to them at 9:30 unless the open winter continues. In
CHARITY.
or will doubtless learn all the facta
Some high class birds were exhibit- or ten o’clock after winding up the which event It is not likely that the
NOTED MAN DIES IN NEW YORK Is An Illustrationof Advisability of and make recommendations In acfurs will command high prices.
ed. Cups were awarded as follows work of the week in their stores.
cordance with them.
SubjectingAll Applicants
HON WARNER VAN NORDEN DECup No 1, to Wm Visch, on 8. C.
Arrangements have also been
o
—
to Close Scrutiny
LIVE RE I) ADDRESS AT THIS
Buff Leghorns; Cup No. 2, to John made for * formal ball that will be DISCOVERS
PRISONERS
Though
the committee recently ap- ANOhER’S LICENSE
BECITY’S SEMI-CENTENIAL
T. Wlersema, on Buff Leghorns held in the club rooms in the near
BUSY
MAKING
OPENING
COMBS
EFFECTIVE
TODAY
pointed
by
Mayor
Bosch
to
investl-j
Cup No. 3, to Van De Pels Bros, on future.
SympatheticallyBridged in Mastergate the poor lists with a view of
THROUGH ROOF
S. C. Reds; Cup No. 4, to Jos.
The anglers’ license act passed by

H. J.

Heinz

Company

.

-

-

MAN

jail.

-

-

-

FOUR

-

LAW

o —

ly Ad<lre«fl, Gap Between Two
Bounsma, on Anconas; Cup No.
getting at. all the facts has not yet the legislature and which became efThurlOw O. DennisotiHad Been HI
OF COUNTY JAIL
Dutch Immigrations
made a report and may not do so for fectlve today makei| ,t neceMar/
to Jake Dykeman, on Col. Rocks
For Four Months
Sheriff Dykhuls Sunday , afterCup No. 6, to B. Van Den Bosch, on
Dr. G. J. Kollen, at present spend some time, a case has come to the for aji non-residents to take or catch
noon
prevented a probable wholesale Ing some weeks in New York and attention of the city officials which Is;or attempt to cltch flah ,n the lnIand
Wyandotte; Cup No. 7, to Tony Van
Thuflow O. Dennison,son of H. O.
Liere on 8. C. Blk. Orphlngton; Cup Dennison, died at the Homeopathic jail delivery, when, his suspicions New Jersey, has send to O. Van a clear cut Illustrationof the fact lakes and streams of this state with
Not 8, to Vander Pels Bros, ton S C. hospital at Ann Arbor Saturday.The aroused by a noise In the jail, when Schelven a clippingfrom the New that the appointment of a committee hook of any kind, to secure an anReds; Cup No. 9, to P. M.Hanson deceased had been 111 for four years on quiet Investigating expedition. It York Times telling of the death of of the kind was highly advisable. gler’s license, which can be obtained
on Anconas; Cup No. 10, to Jas
as the result of Injuries received is positive that James Eckert, Free- Hon Warner Van Vorden of New There has been some protest on the from tbe county clerk on payment o!
De Kotser on W. C. Blk. Pollhs; Cup while at work In thd lumber woods In mont; Raymond Olin, Grand Rapids York City. Many local persons re- part of sentimentalists who declared $3.00.
No. 11, to Peter De Hoop on White Northern Michigan. He was 23 years Abe Kaiser, Kalamazoo, and Pat member Mr. Van Norden from the It unjust to subject the city’s chariAny person having such a license
Leghorns.
old. The funeral was held at the Lynch Holland, would have gained address he delivered In this city at ties to scrutiny. Those who favored shall be entitled to take or ship witn
home at 10 o’clock in the forenoon tbelr freedom, and probably several tbe Semi-Centennial. That address .the appointment of a committee ar- out tbe limits of tbe state not to exother prisoners would have been was one of the most masterly of the sued that no one wished to cut down ceed one day's legal catch, as proGraduating Class Of 101 S Enjoy Tuesday.
freed.
series deliveredby prominentmen on tbe charity extended to those who vided for In the statutes of the state.
—
SMgh Ride To Home Of Henry
On the second floor of the Jail Is a here on that occasion. The commitneed it, but that It Is unfair
THAT IS RECORD IN OTTAWA large cage into whkh the cells open tee In charge of the program at that to pay money out of the public Licenses which are issued to noaBoeve
residents do not give them any rights
COUNTY DURING 1018
and the prisonersare allowed exer- time found It extremely difficultto, treasury to persons who have sons not enjoyed by residents of the state.
The members of the 1913 gradual
^rom the record of the Circuit cise. This cage rises to within three Becare a speaker from the East who(or daughters who can support them, Any person violating any of the
lug class of the High School held a
reunion Wednesday evening when Court Clerk there were fifty-onemar Jeet of the celling, and It was on top would fill the bill exactly. It was or to peraons who have property provisions of the act shall upon conthey enjoyed a hayrack ride loathe ried couples dissatisfiedwith their of this that the prisoners worked, difficult to secure a man who couid which later will be Inherited bj» the vlction,be sentencedto pay a fine of
..
home of Henry Boeve, a member of lots in Ottawa county,, at least this and the way of escape led through sympatheticallybridge the gap ba- children who now refuse to aid them.
That
cases
of
this
kind
are
not
30
^
auch flne and ,mthe class. Most of the members of was the number who peUtloned to be the roof. They had secured an Iron tween the Dutch Immigration that
the class were present, although legally seperated, during the year brace from one of the beds and with brought tbe Hollanders to New ImpoMlble I, Bhown Dr th. (.mil/ prUonmeDt| ,t th, <„,cretlon 0( th.
this pried away a portion of the cell York In 1623 and the Immigration referred to. Soipe years ago a cer- court.
some were not able to attend the 1913. e
party and a few l^ave left the city.
In al Ithere were sixteen coupies ing. With an inflammable disinfect- that brought the Van Raalte colony tain man In this city, quite advanced
A pleasantevening was spent re- whose prayers were answered and ant, which they had In some way se- to this state In 1847. Mr. Van In years, believed he was going to
Chronic ConstipationCured
newing old aqualntencesand talking received the sanction of the court to cured, they burned away a part of Norden was finallyselected and he die. He divided an estate of some
“Five years ago I bad the worst
over old times, and all made merry live apart, while in three cases, the the rafters and beams which support acquited himself of his task to the $30,000 among seven children. But case of chronic constipationI ever
complete satisfactionof all. His sub he got well and at first there wii no knew of, end Chamberlain’sTablets
as the new year was uehed in and parties agreed to try to agree once ed the slate roof.
cured me." writes S. F. ' Fish,
A heavy kick or blow would havo ject was “1623 knd 1847— Religious- trouble. He has Wen living with a Br^ak|®*,"MJhtte8F^
the old year dropped away.
more, before the court decided their
sale by all
fate, while In one case the judge- knocked away snffident of the slate ]y and Educationally’* and he trac- daughter , but It Is charged that
— Adv.
ment of the court wm that the part- to make an opening through which «d the points of similarity between other children refused to contribute
.
Get a scissors free by paying one
should make such a trial and 'escape would have been easy, and the two movements, keeping In mind to his snpport. The daughter finally a scissors free by paying ono
year in advance for $1.00. See
therefore would not give Its sanction the prisonersbad worked to this the broad characteristicsof tbe declared tbet she would no longer year In advance for $1.00. Sea
photo of acissors elsewhere In this
stage when discovered. Four blan-^ Dutch people that played a promln- beard and keep the old gentleman photo of scissora elsewhere In this
to a separation.
'
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DUELL AND EUGENE
.

•

LYONS ONCE MORE GET
AS FAR AS FENNVILLE

Are Stopped By

Officers There end

Are Brought Beck

to

Homes

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

In Holland.

Archie Duell and Eugene Lyons of
who have won much renown
of late for their daring escapades
again went on the adventure path on
Saturday and were again picked up
by the officers in Fennvllle who

this city,

A Sale Without
Never since the day we

have become well acquainted with
•the boys. They were brought before Justice Wm. Stedemah In Fennvllle

who

we’ll tell you

Holland that he had the boys. Mrs.
James Lyons went to Fennvllle Sun-

back her wandering boy, who is but fourteen
years old and shortly after young
Duell was brought back by his Irate

it

is generally thought that Judge Kir-

great that^no’man of

by will give the boys another chance
to make good and will hire them out
to some farmer.
Motion pictures are blamed by the

Tues. Jan.

far

m

sense will stay away.

We

day. But whether

distinct loss to us but

the boys thought

Fennvllle was an Indian village o’

mean]

are not out for a single cent profit, in fact this sale will

mined

whether they got tired of riding the

effort to sell

\\
26

and lasts until Jan.

6,

west to fight Indians, mine gold and
be heroes, when they took a southbound freight from Holland, Satur-

a

we are going totake our medicine in our deter-

every Winter

suit or overcoat in the house within

the time limit of twenty days.

freight is still a mystery.

Young

common

-

SALE STARTED

mother of Eugene Lyons for the
boy’s case of wanderlust,and they

the

it

men did not feel the necessity of heavyweight clothing and refused to buy. The result is, more fine clothing
on hand 'now than we have ever had before at this time of the year
and we have made up our minds to dispose of every suit and overcoat in stock within twenty days. We don’t care a rap how fine the
quality is, we don’t give a hang about the cost or value, we have cut
prices regardless of everything and we have made the reductions so

Edward Duell. ~
Both boys are under parole from
juvenile court for other escapades
and may probablybe sent to the re-

were probably bound for

i

why.

failed to arrive. Naturally

father,

but

opened our doors have we offered bar-

first

For weeks we waited patiently for the arrival of cold weather but

day and brought

last act,

Equal

gams that can compare with the values embraced in this sale and

notified Chief Dykhuls of

form school for this

a PaTallel or

Duel's father has a differ-

Furnishings, Hats and Caps will likewise be sacrificed, |nothing will

ent opinion and claims that some old

er boys are to blame for the children's actions and that he will find
eut who is doing It to,

be held back and

if

you are

a

smart shopper you’ll be here bright and

early opening day and get the choice of the best offerings.
HOMAN W1LI ft CO.. ftUff »LO. N.

HOLD ANNUAL MEETING IN THK|

V.

Special Prices on Overcoats

'LOCAL METHODIST

on Suits

Special Prices

CHURCH.
A

Joint meeting of the

Adult Bible

Sunday

class

Woman's!

and

Adult Bible Class

school, was held In the par-

for $25.00,

now

1

for $22.50,
Iqg.

•The

presidents of the

two

•

officers and committees showed that

.

for $18.00,

Blue, Gray,
Formerly sold

reaching oat and helping to cheer
and comfort the sick and helpless.
A short program and refreshments
were enjoyed bj.

I

v/<d)osring officers were elected for the|

coming
*
•

yeai*:

Ladies'

Class

$18.50

-

Brown and Fancy

for

QQ

Q

for
Formerly sold for

5aQ0

1

fimlth; Treasurer,Mrs.

Ada

Volkenburg; Teachers,Mrs.

Formerly sold for V|

()J|fl

Van

Formerly sold for

Phila

^

Suits, all

$10.50

2 Q(j

^

$

|||j

$

5.50

12

J

Gray

wool, Blue,
and Brown

10.50

wool, Blue, Gray

and Brown

9.00

wool, Blue, Gray
and Brown

7.50

Suits, all

wool, Blue, Gray
and Brown

Suits, all

wool, Blue,
and Brown

^

$8
$7

9.00

yo

Gra^

5.00

and many other mixtures at $4.00, $3.50 and $3.00

Our Guarantee

SHOES
For

Men, Women, and Children

PETITION 18 BEING CIRCULATED

TO CHANGE CITY’S NEW#
CHARTER

\

of

to Y

such unusual reductions for

make you hesitate as to the

FUR CAPS

ou

S2.00, $2.50, S3.50
Fancy and Serge Capa 40c

to

DO

reliability

sale We safeguardyou with a guarantee

Extra Panta 90c

says: unless you are absolutely satisfiedwith any article
this

Worth $1.25

store,if it fails to giv6 service and satis-

faction in any way, bring it
refund you the

money

back and

we

without question or

to

to

$2.90

$4.50

will cheerfully

delay. :

:

:

All

Wool Underwear

$1.75 a suit

Wool Union Suits $1.75 a suit
Heavy Fleece Lined 39c each.

All

Remember

t^he opening date and bear
mind that thia wale will only last
twenty daya. Then make a bee line
for thia atore and put your dollar to
work like two dojlara have never
worked before.

asking that the charter be changed
in •sneb a way that the members of
£he Board of Police and Fire Commission and the members of the
Board of Public Works be elected by

in

$4.00
3.50

issue during the next few

3.00

i

There were some when the

that we have ma*de

purchased at

petition Is betdg^ circulated,

signatures, and It is likely that will

fact

sale should not

the goods on

that

Holland who are not entirely catisfied with the, new city charter that
•was put into joperation a few months

the people Intsead of being appoint
ed by the common council. This
petition is receiving a number of

The
this

There are already some persons In

months.

$10

$U0

'

Endicot John won

I

Esveld.

become an

$12

$14.00

wool, Blue, Gray
and Browiv ~

Moody;;

Treasurer Dick
Overweg; Teacher, the Rev. J. W.j

Bec'y. H. C. Moris;

ago. A

$15

$14.50

Look these figures over very carefully

Fairbanks.
Mens’ Class — President, A. H. Boy

p.

Suits, all

Suits, all

now

"Winters; Ass’t teacher, Miss Adah

lan; Vice President, q.

$18

in all styles

— President,Mrs.!

Lvln Binns; vice-president,Mrs. Margaret Madkham; Sec’y, Mrs. Jennie)

wool, Blue, Gray,
and Brown

Suits, all

$14.00

now

Formerly sold

which the

all, after

$20

!

the classes have increasednot only
In numbers, but in interest and in

•

Suits, all

$20.00

•

Fur Overcoats, formerly sold

classes!

presided. Reports from the various

.

-

Fur Overcoats, formerly sold

lors of the church, Thursday even-j

-

*
now -

Fur Overcoats, formerly sold

the Men’s!
of the M. E. church

char-

LOO

ter revision commission was at work

3.50

who

favored this system of election
instead of appointment and at that
time considerable pressure was
brought to bear on the commission

300
2.50
•>

to have it incorporatedin the new
charter. At one time the commis-

or;

Dress Shoes
Dress Shoes
Dress Shoes

Work
Work
Work
Work
Work

Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
^hoes

$2.90
2.65
2.25
2.90
2.65

All wool shirts,

all

colors, 90c to $1.75

Flannel shirts, all collors, 75c and 90c

Big Line of Ladiet*' Suita and Coats must be sold a\ Reasonable Prices.

HARRY PADN0S

2.25
2.00

TOP SHIRTS

188 River

Ave.

REMEMBER THE TIME AND THE

1.50

Next

to

Tower Clock

PLACE

1

sion decided to make the police
board elective, but later this was
changed and it was left ns an apOOlntlve office.

-

LIGHT FORMER HOPE STUDENTS Brooks, Waukesha, Wisconsin.
Since the days when they attendHOLD REUNION IN VAN
CAKE TRIED FRIDAY BEFORE
ed Hope together, the men have
VLECK HALL.
> CIRCUIT COURT COMMISbeen widely separated. One has
John Levan And John Vruwink Tell spent three years In Japan and will
MI88IOXER MILES

---

o

many

and numerals he had bet Rilksell felt cheap." The one
won, said "I thought more of my day when Laven said he owned the
first H than I did of my first C." American League, was when ConJohnny Laven said "he almost froze nie Mack told him to go in and hit
when he wore his first H bee-use he for Pennock, The little athletic sail
didn’t want to wear a coat.” It has "Imagine me a pinch hitter, when I
letters

Vanden Berg va. Of ExperiencesIn Fast Company return next summer; ao other Is
A happy reunion of eight former now a mining engineer in Northern been said "What’s in a name," but was only batting 150.”
Cert Rikson wan on trial Friday in
there seems to' be something in the
The party" broke up -At a late hour
the city ball tbqfore circuit court Hope student* was held Saturday Minnesota, while two are attending
namn
John.
Laven
told
the
"bunch"
and all the former sons of Hope
commissioner F. T. Miles. Att. T. N. evening In Van Vleck Hall. This was a theological seminary. Two others
are
studying
medicine;
another
Is About the day he was sold to the Jolliedlh their Alma Mater song bethe
first
lime
the
"bunch”
has
all
Robinson representedtbe complain
Athletics, when Pres, {ledges of St. fore going out Into the world again.
ant while Att. D. Ten Cate appeared been together since College days. a traveling salesman and the other
Louis asked Johnny how he would
for the defendant. More than ten Those present were, Harvey Oil- is a professorin a high school la
Hke to get in the world series. Lavan
Cupid was more effectivein his ef
mans; Tokyo, Japan; Frank "Tub" Wisconsin.
witnesseswere called on to testify.
•aid
"Quit your kidding.”In fact forts to make happy, young and old
After,
a
."feed"
prepared
by
the
Thurber,
Kallie
Minnesota;
Vern
• Mr. Vanden Berg claims that he
Laven was already sold to Connie in Ottawa county in 1913 than in
leased his farm to Rikson for a terra Oggel and Marinus "Butch” Den former social committee star Harvey
The

case of J. R.

Miss Dorothy

Goede Is Presented
Pretty Gift*

l>o

With

Wednesday afternoon a birthday
party was given In honor of Miss
Dorothy Do Goede at her home on
West 16th St. Thoes present were:
Doris Brouwer, Joeephlne Van Dyke
Jeanette Karsten, Ruth Bolhous.
Dorothy Van Der Schel, Eula Champion, Geraldine Zagers, Robert
Notier, Henry J. Steffens, Donald
De Goede, Willard De Waard, Donald J. Grevengoed.
Delicious refreshment* were served and all reporteda delightful Umo
Dorothy was the rtlciplentof many

OltmanBr the boys listened to the Mack. In telling of hia remarkable 1912, for in the fatter year 453 mar- pretty gift*.
Rikson Herfier, New Brunswick Seminary
(?) batting record, Laven said "I riage licenses were Issued, while In
-----broke the contract. He now wants John Vduwink, NorthwesternUni- Interesting expressionsin the athgot
my first hit off of Reb Russell,” 1913 472 iharrlage licenses were isSubscribe
for
the
News— $1.00
letic
world
of
two
of
their
number.
versity;
John
Laven,
U.
of
Michito put Rikson off the property.
.o
per year and get a premium FREB.^
. o ---gan; Herman "Ham” Van Zoeren, Johnnie Vruwink, in recalling •; the to which Verne Oggel remarked "1

of three years and

that

;

o

sued. ,

Grand Rapids, and

Prof. Earnest C.

